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Bowhead Whales in Alaskan Waters: An
Overview ofTwo Decades ofResearch
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Bowhead Whales
OD January 16, 1997*, David Rush 18005 with Scammon's whaling logs at awill be presenting a review of time when commercial whaling was Dearlydecades ofintense research on driving the species to extinction.
bowhead whales at 7:30 p.m. in the International concern escalated in the
Lecture Hall at the Monterey Boatworks at J970s when it was realized how many of
Hopkins Marine Station in Pacific Grove these endangered whales were still being
This meeting is being held two weeks taken annually by Eskimos. This concern
early. resulted in one ofthe most intensive
David has been a Wildlife Biologist for research programs ever directed at a stock
20 years with the Arctic Whale Task at the ofwhales. In spite ofthe harsh
National Marine Mammal Laboratory, a environment, the resultant studies have
part ofthe National Marine Fisheries made good assessments ofabundance,
Service, NOAA. His research has distributi~ ecology, and life history of
included surveys all around Alaska, this mysterious Arctic behemoth.
specifically for bowhead whales, belugas, Please come for what looks to be an
gray whales, and ice seals. enjoyable as well as extremely informative
Bowhead research dates back to the evening.
* PLEASE NOTE
JANUARY'S ACSMEETING WILL BE HELD ON
THE 16TH,
TWO WEEKS EARLY.
DON'TMISS IT!!!
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(EdiIon MW: uCnplSfrom a #cry by P,ter Pyl,
tIuU tJP/W4TH In tire FaD 1996/Du o/tIre QauJnerly
JOfImQ/ 0/111, POMRqu BirdObunHItDry 111,
Ob#nerJ
'I"IrtuW to ACS NItIUali4ts Allm Baldridge, Jo
GwI7WO, DIId Tom Kleckhefer, ondolso
speclol evenu ctJOI'diIIIltor Debbie TmnJlo.
who mDde 8IlTe we WD'l! all cMchd in ond
$I1ft1y on hoard. A sp«itJI thanJa goes 10
Monterey Spo'1ftshing andAngelo Shake who
provided 01l1' chapter with a memomble
platfor", 0/opportunity/or whale-watching
tmJfimdrai4lng 10 continue OUT support/or
marine l':"'~~ ". .'
mammal 0"';'~ .'.
research \ ......
projecl$.
ACS Humpback & Blue Whale Trip ~{tif~~i~
. . . ;¥... -' .~, '- ·-..~?~<i:;~~~~~~
This time they were big blues, four whales 1~.7..t)' ;;:~..'~.,;~ .. : t"...,.: ":_·:=':·~:~';:'i~.
ffDaUPftftftrtjust' wh Leon had f:-~ •.·\~.·, .... ")'; l ,.........;;; .•4.:..... 4o "'--r-li., ere seen .. _··· .. 1·•. ~ .:...~... ~-',.,"'#"._."" ",.- .;;...t·.,~~.
them the day before. The whales appeared ~,= :",i'••p , .. ... : .::~~>~ ~
'. . ':.&.¥)'f'''~to be feeding fir below the SW'f8ce, with ~;f:'.:..~ ;/.,!~ .• : ~~~~ ~:~.'~
relatively long dive time of20-30 min. ~}:\':- '. <?~.~~/~~~~
However, we all got some close encounters .~. ""-':', .,,_ .' --;.::.\:~~'::;.~:;
as the whales surfiu:ed Dear the boat, ,,",,,·~t·f;.: ~~ .'-'::""':"... ':.-. :- .-":
matching its 80 foot length. Heading down !, '~i:;~f.'fi1;~:.". . ~~
for another feeding session, we were Ill'.'.,.' "'~~I"}.."i;' ~'+' : .>~~;a#l:'
• --;" ". ~ -"~~;~; ;)f~~-' "~. . ..~1:.'~~
treated to spectacular Views ofthe blue " . ·:'~~.·l ',,::~;':'~,.~('\ ..::~.:.. '.;;....:"
whale blow, foJlowed by its inaedibly IODg I~~:., 'i~;:;.~. \~4r!P'(L .....t'.~. - ."
back rising and rolling forward to finally Northern Fur Seal Born
expose a small dorsal fin and then huge
flukes. on the Farallones
On the way home, we found a large
sunfish (Mola mola), which was roughly S
feet in diameter (Dot as big as one spotted
OD OW' September ACS trip) and a tight
group of8-10 traveling Risso's dolphin,
which bad a few calves in the pod. A northern fur seal pup was found em
Overall, it was a great day on the bay August 28, 1996 with several adults
and we could Dot have asked for any more and subadults OIl one ofthe FaraUon
sightiDgs. Well ? maybe a sperm Islands. This represents the first
whale sighting would have topped it om confirmed breeding ofthis species at the
You'll have to join us on our Dext ACS FarallODes since at least the mid-1800s. It
Trip. You never know what you're gomg is even possible that this is the first
to enCOUllter in Monterey Bay. breeding ever documented for this species
here, as the fur seals that were extirpated
from the island in the early part oftile
19th ceDhDy have DeYeI' bea1 conclusively
identified.
During the week leading up to August
28th, (Peter Pyle) had been attempting to
recover a satellite transmitter whidl was
transmitting from a statiODary location but
only at low tides, suggesting that it had
&lien off in the intertidal zone. On the
., ; .n,:.:/~ 28th, there was a good low tide in the
.' afternoon when Peter and three others
headed across Jordan Cannel toward
Indian Head. There were numerous
California sea lions in the area, including
a record count ofeleven pups frolicking in
. the intertidal pools. While seardling for
the transmitter they couJdD't avoid
. flushing a few sea lions into the water but
made sure to do this slowly, so as Dot to
panic them.
A group ofsea lions proceeding down to
the water's edge fi'om MirouDga Valley,
above Indian Head, contained two or three
northern fur seals. ODe ofthe male fur
(contimled on Page 3)
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L eaving on the Monterey SportfisbingFN Masnum Force with Skipper
Leon Oliver and aew (A. J. Young),
we were all a little skeptical about seeing
any humpback whales, much less the big
blues, in Monterey Bay. Leon had reports
ofjust a few scattered sigbtiDgs off
Davenport, over 20 Dautical miles &om
OlD' port.
We Deedn't have worried. Soon after
leaving the whar( the skipper spotted
several large towering blows at the canyon
edge Dear Cypress Point. At first we
thought we had enCOUlltered a feeding
aggregation ofblue whales, but when we
grew Dear we saw dark bodies and arching
backs, ad realized that we were in the
midst ofa scattered group ofhumpback
whales. We followed one humpback for a
while, as it appeared to be miJliDg and
searching for prey. When Leon reported a
deep scattering layer at 200 feet the
whale's behavior changed with high
fluke>up dives and longer dive durations.
We followed this whale for approximately
20 min. as it changed its behavior state
from potential feeding to traveling mode.
It was fBsciDating to observe the
"amdisturbed" swimming and breathing
cycles ofthis whale. It was as ifthe whale
became habituated to Leon's steady
approach, but when another oncoming
fishing vessel crossed OW' path the whale
breached within SO yards ofOW' boat. As
you can guess, tMI)'OIle raised their arms
yeUiDg "BREACH" - with cameras down
and momentarily forgotten. Ob well,
ma)be Dext time someone will snap that
ultimate breach shotl
We left this humpback whale and
headed north to Davenport to see some
blue whales. On our way along Soquel
Canyon we encountered the typical bird
life ofmostly sooty shearwaters, mixed
with sigbtings ofCassin's auklets, red
phalaropes, and nortbem fulmars. We
were also greeted by 8 rooster tailing
Dall's porpoise as they came to bow ride. It
was a magnificent sight as these incredJDly
fast porpoises zig-zagged and cut in fiont
ofthe boat with flashes oftheir brilliant
white flank patches. Shortly after this
activity we saw towering blows ahead.
Musings on the Elections and the New ~:~~~:~en
(No~: AU 1M COIIlenl oflltll coIlIIIUI npruelll.l the environmental matters.
penoMl Optntoll ofl1te 'IfrlIn.) The new Senate may be even more
F or many years. this writer has been complex than the last one. The. .fulminating whenever opportunities Republicans gained two seats, gmng them
arose., on the need for top-to-boUom 55; the Democrats have 45. While the
campaign finance reform. No election in Republican plurality is not enough to
U.S. history was more corrupt and bloc:k outright a White House velo. the
debauc:hed by money than the recent sad margin is narrow. Furthermore. several of
spectacle. Not only were all the the new senators are CXlDSiderably more
campaigns involved. but the fimdamental conservative than their predec:esstn.
decisions. decision makers, and processes Much ofthe atmosphere and momentum
at our national political core have. in a will depend on the style and focus ofthe
majority ofcases. a "For Sale to the majority leader. Trent LoU (R, MS), now
Northern Fur Selll Born Highest Bidder" sign on them. free ftom the overpowering influence of
As the millions ofdonars expended were former Senator Bob Dole
on FIIrtlUones being revealed in the press • the total cost It is important to note that no matter
(continuedfrom Page 2) for the presidency and the Congress was how soft and accommodating the rhetoric
seals stopped and began to give anun~ estimated at close to $1 billion - the . may sound now. while Congress is not in
machine-guo-like clicking call. The tiny enthusiasm for reform was probably ~t Its session, on January 7th the same anti-
pup was first spotted behind~~e, ~d zenith. Now. about six weeks later. It environmentalist leada'sbip and ~ost
it was remarked on that the clicking callIS appears to have abated somewhat, at least chairmanships are still in control m
often given by males when in the vicinity in Washington. The Congressional control in both houses. Just as potentially
ofnewbom pups - not so much to protect leadership on both sides ofthe aisle is ominous is that there are scores ofwea1thy
the pups as to ~ct their mothers largely silent and the White House is special interest groups and lobbyists
returning from the sea. At this point they preoccupied with other priorities. Som~ waiting in the wings ready and eager to do
were convinced this was a Farallon-born think tanks and avid reform advocates m whatever is necessary to try to complete
pup. Fur seals givebirth in June and July. Congress are gathering information and their agendas from the last Congress.
Pete returned to Indian Head alone the drafting proposals. However. unless there some ofwbicb were thwarted in the
next day to survey the area without is concerted strong pressure from inside Senate. These objectives include further
disturbing any animal. There were nine these bodies, from the President and~om deregulation and privatization, drastic
northern fur seals in Mirounga Valley; the public, the specter ofthe 1998 u:ald-. reduction in fecleraI size and power,
one group consisting ofan adult male, an term elections and the general election m streDgthened protection ofindividual
adult female lying next to the PUP. and two 2000 is a scary one. to say the least. "property rights'"•etc. Sevenl important
subadult females; another group, about SO environmental laws are up for
meters away. consisting ofan adult male Prospects in the 105th Congress: It is reauthorization in the next two years so
and another subacluJt that bad a pink tag; profoundly to be hoped that the these pressure groups will have ample
and two additional immature animals atmosphere and behavior in the next opportunity to try to work their will in the
lying amongst a pod ofabout 100 sea session will be less confrontational. halls ofCongress. The maxim that
lions. The animals bad doubtless.been fradious and downright nasty than in the "etemaI vigilance is the price ofhDerty" is
there all summer. in an area that IS out of lDl1amented l04th. While the Demoaats not only relevant, it is imperative.
view from 1he eastern portioo of1he did not achieve their hoped-for majority in {BiII'6GnI BritkIJ U AI4rlM ErwItotIIMnI Coftlltmtfor
island. the House. they did gain enough seats to tit, ACS 1rIDIrtuq."CIuJptn tJJtIIproY~ oar
. . Th ha 207 chop,., wUJI CflfTfnl npom Oft consnvlllllnt tJJtIIBy 1he way, the satellite tranSDutter change the power balance. t:'J ve mvII'tmlulItIJIpwblk:policy iDIIU. IJilrfJ4tG WIll
never was found. seats. the Republican 227. with one "fCS NtItkHIDl', tepreunltJliti,
Independent, the sole Congressperson III Wtuhhlglo" D.C·fo' J4
from Vennont, who usually votes with the yetI1'I6,/ore 1ltOrift, ID dIt
Dem~... It is unlikely that the Dtnll, CA IJMJ. SM "lUuw_ tlPpotll#d 6y PruldnI
Republican majority will be able to play C1bIID" III /994lU* MIl,
the hardball they did in the last two years. ,~rtItJ1l11 011 thefour-
as embodied in the Contract and the ==~Mad dte
ideological purity with which they tried to u.s. d616gG1ion 0/*htIu
revolutionize much ofthe fimdamental AlIIUicGn Trop=1 JUG
structure ofthe government's fimctioos in CD_WlDII (Lfrrc})
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Marine Mammal Sightings
November 25,1996 - December 14,1996
...compiled ITy JUchard Ternu/lo
Winter bas arrived and the sighting rate has dropped due to decreased vessel activity and terrible weather. Baleen whales were
regularly seen with humpback whales the most common during the early portion ofthe reporting period. By the beginning of
January, the peak ofthe gray whale southern migration may be past, but this whale will still be the most abundantly seen whale
until April. Lots ofgray whales can stiD be seen from fljghway I south ofPoint Lobos State Reserve.
January 1997
LOCAnON 085. DATE NUMBER OF
ANIMALS
LOCAnON 085.
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NovemberlDecember Marine Mammal Sightings Map
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BottlenosedDolphins""'a
study in Monterey Bay
Morro Bay
• Virg's Landing, 121S Embarcadero,
Morro Bay 93442. Call (805)772-1223.
December 26 to April I.
Santa Barbara
• Sailing Center. Breakwater, Santa
Barbara 93109. Call (800)350-9090 or
(805)962-2826. February through April.
• Sea Landing, 301 W. Cabrillo Blvd.,
Santa Barbara 93101. Call (805)963-
3564. January through April.
Marina Del Rey
• Charter Connections, 50I5 Pacific
Ave., Marina Del Rey 90292. Call
(310)827-4105. Weekends only from
December 26 through April.
• Del Mar Sportfishing, 13759 Fiji Way,
Marina Del Rey 90292. Call (310)372-
2712. January through April.
SeD Pedro
• Catalina Cannel Express, Berth 95, San
Pedro93101. Call (310)519-7971.
• Catalina Ocean Rafting, Box 2075,
Avalon,90704. Call (800)990-RAFT or
(310)510-0211.
• Randy's Fishing Trips, 66 Fisherman's
Wharf. Unit I, Monterey 93940. Call
(408)372-7440. December through T he Cetacean Society's guest speaker,
March. Daniela Feinholz, gave an excellent
talk based on a multi-year study she
conducted on Pacific bottlenose dolphins.
She covered their distnbution, both on a
world-wide basis and locally, with an
emphasis on the presence and abundance
patterns ofbottlalose dolphins along the
central California coast. Her area ofstudy
was from New Brighton Beach to off
Marina, just south ofthe Fort Ord off-
limits area, out to I km oftShore.
Bottlenose dolphins are fOWld essentially
worldwide in temperate and tropical
waters. Researchers believe there is a
potential for at least 12 forms worldwide.
However, they haven't reached an
agreement on an exact number. In the
eastern Pacific, along the west coast,
Bottlenosed dolphins are general1y found
fi'om Pt. Conception south. During the
1982183 EI Nifto warm water period,
researchers docwnented a northern
movement Ms. Feinholz pointed out that
during the last <:entury evidence exists that
shows their range was north ofthe
Monterey Bay area. It is speculated that
environmental conditions may have
contributed to the northern
movement/range extensions. She also
pointed out that with a northern range
extension the question naturally came up
Loag Beach as to why did they stay. It is felt that the
• Catalina Cruises, 320 Golden Shore answer is that their continued presence in
Blvd., Long Beach 90802. Call (800)228- northern waters is a result ofthe dolphins
5006 or (310)436-5006. January through finding and occupying a &vorable nitch.
ApriL In other words, they like it here.
• Cabrillo Marine Aquarium, 3720 One aspect ofher study, ofcourse, was
Stephen White Drive, San Pedro 90731. that ofbeing able to correctly identify the
Call (310)548-7562. December through animals within the study area. She fOlDld
April. that 95% ofthe Monterey Bay area
• Long Beach Sport Fishing, Queen's dolphins were dorsal fin marked. That is,
Wbar( 555 Pico Ave., Long Beach 90802. natural markings on the dorsals were used
CaD (310)432-8993. January to mid- to identify the animals.
A ri1 Sighting information came from variousp .
HuntiDgtOD Beach sources, including American Cetacean
• Paradise Bound, 17123 Round lUll Society observers, the general public, and
Drive, HWltington Beach 92649. Call her own team ofinvesti~tors. Sightings
(800)655-0850 or (310)578-7963. January occurred from San FranctSCO to Pt.
through March Conception, with sigbtings taking place
(continued on Page 7) during all months ofthe year. Additional
sightings data from south ofPt.
Where to Head Out to Watch the Whales
Heading South
SaDta Cruz
• Chardonnay Sailing Charter, Box 2095,
Santa Cruz 95063. (408)423-1213.
January through March.
• Santa Cruz Span Fishing, H Dock
Upper Harbor, Santa Cruz 95063. Call
(408)476-2648. January through March.
• Shamrock Charters, 2210 E. Cliff
Drive, Santa Cruz 95062. Call (408)476-
2648. Mid-November to March 1.
MODterey
• Chris's Fishing Trips, 48 Fisherman's
Wharf. Unit 1, Monterey 93940. Call
(408)375-5951. December 26 through
February.
• Monterey Sport Fishing, 96
Fisherman's W1lart Unit 1, Monterey
93940. Call (800)200-2203. December
through February.
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D an Presser, ACS Monterey Bay
Chapter's Vice President wanted to
share this item with the members:
Reed Travel Features
LOS ANGELES - It is almost winter, and
the whales are coming to California.
Each year, up to 18,000 gray whales
pass along the coast ofthe state heading
south, close enough to shore to provide
maximum protection from predators.
Their trek starts high in the Pacific
Northwest, in the icy waters ofAlaska
where the creatures breed, and ends 6,000
miles or so later, in the warmer climes of
Baja California, Mexico.
In between, hosts ofviewing places have
evolved from which boatloads ofpeople
can watch the majestic progress ofthese
essentially shy animals.
WbaJo-watching cruises have become a
popular off-season product in California.
Here is a partial list ofcompanies that
provide such day exCW'Sions, starting with
ports ofdeparture in the northern part of
the state (prices vary by date and by party
size):
SaD Fraac:isco
• Oceanic Society Expeditions, Fort
Mason Center, Building e, San Francisco
94123. For Details caJl (415)474-3385.
The season starts December 28.
Newport Beam
• Davey's Locker-Balboa Pavilion, 400
Main St., Balboa 92661. Call (714)673-
1434. Dec:ember 26 through March.
• American Yacht Charters, 670 Lido
Park Drive, Newport Beach 92663. Call
(714)673-4453. January through March.
Whale Wlltching Opportunities
(continuJ!djrom Page 6)
Conception was also used. One result of the results ofthe three models are that all
the sigbtings data analysis was that one three probably Wlderestimated the number
dolphin had a range movement from ofdolphins within the range. but were in
Monterey Bay to Enseilada, Mexico (800 agreement that the local population
lao). A conclusion fi'om this and similar increased.
range sightings is that bottlenosed Ms. Feinholz finished her presentation
dolphins probably travel as much as 1,000 by covering the abundance patterns and
lao from about the San Francisco area to social structure ofthe dolphins. The
as fiIr south as Enseilada, Mexico. results ofher observations and analysis Costa Mesa
Ms. Feinholz next touched upon indicate that more dolphins were fOWld in • Fin Fever, 1213 McCormack Lane,
population estimates made using three the northern part ofthe bay and spent Costa Mesa 92626. Call (714)642-3002.
different population estimate models. most oftheir time moving along the coast December through March.
Accoring to one cited, the population rather than staying in one area. They were
increased from 31 animals in 1991 to 106 observed to move together in schools San Diego
in 1993. This is considered a possible ranging from 6 to 2S animals. School size • H&M Landing, 2803 Emerson St. San
conservative estimate. It appeared that the was larger dwing the EI Nifto years. Diego 92106. Call (619)222-1144.
increase in the local population seemed to ~ December 14 through March.
be correlated with the warm-water period 4Jt,4 ~. •Hornblower Yachts, 1066 N. Harbor
that took place then. Her conclusions on -~ , -, Drive on the Embarcadero, San Diego
&·CS M Sa Cbs t , . , b Dca.., (.. GOw &'T 'f') 92101. Call (619)234-8687. December
.ft: onterey y pter S ne ... Rfje it. a ~ page.. IS to March IS.
bttp:/Iwww.redshift.eoml-estarr/acs •San Diego Harbor Excursions, 1050 N.
Newsletter Editor's e-mail Harbor Drive, San Diego 92101. Call
leos@mbay.net =~~4-4111. December 16 through
Richard TemuUo 1013 Hillside Ave Pacific Grove. 93950 3734281
Vice PresideDtlPublicity Chair Dan Presser 6 Victoria Vale Monterey,9394O 649-4747
RecoIding 8ecretaIy Deborah Oglesby 314 Aachen Rd. Seaside, 93955 394-1818
Treasurer Scott MacDonald 441 Semple Ave. Aptos. 95003 688-2934
Membership 8ecretaIy Kathy Whittaker 514 BeannontAve. Pacific Grove. 93950 373-2274
Past President ]oGuem:ro 280 Walker Valley Rd. Castroville. 95012 633-2956
Program Chair Alm Baldridge 1132 Seaview Ave Pacific Grove, 93950 372-3809
Newsletter Editor MauraLeos 922 Syida Dr. Pacific Grove. 93950 375-0475
Newsletter Mailing BaJbara Oliver 5 Walter Colton Dr. Montaey.9394O 373-2177
Beachwatcl1 Coordinator Esta Lee Albright 200 Dunecrest #2 Monterey. 93940 375-1658
Special Events Coordinator Debbie TemuUo 1013 Hillside Ave. Pacific Grove. 93950 3734281
372-3809
Tom Kieckhefer 9433 Holly Hill Dr. Salinas. 93907 663-3813
JenyLoomis Rout 1. Box 62 Cannel. 93923 625-2120
]00 Vandevere 93 Via Ventura Monterey. 93940 372-6001
Stevaa Webster 210 Asilomar Ave. Pacific Grove, 93950 373-7676(h). 6474864(w)
Tom Williams 2381 Fairfield Pl Cannel, 93923 375-5570
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Types of Memberships, Annual Dues
_Patron Cootributin _Supporting _Active _Family _Foreign _Student _Subsaiption
- g
($500) ($250) ($75) ($35) (S4S) (S4S) ($25) $15/12 issues
-
Gift
-
Renewal _ New Subscription Note:
Subsaiption does
Name DOt entitle
subsaiber to
Address
membership
benefits
City State Zip
_Check _MasterCard _Visa Credit Card No. Exp. Date
Signature
Return to: Membership Secretary, ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
514 Beaumont Avenue. Pacific Grove. CA 93950
For Subscriptions Make Checks Payable to ACSlMonterey Bay Chapter Chapter: #24 Monterey
Send to PO Box HE, Pacific Grove, CA 93950
.----~-----------------------~--~--------------------- --.I
I
I
I
I
I
I
._--------~------------------------------------------- -_.Membenbip IaformatioD
The objectives ofthe American Cetacean Society include engaging in educational, conservational, and scientific pursuits for the
purpose ofexpanding scientific knowledge ofwhales, dolphins. porpoises, and related aeatures. The Monterey Bay Chapter meets
at 7:30 p.m. on the last Thursday ofeach month at Hopkins Marine Station. Meetings and activities feature c:etacea and various
aspects ofthe marine environment. For additional information concerning ACS membership, contact Kathy Whittaker, 373·2274.
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It is with great sadness
ACS Monterey Bay
Chapter announces to its
members, the passing of
Steve Leatherwood frcm
lymphoma at the age of
53. He died near San
Diego OIl January 25,
1997. Steve was a tr:ue
friend ofACS from its
beginnings and will'be
greatly missed. An
appreciation will appear in
B future issue ofthe
Whalewatcher.
Marine Mammal Sightings Map 4
Harbor Seals
Driftnet Dangers
Bowhead Whales
Cetacean Potpourri
Orphaned Gray Whale
For a great web page and access to I •
ACS National be sure to visit bttp:/Iwww.redsblpt.eoml-estarr/acs I
ACS Monterey Bay research grants have
supported Michele's work on this
important topic. Please joins us for an
evening ofnew information on another
aspect ofharbor seal biology coming
from Professor Jim Harvey's seal research
group at the Moss Landing Marine
Laboratories, as they continue to
broaden our understanding oflocal
marine mammals.
On Tbursday,
February 28tb at
7:30 P.DL in the
Monterey Boatworks Lecture Fonan at
Hopkins Marine Station in Pacific Grove,
guest speaker Michele Lander ofMoss
Harbor sealpups: an assessment of
rehabilitated andfree-ranging pup success
t~rf~!:~l~~~I~i~li;~,f~~i~2:~:~
r-tt?::;-:;~:·, :'>1995 and 1996 spnng
il~J~~~1{:~:~~~;~i\~jPI2~'rl~1~'~~.::f:.
... __.,.:r;,i;Sl~,._ ~<. ~ "·U··M •••.0·. ,- .•" " • ,.,,' '.' .' - . follow-up studies and
Despite the Dwnber ofharbor seal compare behaviors and ultimately(Phoca vitulino richordsl) pups long-term. surviwl in the two groups.
released from rehabilitation centers,
few studies have compared behaviors of
released pups with those raised in the
wild. In order to compare dispersal
movements and activity patterns
(including diving behavior and bBul-out
periods), rehabilitated pups from the
Marine Mammal Center in Sausalito were
radio-tagged and released at Fanshell
Beach, Pebble Beach. A control group of
wild pups was similarly tagged at the
Fanshell rookery.
Blood samples were
collected from aU
pups in order' to
compare blood counts
andserum
chemistries. The
animals were then
monitored for several
months.
ACSMonterey Bay Chapter Whalewatch Trip
Page 2
Trip naturalist. Esta Lee Albright takes a moment to show
and explain a whale vertebra.
ofus) at the bow ofthe boat
"..= Someone up on the bridge (that was
.,,":""":"'''' _ where Alan had stationed himselfso
.-:. ;~~~-:-..,.. he could give us a nmning
.,t~t.;,
'. commentary over the loud speaker)
. called out, "There's a blow at about
eleven o'clock!" Cries o~ "ObI I
see it" and, "Where, where? Oh,
there it is" followed. Then we were
offand nmning, smack dab in the
midst ofwbat seemed to me to be
hmlClreds ofwhales. There weren't
really hundreds, but in all we saw
between 30 and 40 gray whales.
Tom Keikheitfer wandered about
the boat with a small replica ofa
gray whale, some baleen, and some
whale lice, while Esta Lee Albright
toted about a whale vertebrae. They
Trip naturalist, Tom Kieckhefer lUes a model gray whale to ~ all sorts of .
explain to an observer what the whales look like f, questions put to ~ any coffee !hat mommg) and
c ose up. them as well as disappeared quite quickly.
passed out tons of No one appeared to have bad any trouble
I hate getting up really early but on information. with sea sickness, and as we were pullingSaturday. January II th, I h~ to get I was absolutely thritled when I saw my into thewh~ I was glad to be getting
up at S:30 am. in order to be on the wharf first blow. and even more so when I saw back. I had my mind m calling my
at 6:30 a.m.if I wanted to participate in my.~ tail. Ifeveryone's trip was as husband to come pick me up and take me
the annual winter Wbalewatcbing trip exCIting and wonderful as mine, the trip out to breakfast. But then the word came
with the ACS Mooterey Bay Chapter. was a~ indeed. On the way out, we that some orcas had been spotted and did I~d since this was essentially the first saw the mevitable sea lions on the wan! to go out again with the hopes of
time I had been whalewatehing (well I ~~ter. There were all kinds ofbirds finding them. It was a hard decision
went when I was in second grade, but that mc!uding shearwaters, (continued onpage J)
was so loog ago it doesn't COlDIt) I was pelicans, mum, and of
indeed eager to go. course. our buddies the
Lots ofmembers were in attendance, gulls. We got to see a
including the naturalists Alan Baldridge, coupl~ ~fseaJs
Esta Lee Albright, and Tom Keikheifer. porpolSmg through the
They had wmdcrful things to say and kept~!~ey were hot
everyone on board well informed. footin It somewhere).
We departed on the Magnum Force with On the way back in, a
skipper Leon Oliver at 7:00 Lm., and no~ern fur seal popped
right away witnessed a baby gray whale up ngbt next to the boat.
close in to shore who breached for us three What a thrilll
timesl What a treat. Then we headed 011 Katherine Whittaker
out into the greater Pacific Ocean. The broke out the chocolate
skies were gray, but the water was filirly nun and German chocolate Alan Baldridge andACS Monterey Bay Chapler Vice
flat. No one seaned to be having any rum c:upcakes.about halfway President Dan Presser enjqylng lheir vantage point on
troubles. We were all gathered (well, most through the trip. Th~were lhe ACS Monterey Bay Chapter whale watching trip on
very welcome (I hadn t even January 11th.
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Erta Lee Albrighl obviously etgoying herselfas
well as her view as she observesfrom her perch
on the bridge.
Cetacean Potpourri:
...by Barbara Britten
§ inee nothing new or substanti~e hasemerged in the new Congress m the
area ofenvironmental public policy. a
few items on other subjects may be of
interest.
US CenlfleS C"lfadlJ: In mid-
December the US formally certified
Canada lDlder the Magnuson
Amendment to the FISheries
Conservation and Management Act
(FCMA), for allowing the "take" of two
bowhead whales by Canadian Native
Americans. Frequently invoked over
the past twenty years, this FCMA
amendment provides the mechanism for
the US to certify a country if it has
engaged in activities that "diminish the
effectiveness ofthe IWC." This
preliminary action will be an empty
gesture unless President Clinton follows
up, before February 10th, with notifying
Canada that he intends to appJy
sanctions under the Petty Amendment
(an amendment to another fishing Jaw).
Ifthe Pelly Amendment is invoked, he
then must decide which Canadian
fishing products are to be banned &om
import into the US. However, it is
reported that the Canadian government
has threatened to take this mauer to the
World Trade Organi7JItion should the
US impose Pelly sanctions.
llIImtlItiolUll WllaU", Co",lrIlsmI"
(IWC): An informal meeting ofsome of
the IWC Commissioners is being held in
Gernada as this is being written. It is
being held at the urging ofsome ofthe
IWC member countries that are
&ustrated by the snaiJ's pace with which
the lWe moves OIl important issues that
are frequently the most contention0U5.
SonIe ofthose listed below have been
evaded ex' partiaUy addressed for many
years. going back to the earliest years of
the writer's atteodanee at every annual
lWe for fourteen years beginning in
1980. These issues include 1) the
expansion ofsmall coastal-type whaling
- a favorite ofJapan's since 1983, and
ofNorway sinee the late 19805, 2)
redefining and broadening what
(continued onpage 9)
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter President, Richmd Ternu/lo looks
perfectly at home scanning the horizonfor whale blows on the
:......'.. I
*:Po ..1 ..
• rr. • course. everyone on board was jumping upWhale Watching ~ rip and down in excitement One could
(continuedfrom page 2) almost see the mother saying to her cal(
which took me all oftive seconds to make. "Just look at those humans. They should
Yau betcha! I not be jumping up and down, they might
So offwe went again with another boat get hW't. I wonder what makes them act
load ofwhalewatcbers. This time I got to that way?"
ride in the cabin. Thank goodness for For Milos and his groUP. the day was
that; it was pretty cold. Esta Lee Albright certainly a success. As for us, we h~ed
had the microphone fur this trip. and I home and I proceeded to react ~tely
enjoyed her commentary immensely. to the rocking deck. Now the~, the
Unfortunately, our gamble did not payoff. sam. and even the bed were~g. I
After much traffic with a couple ofother didn't feel too well. but I am looking
boats, we finally determined where they forward eagerly to the next trip.
had been, but by the time we arrived, they
had dived and would probably be
down for some time. As we bad
already pushed the envelope for our
timely return, we could not wait
am.md. We did get a report lata' as
to just what had happened earlier.
According to Milos Radakovich of
Bay Net, there were three whales, a
mother, cal( and male near Cypress
Point heading west. At one point
the male left. Some time later, he
returned apparently herding a pod of
dolphins towards the mother/c:alf
pair. The dolphins high tailed it for
the boat, and wa'e quite aerial in
their antics. It was almost as ifthey
were saying. "Please! Let us OIl
board! Get these guys away from
us!!" Finally the dolphins headed
for shore, at which time the mother
on:a dove. It was not clear ifshe
made a kill, but the dolphins
scattered and there wasn't much
activity &om the on:as after that. Of
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088.LOCATIONNUMBER OF
ANIMAU;
DATE
Marine Mammal Sightings ~ December 24 through January 26
...compiled by Richard Temullo
Horrible winter weather and a lack ofdolphins reduced the nwnber ofsightings to a few. However. there were still some
interesting observations. Gray whales still head the list ofmost frequently seen cetacean. Gray whales will continue to be
easily seen from all coastallook-outs from Pt. Lobos southward as the first of _.--r'
the northbound whales begin to be recorded by the second week of february. Look ~'-:--"' .....:~ .::.:~-:-~
for a peak in northbound activity in mid-March. /. . '.. .. •. . ..• ~~~
~.. -:~ '" :'.~_:'-'-r7----
~' l7
OBS.LOCATIONNUMBER OF
ANIMALS
DATE
Seen daily in groups ofup to 25 individuals. As ofJanumy
25th. there were 17 mother/calfpairs observed. ~~~ff~~~iD6JjQ1iiiii- ;'.'~.;.,,'~,,~.~.~_~.-.:~~;
• ~ '~I __' -"'Jl>ooI0 ..~ .., .. _ ......... 1:!IIO..... f""':"'w' .~~~..;.J;;D,~~~~:*~• .q,.~r,..,...,";,.}~' .l-~.c.:,:..J.V'~.-:"'~tp.'~".'. ~~. ,-:~_
- :-•.• '-,'- '''!'f.-, ..•.••. -", ." ..;t}%,,,,-.d.~ 1/15 20-30 2 DU·. NW Pt. n:.lI__ MBW
.....,..".... I~~~. ~ T~
1126 1 3.5 mi. W Pt. PUlos MBW 1.11 6 2 mi. W Pt. PUlos MBW
A rare winter sighting. These sightings could become more 1/16 4-500 4.5 mi. W Pt. Lobos SHJ
~"? as the hmnpback whalein~ in Dmnber. It is an 1/19 SO-6O 6 mi. WNW PL PUlos NL
mterestiDg note that the only photographiC match was ofan .. . .
individual from the Alaskan. not Californian population. Associated~~ 5no~n~w~edol~ and
Matches are difficult as the whales seem reluctant to raise an undetermined nmnber ofPacafic white-sided dolphins.
their flukes very ofta! during this season.
lmi. NW Pt. Piftos MBW
1.5 mi. W Asilomar Beach ACS1
2
1/11
1/11
NL
MBW
l2fl4 50-75 1 mi. SW Cypress Pt.
1/16 10-12 3.5 mi. W PL Piilos
With 20-30 Pacific white-sided dolphins.
~:W~~
~-""'-~.
12/24
US
1/19
1/11 4 I.S mi. W Cypress Pt. BL
Chased SO-6O common dolphin sp.
1/16 12-15 3.5 mi. W Pt. Joe DG
1/19 6 2 mi. W Yankr.e Pt. UN
1126 3 3.5 mi. WPL PUlos MBW
Terrorized about 7S California sea lions with no kill
BSOL, Big Sur Ornitholo&y Lab. NB. N. Black. JH. J. Hunt et. at.• MK, M Kinze1. NL. N. Lemon, MBW. Monterey Bay
Whalewatch. LO. L. Oliver. LOB, L. Osnes-Erie, RO, R. Ortiz, SID. Shearwater Journeys, RT. R. Ternullo
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Marine Mammal Sightings Map
Page 5
A lthough California voters banned most drift nets off the California coast. Forty
gill-net fishing inside the state's three- percent (40%) ofall monitored trips last
mile boundary, drift nets (a form ofgill- year mared at least one marine mammal -
nets) remain legal in U.S. waters, from the and many caught more than that. Some
tbreo-mile boundary to the 20o-mile examples reported by observers:
inremational boundary. Under the U.S. a) four commercial fish and one
Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA). dead northern elephant seal were caught
about one in five drift net boats must carry the first day. The next day. four more
a federal employee to document each marketable fish and five northern right
marine mammal or turtle caught by the whale dolphins were caught
net. b) three Risso's dolphins entrapped
Since 1990, more than 3.700 marine in the net were dead. The tail section of
mammals are estimated to have died in one struggling dolphin was so entangled
Dril'l Nets 0"Calil'omia Coast Entran Marine in the net, t?e deckhand hacksawed it off.~.. "JJ~' or c) a smgle marketable fish (blue fin
Mammals and Other Nontarget Marine Animals nma) in the net. Also. a dead 20 ft. killer
•••by Delllllle Oberste-Le1l11 whale. badly entangled in the net.
Drift net fishing is the most
indiscriminate killer ofmarine mammals
in the U.S. On average. offshore
California has one ofthe highest fatalities.
about 630 marine mammals or 23 species.
each year. Swordfish drift nets in the
Atlantic average about 340 marine
mammal deaths, and fewer than 200 kills
occur offofAlaska per year.
Records show non-target marine
animals. other than marine mammals. also
die in these 1.1 milo-long fenco-like nets.
Twenty-six leatherback sea turtles
(continued on page 7)
David Rugh Talks About the Bowhead Whale
Figure J. Circumpolar distribution ofbowheod whales.
(adapted from Reeves and Leatherwood, 1985
Page 6
T he mighty bowhead whale that once
numbered in the thousands. almost
reduced to extinction. and now barely
holding its own in the north seas. was the
topic ofour guest speaker, Mr. David
Rugh. At the January 16th meeting, Mr.
Rugh spoke about two decades ofintense
research involving many researchers.
Highlighted by a series ofwonderful slides
taken "on the ice" and from research
vessels, his talk covered various aspects of
bowhead whale ecology and life history.
He also touched upon the history of
bowhead whale whaling and its impact on
the populations, also noting that during
the period ofstudy (from 1976 to the
present) the bowhead whale population
increased 3.2 percent
Mr. Rugh pointed out that studying
bowhead whales can be very demanding
on researchers. Researchers often have to
make do by living OIl the ice in specially
designed camps. Typical camps are set up
so that ifa whale or whales are sighted,
the researchers can literally pick up
everything (including the tents
themselves) and be packed and on their ski
machines in about 10 minutes. Another
interesting feature about living on the ice
is that sometimes the base ofoperations
(i.e. the camp itself) starts to move when
the ice starts to break up.
Bowhead whales live in northern seas.
with several stocks distributed
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circumpolarly arolDld the Artie region
(Figw-e 1). Research directed at bowhead
whales has been designed to target on and
describe individual stocks. Ofthe major
stocks ofbowhead whales. the Bering Sea
stock has been studied more than the
others. Because ofthe concenb"ated study
directed at this stock, much ofwhat is
known about bowhead whales in general,
in terms oftheir life history and ecology,
is a result ofthe studies made ofthe
Bering Sea stock. During the winter this
stock ofanimals lives in the Bering Sea,
hence its name. During the summer they
are fo\D1d north ofAlaska.
Bowhead whales were subjecled to
intense whaling during the 18805 with the
peak years oc::curring in the mid 1880s.
Because ofthis lDlchecked activity. their
(continued on page 7)
Bowhead Whale Discussion
numbers had filUen to dangerously low
levels, by the turn ofthe century.
They travel in water "lanes" that are
formed by fractures in the ice flows.
They have the ability to stay under
water at least SO minutes. This allows
them to travel great distances under the
ice. Mr. Rugb commented that
bowhead whales seemed to favor certain
breathing holes. They would utilized
the same hole over and over again.
Aerial photography is used
extensively for identification of
bowhead whales. Like many other
cetaceans, specific markings on the
body are used as the primary tool to
(continuedfrom page 6)
identify individuals. In bowhead whale
identification the body makings
commonly used include the white
coloration patterns ofthe "chin" and
edge ofthe flukes.
Bowhead whales feed off the bottom
as well as at the top ofthe water
colwnn. Occasionally bowhead whales
are observed with mud on the top of
their heads. It is speculated that in
order to get food on the bottom, they
tum up-side down to graze. In the
process they come in contact with the
muddy bottom. resulting in mud
adhering to the top oftheir heads.
An interesting bit ofevideose has led
researchers to believe that bowhead
whales have a very long lifespan. Some
individuals have been examined that
had old harpoon heads embedded it
them. These old harpoon heads are the
type that have not been used for many
years. Researchers realized that these
animals had been harpooned decades
ago.
(David IWgh is with the National
Marine Mammal Laboratory, Alaska
Fisheries Science Center, National
Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA, 7600
SandPoint Way N.E., Bin C15700,
Seattle, WA 98005-0070. He lWlS in
the Monterey tITeO doing a census at
the Department ofFish & Game's
Granite Canyon Marine Pollution
Laboratoy ofgray whales with the "Big
Eyes" 11rere lWlS a related story in the
January 1996 Soundings.)
Drift Net Dangers
(continuedfrom page 6)
(a federa))y endangered spe<:ies) died off
the coast ofCalifornia in 1995. Tens of
thousands ofDon-edible blue sharks and
mlknown numbers ofsunfish perished as
well.
Many South Pacific nations have
banned drift nets. The United Nations
placed a moratorium on a much larger
form ofdrift-netting (2o-mile long nets)
on the high seas in 1993. The state of
Washington banned drift nets in the late
19805. Recently the federal government
formed the Pacific Cetacean Take
Reductioo Team, a panel to monitor and
try to reduce marine mammal drift net
deaths.
Drift nets are decimating the marine
populations ofmany species.
Unfortunately the public is largely
unaware oftheir devastation to non-
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target marine animals, some ofwhich
are already endangered species
promised protection by the MMPA.
Frequently non-target species greatly
outnumber target fish in catches by
drift nets. Can the take ofone
swordfish or one tuna be condoned
when it is accompanied by also
entrapping and drowning dolphins,
whales, sea turtles, and other non-
target marine animals? More selective,
less ecology destroying methods of
fishing need to be implemented to
replace drift nets.
Most ofthe information in this
article lWlS excerptedfrom an article in
ajive-part series, "Pacific Blues," by
Nanq Vogel and Tom Knudson
appearing in the Sacramento Bee
newspaper December 22 to 26, 1996.
These articles are highly recommended
reading/or learning more about the
degradation ofthe California coastal
marine e1lllil'onment. The mqjor issues
include overflshing. pollution, and
poaching. Some potential remedies are
no-taJre areas to al1aw $]Jecies to
recover, increasedfimding to stop
illegalfishing, control ofurban nmoJf
and coastalpollution, andfishing
reform to prtNent marine life depletion
and reduction in the number o/marine
mammal andsea turtle deaths. 11te
"Pacific Blues" article, in its entirety
may be accessed at thefollowing web
siJe:
1Ittp:lIwww.MCbee.colftllaewslprojecal
JHIC/flCblIIes
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Baby Gray Whale Strands
~ outhem California and ultimately Sea World
(J ofSan Diego had a momentous event in the
middle ofJanuary. A newborn gray whale
beached itselfafter becoming separated from its
mother. The poor little girl was only four days
old when it got lost. It was, however, 1.S00
pounds and 12 feet long.
She stranded ISO miles north ofSan Diego
near Venice Beach, and had to be trucked to Sea
World, where she was to be cared for. Rescuers
herded hel' onto the south end ofVenice Beach
A racue MID'" keeps the orphan moist in her
bedofeu.thiolU.
where police, lifeguards and several volunteer
helped strap the baby (with lDDbilical cord still
auae:bed) into a sling and then onto a flatbed
truck. This truck was driven to a parking lot
where the little (1) girl was transferred to a
small box truck and cushioned by foam pads.
Rescue workers then filled buckets with water
from the smfto keep the whale moist.
The animal was then tnu::ked to San Diego.
instead ofbeing airlifted as officials had
thought to do, because it was felt trucking
would be less stressful.
Volunteer's also searched for her mom and
spotted a lone adult, but soon lost sight of it.
Once she got to Sea World, she was treated
for low blood sugar and was being exercised in
a pooL Animal care workers were keeping it
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Tho Sea
World
employees
feed the
orphan lots
offood.
moving and plan to feed her.
ApparaltJy she was bam prematurely during
the annual three-month migration from Alaskan .
waters to the winter feeding and calving
grounds in Baja California, Mexico.
As ofJanuary 13th. after an examination, it
was found she had gained 30 pounds and had
CODS\DDed the aU-important "first milk" from
hel' mother before becoming separated. Gamma
globulin had been detected and all her internal
organs appear to be fimc:tioning well. But it was
still too early to know ifher condition had
actually stabilized. The people at Sea World
were encouraged and fi:lt she was a fighta' with
a strong will to live. They say the next few
months will be the hardest and most critical, but
they will use any and all resoun:es available to
work toward the goal ofrebabilitating her and
A seaworld employee lWJrks andexercises with the orphanedgray
whale.
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Cetacean Potpoun'i to be a~le to exp~d the number of
. countnes that might support such goals by
. .. . [contmue.dfrom page S) supporting them in efforts to become
constitutes abongmal subsistence members ofthe IWC. At the same time,
~aling" - exacerbated by the recently- Australia is once again leading the pack in
mtr~uced proposals from the Makah urging President Clinton and other heads
Indian~ t~ hunt gray whales, 3) . ofstate ofmember countries to support a
downhsting ofsome stocks ~fminke total ban (not just a moratorium) on
whales from CITES. AppendIX I (~lly commercial whaling.
protecte?)' CITES ~ the Convention on Premature Death ofSteve Leatherwood:
In~atlonal T~e m En~gered Long-time members ofACS's friends and
Spect~..ApFdix I prohibits all members will remember Steve very well.
explOitation many fonn. The author ofseveral articles for the
It.should be ~oted ~at .the impetus to Whalewatcher, he also spoke at and
achieve,.even ifonly ~Ited for.no~, th.e attended some ofthe early biennial
resumption of~erclalwhalmg IS still conferences. He died ofa lymphoma on
the goal for countries such as Japan and. January 25th, only a week after he had
Norway, and a few others. Another goal IS been told he had only three to six months
to live. He also was the lead author of the
authoritative Sierra Club's Handbook of
Whales and Dolphins.
(Barbara Britten is Marine Environment
Consultant for the ACS Monterey Bay
Chapter andprovides our chapter with
current reports on conservation and
environmentalpublic policy issues.
Barbara was ACS National 's
representative in Washington D.C. for 14
years before moving to the Davis, CA
area. She was appointed by President
Clinton in 1994 as the sole
environmentalist on thejour-member
panel ofCommissioners who head the U.S.
delegation ofthe Inter-American Tropical
Tuna Commission [JA1TC).)
Monterey Bay Cbapter's Board Members for 1996
President Richard Ternullo 1013 Hillside Ave Pacific Grove, 93950 373-4281
Vice PresidentlPublicity Chair Dan Presser 6 Victeria Vale Monterey,93940 649-4747
Reamling Secretary Deborah Oglesby 314 Aachen Rd. Seaside, 93955 394-1878
Treasurer Scott MacDonald 441 Semple Ave. Aptos. 95003 688-2934
Membership Secretary Kathy Whittaker 514 Bearmont Ave. Pacific Grove, 93950 373·2274
Past President JoGuerrero 280 Walker Valley Rd. Castroville, 95012 633-2956
Program Chair Alan Baldridge 1132 Seaview Ave Pacific Grove, 93950 372-3809
Newsletter Editor MauraLeos 922 Syida Dr. Pacific Grove, 93950 375-0475
Newsletter Mailing Barbara Oliver S Waller Colton Dr. Monterey, 93940 373-2177
Beachwmc:h Coordinator Esta Lee Albright 200 Dunecrest #2 Monterey,93940 375-1658
Special Events Coordinator Debbie Ternullo 1013 Hillside Ave. Pacific Grove, 93950 3734281
ScieDtUic Advisory Committee
Alan Baldridge
Tom IGeckhefcr
JenyLoomis
Jud Vandevere
Steven Webster
Tom Williams
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Types of Memberships, Annual Dues
_Patron _Contributing _Supporting _Active _Family _Foreign _Student _Subscription
(S5OO) ($250) ($75) (S35) ($45) ($4S) ($25) $15/12 issues
Gift
-
Renewal _ New Subscription Note:
- Subsaiption does
Name not entitle
subsaiber to
Address
membership
benefits
City State Zip
_Check _MasterCard _Visa Credit card No. Exp. Date
Signature
Retum to: Membership Secretary, ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
514 Beaumont Avenue, Pacific Grove, CA 93950
For Subsaiptions Make Checks Payable to ACSlMonterey Bay Chapter Chapter: #24 Monterey
Send to PO Box HE, Pacific Grove. CA 93950
._-----------------------------------------------------_.
Membenbip Inform.doD
The objectives ofthe American Cetacean Society include engaging in educational. conservational, and scientific pursuits for the
purpose ofexpanding scientific knowledge ofwbales, dolphins, porpoises, and related creatures. The Monterey Bay Chapter meets
at 7:30 p.m. on the last Thursday ofeach month at Hopkins Marine Station. Meetings and activities feature cetacea and various
aspects ofthe marine environment. For additional information concerning ACS membership, contact Kathy Whittaker, 373-2274.
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Editor's Note: The two ar/icles. "Drug Sellers Eyed in Sea Dea/hs, .. and"KayaJcs Offer Benign Way /0 Tag Whales," were providt
courtesy ofthe MARMAM network via the IntenreL They in no way reflect any views that may or may not be he'dby the American
Cetauan Society.
The Gray Whale Lagoons ofBaja California
Three From the Government 2
. Cabo .. ' i'· ......,
San Lucas "-- .
.' '~.~.. )
~ ....
1.......
Magdatena\~i
Bay
'.:',:.':.
EMUL Otter says: be sure to visit the
Monterey Bay Chapter webpage at:
Ibttp:/lwww.redshif.t.com/-atarr/acs ,
. ".
A
N
shorebird species, Brant
geese and ospreys.
Over the last Syears there
has been a transition in
visitor ac:<:ommodation
from San Diego-based
shipboard cruising to
land/air travel and the use
of tented camps on the
lagoon shore of San
Ignacio. Loca1 boatmen are
involved and villagers
derive economic benefits
from ecotourism. Jud, who
recently made his seventh
visit, will discuss these
changes as well as the
threats, as far as they are
understood, to the integrity
of San Ignacio from the
proposal by Mitsubishi
(Japan) to build an
enormous salt evaporation
plant and loading facility.
Is this remote and
wonderful natwaI preserve
spin under attack? Instead
of nineteenth century style
whaling is this the forefront
ofhabitat destruction?
Monterey naturalist Jud Vandevere is
best known for his teaching and research
on sea otters but in fact Jud is an
all-round naturalist of quite remarkable
skiUs, whose knowledge covers plants,
otters, cetaceans, seabirds, and much
more.
Jud's talk will be illustrated with both
video and slides. Please join us for a
very special "visit" to Baja California.
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The Gray Whale Lagoons ofBaja
California
In this issue...
Drug SeUers Eyed in Sea Deaths 7
T he breeding and calving lagoons of
Baja California are, along with their
Arctic feeding grounds. the most critical
habitat components in the life history of
gray whales. loin the ACS Monterey Bay
Chapter on Thursday, March 27 at 7:30
p.m. at the Lecture Hall, Monterey
Boatworks, Hopkins Marine Station in
Pacific Grove, when Jud Vandevere, a
local naturalist, will discuss the use of the
lagoons by the whales and their behavior
in and around the lagoons.
He wiU focus on mother/calf
relationships and the growth of the
so-called "friendly" whale phenomenon.
Why are the lagoons so important to grays
and wby are the lagoons and feeding
grounds so far apart? Whales and visitors
share the lagoons with other marine
mammals. e.g. bottlenose dolphins and
thousands ofestuarine birds such as many
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Three from the government
...by Barbara Brillen
pesticides or residential run-off
discharged directly into these
deep waters.
Many of these animals were
badly decomposed and had
already been buried before any
samples could be obtained. The
Dire<:tor of Ocean Studies at the
University of Sinaloa is leading a
team of scientists to conduct
further investigations.
Postscript: As this was being
typed, a FAX came in giving information
on some tuna/dolphin legislation that the
administrations has just had introduced
into Congress. The bills are essentially the
same as those that were killed late in the
last session, but they have new numbers.
The Senate bill, sponsored by Senators
Ted Stevens (R, AK) and John Breaux (D,
LA) is S 39. The companion House bill,
H.R. 408, sponsored by Reps. Wayne
Gilchrest (R, MD), Don Young (R, AK),
et. al., is also identical. So far, the
legislation sponsored by the opponents of
the administration's bill (the Boxer-Biden
Bill in the Senate and the Miller BiU in the
House) is on hold, subject to the outcome
of possible negotiations between the two
groups ofenvironmental organizations that
are at odds with each other.
(Barbara Britten is Marine Environment
Consultantfor the ACSMontereyBay Chapter
andprovides our chapter with current repol1S
on conservation and environmental public
policy issues. Barbara was Aes' National's
representative in Washington D.C for 14
yean before moving to the Davis, CA area.
She was appointed by President ClJnton in
1994 as the sole environmentalist on the four-
",ember panel ofCommissionen who head the
u.s. delegation ofthe Inter-American Troplcol
Tuna Commission [lA.1TC).}
Bafflillg Marine MIlIIIIIUlI Detd1Js ill
Western Mexico's Wate1'S: In the first two
weeks ofFebruary, forty-two dolphins and
three whales washed ashore on beaches
near Culiacan in Sinaloa Province.
CuUacan borders the Sea ofCortez on the
mainland side, near its southern end.
There is speculation that drug trafficking
may be involved. Scientists are
investigating the possibility the
phosphorescent cyanide-based chemical
"NK-19" (Natural Killer-19) has been
dispersed in those waters. This chemical is
used in markers to guide boats at night to
sites where cargos ofcontraband drugs are
air-dropped. Other organizations are
attributing the deaths to pollution from
fish-processing plants, agricultural
to invoke the
Pel I y
Amendment
and thus there
will be no
sanctions on
fishery
products from
Canada into
the U.S.
Instead, he
requested the
S tat e
Department oppose any efforts Canada
may make to use international fora other
than the International Whaling
Commission to secure a legal permit to
capture these endangered whales. He also
requested the Commerce Department to
carefully monitor any future Canadian
requests for a waiver of the present
moratorium on importation into the U.S.
of seals and/or seal products. He asked
both departments "to keep this situation
under close review."
Cantula is Spared Stmctiou: In early
February, President Clinton transmitted his
mandatory letter to Congress pursuant to
the United States' certification of Canada
for permitting the iUegal capture of two
bowhead whales in 1996. One was taken
from the western stock and the other from
the severely depleted (about 500 animals)
eastern stock. The President decided not
E ndallgered Species Act: This vitalenvironmental legislation looms again in
the new 1OSth Congress. The last
reauthorization was accomplished in 1989
and since then has been renewed with
continuing resolutions. Rumor has been
bruited about on the Hill that the House
Resources Committee, having been burned
by intense opposition to its draconian
legislation in the last session, is reluctant to
lead this time so it appears the Senate will
lead the way. Resource Committee Chair,
Rep. Don Young (R, AK) has challenged
the Administration to draft its own bill.
In the Senate. there have been extensive
discussions among a few senators to draft
a new bill which will be introduced before
long. The co-authors are Sen. John Cbafee
(R, Rl) and Sen. Dirk Kempthorne (Il. ID),
the latter a freshman conservative who
strongly endorsed weakening of some of
the ESA's most important provisions.
Chafee, a six-term veteran, has a long
record of favoring strong environmental
protection legislation.
The draft legislation is already being
criticized by the large coalition of
environmental organizations. They are
also surprised at the unlikely pairing of the
co-autbors. It is expected that the bill will
be introduced in late March or early April.
In light of its difficult history, a smooth
passase cannot be expected.
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Sea Otter Exhibit in Pacific Grove
Kayaks offer benign
way to tag whales
A collaborative effort by the Friendsof the Sea Otter and the Pacific
Grove Museum of Natural History
has produced a wonderful exhibit on the
California sea otter which contains
eleven cases of information. This exhibit
can be seen Tuesdays through Sundays
from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. at the
Pacific Grove Museum of Natural
History on the comer ofForest Ave. and
Central Ave. in Pacific Grove.
This is the largest museum exhibit on
the sea otter anywhere. It covers the
discovery of the sea otter on the Bearing
Expedition in 1741 and the explorations
of Captain Cook and others, through the
activities of the Russian-American
Company and Russian expansion to Fort
Ross. The hunting ofthe otter as wen as
its evolution, feeding and foraging,
mother/pup relationships, the mating
game, and natural (great white sharks)
and man made perils are all covered.
There are some very nice art pieces
displayed.
The conservation status, including a
March J997
response from the shellfish industry
plus comments from the Friends ofthe
Sea Otter (celebrating its 25th
anniversary this year) is provided. As
well, there is an interactive CD-ROM
for both young and old, and a
continuous video available.
In conjunction with this exhibit, a
series ofleetures were and are offered.
There are two lectures yet to come.
The first will be on Sunday, April 6
from 2:00 to 3:00 p.m. at the museum
featuring Karin Strasser-Kauffman
who will present, "Monterey Bay
Sanctuary - issues and threats." The
second will feature Maritime Museum
historian. TIm Thomas with "Through
the Lens ofJ.B. Phillips - the fisheries
of Monterey Bay, 1928-1968:' at the
Pacific Grove Museum of Natural
History from 2:00 to 3:00 p.m. on
Sunday, April 27.
If you haven't already visited this
incredible exhibit, do 50 soon. It is not
to be missed.
1\1 ONTEREY, Calif., Feb. 17 (UPI) -
A small group of researchers are
using sea kayaks instead of motor boats
as a gentler way to attach radio
transmitters to California gray whales
during their annual misrations along the
Pacific Coast. Scientists at Moss
Landing Marine Laboratories in
Monterey said today (Monday) that
motor boats alter the behavior of the
giant creatures and affect research
results.
The idea of the project is for
researchers to quietly approach the
whales in a fiberglass sea kayak. armed
with a crossbow loaded with an mow
that has a suction-cup tip lashed to 8
small radio unit.
Jim Harvey, the project's lead scientist,
says, "This is a more benign way to put
a radio tag on these animals so we can
track their normal movements and
migrational patterns."
The only danger, Harvey says, is that
the whales may not realize the kayak is
above them and knock the researchers
into the water.
Researchers hope that by charting the
gray whales' movements in and around
Monterey Bay they will sain a better
grasp of the whale's biology and
behavior.
California gray whales have rebounded
from near-extinction twice. Their
numbers were cut by whaling to less than
2,000 in 1880, and again in the 19305.
The present population is estimated at
more than 22,000.
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Marine Mammal Sightings - January 29 through February 25
,..compiled by Richard Tenru//o
MBW
OBS.
MBW
DO
LOCATION
BOTTLENOSE DOLPHIN
OfTConnery Row
NUMBER OF
ANIMALS
5
DATE
PACIFIC WIDrE-SIDED DOLPHIN
1/29 1800 4.5 mi. SW Point Lobos
Associated with 50 northern right whale dolphins
HARBOR PORPOISE
2/8 4+2 3.5 mi. NW Monterey Harbor
2/23
OBS.LOCATIONNUMBER OF
ANIMALS
DATE
GRAY WHALE
Seen every day, most ofthem being on their northbound trip.
They are easily seen from lookouts along Highway 1 from Point
Lobos to Hurricane Point. Their numbers will continue to
increase until a peak is reached in mid-March. Mothers and
calves will be noted closely associated with the nearshore kelp
beds by the end of April. First confirmed northbound whale was
on 2/10.
Even though the weather has been somewhat uneven, there are an incredibly few
number ofdolphin sightings for this time ofyear. Normally dolphins are frequently
seen during the winter. Small numbers were seen on the ATOC surveys offHalfMoon
Bay during January. The squid fishing has been heavy at the Channel Islands off
southern California. so maybe that is where the dolphin schools, and Risso's dolphins in
particular, are wintering.
The gray whale remains the dominant large cetacean present. Look from all the view
points south ofPoint Lobos for northbound whales until April when the first ofthe
mother/calfpairs will be seen close inshore near the kelp beds.
LEATHERBACK SEA TURTLE
2/16 1 12 mi. SW Santa Cruz
An unusual winter sighting, a first for recent records.
STELLAR SEA LION
2/21 1 Montcm' Harbor MBW
There is also a report from Point Lobos a few days previous
that has been misplaced.
NORTHERN ELEPHANT SEAL
1/29 1 Monterey Breakwater MObs
Originally hauled out on the launch ramp, then made its way
over to the public restrooms on the landfin, then onto the
breakwater itselfonly to be herded by the Coast Guaed down
the length ofthe pier until it threw itself onto the lower rocks
and disappeared. This was an adult male possibley in search of
a defensible territory.
EP
MBW
KILLER WHALE
2 mi. SE C)press Point92/8
KEY TO OBSERVERS
DG=D. Gibblin, MBW=Monterey Bay Whalewatch, MObs=Many Observers, HN=H. Neece, EP=E. Pierracci
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Marine Mammal Sightings Map
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Comparative Studies on Wild and Rehabilitated Harbor Seal
Pups in Monterey Bay
pointed out that despite the statistically
significant differences, veterinarians state
that the levels measured as a result of the
blood tests are within range of a typical
normal healthy animal.
Michele's major conclusion is that a
cautious approach needs to be taken when
interpreting these data. Also, there is a
need for more and larger samples to be
taken. II is hoped that this type of
research can be carried oul in the future to
increase our understanding ofharbor seals
and their pups.
interesting was that pups would move
across Monterey Bay as well as travel up
the San Francisco Bay area and return.
Upon their return they would continue to
cross the may.
A diving behavior study calculated mean
dive and surface times for both groups.
There was no significant difference
between the two groups. Rehab pups
spent about 87% of their time in an
"active" mode with the remaining 13%
spent as haul-out time. Wild pups had a
tendency to spend less time in the active
mode.
In the portion of the study to determine
the general health, blood panels taken from
both groups revealed some significant
differences. However, Michele pointed
out that these data are still considered
preliminary and need more extensive
analysis and investigation. She also
- -._---.
~ <:::;-.;:.__ . ~fo, --
- -.-...--.-
intentioned folks from disturbing
the pupping activity. It was in
these areas that Michele and her
team of researchers captured 13
pups.
"~ Captured pups were weighed,
af~~:~ sexed and flipper tagged. Their
girth was also measured. A smaU
blood sample was taken to
ascertain general health and to
use as a comparison to that taken
from pups at the rehabilitation
center. Lastly, a radio transmitter was
attached to the top ofthe head of the pup.
This allowed the research team to monitor
the movement of the pups. It also allowed
the team to calculate dive times of the
animals. This was possible because radio
transmission would cease when the animal
was underwater. Transmission would
resume when the pup reached the surface.
Abandoned pups were taken to the
rehabilitation cenler and given a complele
physical. These animals were given
extensive blood tests. "Rehab" pups were
put on a special diet and kept at the center
typically from two to three months.
In the dispersal studies it was found that
pups released from the Pebble
Beach/Cypress Pt. area moved in a
northerly direction (except one pup that
traveled to Morro Bay). The greatest
northerly movement was recorded for a
least one pup that traveled to the PI. Reyes
area. Additionally, pups were detected as
far as 20 km offshore. Both the rehab
pups and the wild pups had a tendency to
move back and forth across the Monterey
Bay area many times. What was really
0° ••
Michele Lander gave an interesting
presentation to the Monterey Bay
Chapter of the American Cetacean
Society on the evening ofFebruary 28th.
Michele's presentation dealt with the
assessment of rehabilitated harbor seal
pups. This was done as part of her
research work at the Moss Landing
Marine Laboratories and was conducted
during a period from 1995 to 1996.
The objectives of her research were to
compare two groups ofharbor seal pups:
pups that had gone through a
rehabilitation program at the Sauselito
Marine Mammal Center (pups that for
some reason had been abandoned) and
"wild" harbor seal pups captured on the
Monterey Peninsula. Her five objectives
were to compare both groups using the
fooowing criteria: I) distance dispersed,
2) dive behaviors, 3) activity patterns,
4) survival, and S) health.
Michele began with a brief background
on harbor seals and harbor seal pups.
Generally adult harbor seals are a non-
migratory pinniped. However, as
discovered in her study, this was not the
case for the pups who exhibited a
substantial yearning for the wanderlust.
The pupping season starts about late
February to early March and continues to
the end ofMay. Michele pointed out that
harbor seal pups are capable of
swimming within hours of their birth.
During the pupping season there are
designated areas that harbor seals use. In
and around the Pebble Beach area (Fan
Shell Beach and Cypress Point) one can
see special screen fencing that the Pebble
Beach Co. puts up to prevent good
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Drug Sellers Eyed in Sea Deaths
...by Mark Stel1e11SOf1 (Associated Press Writer.
MEXICO CITY (AP) -- A chemical
that drug traffickers use to mark
ocean drop sites may to be blame for
the mysterious deaths of dozens of
dolphins and whales off Mexico's west
coast. scientists said Friday.
Forty-two dolphins were found dead on
beaches near Culiacan on Mexico's
northern Pacific on Friday; at least three
dead whales have been discovered in the
same area in the last week.
Fishermen also are reporting schools of
dead sardines floating in the Gulf of
California.
Biologist Benito Mejia ofthe University
of Sinaloa said in a telephone interview
that the whales were probably heading into
the Gulfto breed when they died.
Scientists say they are looking into a
cyanide-based chemical used by drug
traffickers as a possible explanation for the
die-off, the largest reported in at least a
year.
The phosphorescent chemical, known as
Natural Killer-19 or "NK-19," is used to
guide low-flying aircraft to areas in the
ocean where bales of drugs have been
dumped from passing ships.
Jaime Loya Chairez, an assistant to the
state attorney general's office, was quoted
by the daily Noroeste de Culiacan as
saying that NK-19 was probably the cause.
However, Greenpeace Mexico director
Roberto Lopez says a combination of
pollutants, including the discharge of
waste from local fish-packing plants,
emissions of pesticides and antibiotics
from coastal shrimp farms and agricultural
and residential waste running directly into
tbe ocean. may be responsible for the
deaths, which he says are not unconunon
in tbearea.
The decomposed state of most of the
mammals washed ashore on the Tetuan and
Novolato beaches may complicate the
investigation, The first of the dead whales
to wash up Feb. 7 near a tourist beach has
already been towed to a dump.
"We are sending a team to take samples
from the animals, to check chemical and
pollution levels," said biologist Luis Miguel
Flores, director of the School of Ocean
Sciences at the University of Sinaloa.
"The case is very strange, because the
waters off these coasts are deep, which
tends to rule out the animals having
beached themselves," he said.
Mexico City environmental activist
Homero Aridjis comends that the Mexican
government may be ignoring NK-19 as a
possible cause because of the sensitive
nature of drug trafficking in U.S.-Mexico
relations.
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Hawaiian Humpbacks: an Earthwatch perspective
~
...
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umpbacks, following their 3.000CJf mile migratory journey from their
summer feeding grounds in
nearshore Alaskan waters to the Hawaiian
Islands wintering areas. become objects of
tourist interest and, at the same time,
subjects of intense study by field biologists.
The ACS Monterey Bay Chapter is pleased
to have Carol and Ken Maehr speak on this
topic. The talk will be held on Thursday,
April 24. 1997 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Hopkins Marine Station, Monterey
Boatworks Lecture Hall in Pacific Grove.
Carol Maehr, Point Lobos Docent
Administrator and her husband Ken, have
in recent years organized small groups of
friends to participate in research on
cetaceans in the Sea ofCortez and in
South-East Alaska. In February this year,
they joined an Earthwatch team assembled
to assist Dr. Adam Peck and Professor
Louis Hennan. University ofHawaii, to
carry out field work from a base in Lahaina
in west Maui. Since 1976 the U.H. study
has involved the life histories of individual
Humpbacks on these wintering grounds.
It is focused on detennining how
distributions ofanimals vary daily and
seasonally, including arrival times, peak
abundance, and the appearance ofcalves.
On a daily basis they track individual
whales within a pod, examining behavior
both at the surface and underwater,
together with analyses ofvocalizations,
including the well known "songs" of
males.
Carol will describe the pleasure and
satisfaction ofparticipating in research
and learning from the biologists and from
the animals themselves. The demands on
participants are substantial, with five days
on the water and four days at shore
stations. Evenings are devoted to data
analysis. Other cetaceans observed
included bottlenose, spinner, and spotted
dolphins.
Her talk will be illustrated with slides.
Please join us for an infonnative and
lively evening.
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Marine Mammal Sightings - February 28 through March 25
This month has seen an increasing trend in dolphin sightings after a winter with very few observations. At about this time dolphins
seem to form smaller groups and are seen less frequently
By the end of April the first humpback whales should be recorded.
DATE NUMBER OF
ANIMALS
LOCATION ODS.
GRAYWBALE
Sightings have been following normal patterns, and the mid-
March peak is over. Gray whales will continue to be seen from
lookouts along Highway I, but in steadily decreasing numbers.
Mothers and calves may be detected close to shore from mid-
April to mid-Mayas they make their way north.
RISSO'S DOLPHIN
3/8 80 4.5 mi. W PI. Joe JW
Associated with 40 Pacific white-sided dolphins.
3/26 300 3.5 mi. NW Pt. Piftos MBW
Associated with 300 Pacific white-sided dolphins and 50
northern right whale dolphin.
BOTTLENOSE DOLPBIN
April 1997
Harbor porpoise (Pocoena phocoella). The name
"porpoise" is derived from the Latin porcus pisces,
which can be translated as "pigfish," and even now
among the local names for this animal are "puffing pig"
and "herring hog." Pocoe1la (pronounced fo-seen-a) is
the commonest cetacean in European waters, and is also
found in the inshore waters ofthe North Pacific. The
harbor porpoise is commonly encountered in river
mouths, and has even been found upstream in various
European rivers including the Seine, Thames, and the
Danube. This is among the smallest ofthe oceanic
porpoises, rarely reaching a length of5 feet, and mature
animals usually weigh less than 140 pounds.
LO
ODS.
MBW
MBW
NL
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LOCATION
3.5 mi. N Monterey Harbor' MBW
3 mi. W Cypress Pt.
S mi. NW Pt. Piftos
HARBOR PORPOISE
NUMBER OF
ANIMALS
LEATBERBAcKSEA'ffitfiLE'
I 9 mi. S Santa Cruz
2
. KILLER WHALE
14 6 mi. NW Pt. Pmos
6
7
PACIFic wHrrE-smEDDOLPBIN,
I ., •
350 3.5 mi. NW Pt. Pirios MBW
WNGBEAKED COMMON DOLPBIN
1500 3.5 mi. SW Pt. Piftos MBW
750 1.5 i. W Pt Piftos NL
150-200 1.5 mi. N Pt. Piftos Light RG
4-500 2 mi. W Pt Pmos RO
Encountered about five groups ofgray whales which responded
by tail-thrashing, rolling, and fonning very tight associations
DATE
3/19
3/16
3/6
3120
3/7
3/9
3/13
3/14
3/9
3/21
Cannery Row DR
Between Monterey WW
Breakwater and Plaza Hotel
Close to Hopkins Marine JW
Sta.
DALL'S P01U'OJsE
3 mi. SW Pt. Pinos4-5
5-6
6-8
6
3/8
3/9
3/12
3/15
Marine Mammal Sightings Map
KEY TO OBSERVERS
RG=R. Garcia, NL=N. Lemon, BL=B. Lucas, MBW=Monterey Bay Whalewatch, LO=L. Oliver, RO=R. Ortiz, DR=D. Riens,
1W=J. Williamson, WW=W. Williamson
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federal coun decision on irrigation water
allocations on the Klamath River area
near the California-Qregon border. The
reaction to this decision from lawyers for
most environmental groups seemed to be
comp-aratively mild with some giving
support. It was also supported by many
legal scholars who noted that it
constituted validation ortegal equity for
all sides in these ESA cases. There may
be a spate ofnew lawsuits, but many
lawyers believe that environmental Jaw
case histories are so extensive that they
can stiD win ESA lawsuits on their merits.
.-p ,
Three morefrom the Government
...by Barbara Britten
Also, if you have anything you would like to see in the Soundings, or have an article or
event you want included, I can be reached at:
leos@Jnbay.net
Be sure to check out ACS Monterey Bay's fabulous Web Site. And be sure to let
Evelyn Starr know how much you enjoyed it. It has really super links.
Emile etter 5iJ/flJ•••
http://www.redshift.com-estarr/acs
cr unaIDolphin Bearings: As alluded to hearings being devoted to only the
in a recent column, in the last few Administration's bills. On the House side,
weeks, there have been informal the Resources Committee's Subcommittee
discussions in which attempts were made to on Fisheries, Wildlife and Oceans will meet
reach some agreement on ways to break the on April 9. The Senate's Commerce
deadlock on the tuna/dolphin legislation. Committee's Subcommittee on Oceans and
After lengthy discussions with those closely Fisheries hearing will be on April 16. NO
involved in Washington. no progress on list ofthe environmental groups scheduled
this issue appears to have been made, and to testify at either hearing has been
in fact, lines ofdissention seem to be more released. It is still possible that the
tightly drawn. Furthermore, each side corresponding opposing bills, purportedly
seems to be blaming the other for its own being re-drafted may be introduced at least Pombo Blames Floods on Endangered
intransigence. From the vantage point ora in time for the Senate hearing. Species Act: Richard Pombo (R. CAl is
3,000 mile distance, very little thought one ofthe most stubbornly implacable
appears to have been given to Supreme Court ESA Decision: In a foes ofthe Endangered Species Act in
contemplating the long-term implications of decision recently handed down by a Congress. The wealthy owner ofa large
a possible stalemate and/or failure to enact surprisingly wide vote (9-0), the Supreme farm in the San Joaquin area's
anything. These implications are numerous Court expanded to individuals, groups, and agribusiness-laden Central Valley, he
and complex and include, worsening corporate entities the right to sue the became notorious in the last Congress
Mexico-U.S. relations, other and broader federal government under the Endangered when Speaker Newt Gingrich named him
geopolitical considerations, weakening or Species Act, if they believe they have been chairperson ofthe ESA Task Force
dissolution ofthe lArrC, the ecological adversely affected by government actions. created to bypass the Resources
balance in the Eastern Tropical Pacific, and This expansion to such groups reverses the Committee in its consideration ofthe
the possible proliferation of fishing effort practice to grant "standing" only to those reauthorization ofthe ESA. The field
there with special emphasis on dolphin and whose aims were perceived to act on behalf hearing Pombo conducted around the
tuna populations. ofindividual or groups of species impacted country became the anti-ESA "Theatre of
The House and Senate have both by the government action. the Absurd. II After the task force was
scheduled hearings in April, with both The case was appealed from a lower abolished Pombo still needed a platform
for his insidious attack and so is going
after the ESA more obliquely. He will
get that platform at a hearing ofthe full
House Resources Committee, chaired by
Don Young (R. AK) on the day after the
subcommittee's tuna/dolphin hearing,
April 10th. Stay tuned.
(Barbara Britten I.r Marine Environment
Consultantlor the ACSMonterey Bay Chapter tmd
provides U~ with CIIrrtnt reporb on conJervation
tmd environmentalpublic policy I.rsues. BarlJara
waJ ACSNational '$ representative in Washinglon
D.C.lorU~an be/ore moving to the Davis. CA
area. She was appointed by Preslclen, Clinton in
J994 as the ~ole environmentalist on tirelour·
member panelolComml.rJionen who head the U.s.
clelegaJion olthe Itrter·American Tropical Tuna
Commission {IA1TC}.J
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Gray Whales in the Lagoons ofBaja California
------
CANADA
history ofwhale evolution and a major
concern for the whale's continued use of
Laguna San Ignacio. That concern is the
proposed salt works at Laguna San
Ignacio.
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immediate negative affects on the whales in
the lagoons. However, they did point out
that there may be 'hidden' long-term
negative affects on the animals.
Jud pointed out that, based on
research and observations, it appears
there is the possibility that some
whales even encourage contact or
attention to themselves. This seemed
to be the case in the short video. Jud
also pointed out that contact with the
whales is done at the whales discretion.
in that they determine when and how
close they want to come to the boats.
When they've had enough they end the
sessionby swimming ofT.
The second part ofthe presentation
was highlighted with a showing of
slides ofthe campsite and some ofthe
surrounding areas around Laguna San
Ignacio, including shots ofsome ofthe
plants and birds that make that part of
the world their home. Jud also very
briefly touched upon the paleontologic
Guest speaker, Jud Vanderveer. gave a
presentation on the gray whales in the
lagoons ofBaja California. He began his
presentation with the showing ofa short
video taken in Laguna San Ignacio.
Sequences showed many excellent c1ose-
ups ofmother and caves as they themselves
got excellent close-up views ofthe human
visitors who came to see the gentle giants.
Gray whales travel approximately 10,000
miles from their northern water homes to
the lagoons ofBaja California to give birth
to their calves. It is while they are in these
lagoons that they attract visitors for those
special close-up encounters. However, it
wasn't always this way. Viewing the
whales didn't really start until the mid
19705. Since then. interest and concern
about the effects ofhuman interaction with
the whales. has been foremost in the minds
ofmany. From 1978 to 1982. a study
conducted·by two researchers. Jones and
Schwartz. was conducted. They concluded
that whale watching had no short-term
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ofexpanding scientific knowledge ofwhales, dolphins, porpoises, and related creatures. The Monterey Bay Chapter meets at 1:30 p.m.
on the last Thursday ofeach month at Hopkins Marine Station. Meetings and activities feature cetacea and various aspects of the
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The ACS Monterey Bay Chapter Newsletter
Lecture HaIJ. Monterey Boatworks,
Hopkins Marine Station, Pacific Grove
on Thunday, May 29th, 1997 at 7:30
p,m.
Her work includes the physiology,
ecology and genetics oftunas and
billfishes, the most valuable offishes.
Her recent successful expedition to
satellite tag Atlantic bluefin tuna off'Cape
Hatteras was featured in April on
National Public Radio's "Morning
Edition." She has received a MacArthur
Fellowship in recognition ofher research
and she is an outstanding lecturer.
fijI sing the most modern techniques of
'-'u satellite telemeuy to track the ocean
'/ wide migrations ofbluefin and
yellowfin tunas together with DNA studies
to unravel their diJferent populations, local
biologists are deeply committed to
expanding our understanding ofthese
marvellous swimmers. Dr. Bamara Block
leads a team ofinnovative investigators
from HMS and MBA and colleagues
elsewhere, in the quest for new information
which will allow for the rational
management ofthese international
resources. Join us and Dr. Block at the
Current Research at the Tuna Research
and Conservation Center, Hopkins Marine
Station/Monterey Bay AquariumIn this issue•••
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DECLINE OFSTELLER SEA LION CONTINUES -- SPECIES RECLASSIFIED AS
TWO POPULATIONS -- ENDANGERED INMOST OFALASKA
(NMFS press release issued April 30, 1997)
rJZJ ased on biological information collected since the Steller
i:7i) sea lion was listed as "threatened" under the Endangered
Species Act in 1990, the National Marine Fisheries Service
is reclassifYing a population ofSteller sea lions found in most of
Alaska as "endangered," the agency announced today.
The fisheries service wiD classifY Steller sea lions in two distinct
populations separated at a line near Cape Suckling, Alaska (144
degrees west longitude), with the western population classified
as endangered and the eastern population (southeastern Alaska to
California) remaining classified as threatened.
The reclassification is necessary because the number of
Stellers in the western population has continued to decline since
the 1990 classification ofthreatened. For instance, since 1994,
the number of juvenile and adult Stellers has dropped by 18
percent in the GulfofAlaska population alone. Pup counts at
Alaska's largest rookeries fell by 40 percent between 1991-1994.
Using current population models, fisheries service biologists
predict there is nearly a 100 percent chance the western SteUer
sea lion population wiD be extinct in the next 6S to 100 years.
(continued on Page 6)
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TunaIDolphin Activity in Congress; Senator
Boxe,~ Davis Town Meeting
...by Barbara Britten
d. n April, there was a small flurry of on the warm swmy last Saturday in April,
~ congressional action on the Sen. Boxer conducted the last ofseven such
tuna/dolphin issue. The Fisheries meetings she's held aroWtd the state over the
Conservation Subcommittee had a mark-up last six months. Despite the weather's
hearing on the 105th Congress' current enticements, the 300-seattheatre had only a
administration-sponsored bill. H.R. 408. At few empty seats. During the one-and-a-half
this meeting a new factor was the hour meeting, she spoke for only ten minutes
introduction ofa substantive. substitute anti- on a few ofher special concerns about the
408 amendment submitted by Rep. George prospects in the 105th Congress and her
Miller (D. CA), the ranking Democrat on the positions on some ofthe major issues, such
House Resources Committee and the House as the Clean Air Act. the "reform" ofthe
counterpart to the Boxer-Biden alliance in the Welfare Reform Act. etc. For an hour and
Senate. A briefdebate resulted in this twenty minutes she fielded question from the
substitute bill being rejected in a 7-4 vote; lively and obviously partisan audience of
H.R. 40& was then sent up to the full Davis residents, with maybe one-quarter of
committee. them students ofU.C. Davis.
The full committee mark-up took place the The writer got a chance to ask a question
following day. Familiar figures from about her strategy on the tunaldolpbin bill
previous years' hearing were on band to this session in light ofthe fact that no anti-So
testify for and against this bill. A few more 39 bill bas been introduced this time. Her
out-of-D.C. government specialists than answer was that she will once again "fight up
usual were recruited to bolster the front" and ifanything "goes awry," she "win
government's position. Ironically the stop it again." She didn't mention a
staunchest backers ofRR. 408 are filibuster, but ber intent seemed obvious.
Republicans; many Democrats are the most She got more than one question on the
vocal opponents of the administration-backed Endangered Species Act (ESA). She noted
bill which. they believe, is driven mainly by that several moderate Republicans retired in
NAFrA and other trade concerns. The bill 1996 and that they are "sorely missed" on
was approved and sent up to the House for this and other environmental issues. She is
floor action. far from optimistic about getting a strong, or
On the Senate side, a hearing before the even a moderately strong, ESA
Oceans and Fisheries Commerce reauthorization bill through this Congress.
Subcommitteehad been scheduled for April She noted that when endangered or
17. This meeting was abruptly postponed threatened megafauna are involved, almost
when a draft ofthe testimony by one ofthe everyone wants to protect them. but when it
opponents ofS. 39 was deemed to imply a is an "ugly" creature or lowly plants or
change ofheart by the organization invertebrates, the enthusiasm disappears.
represented. This hearing is now re. (Barbara Briuen is Marine Environment ConsultQl/I
scheduled for the second week in May. for the ACSMontU'e}' Bay Clwpter andprovUJes us
In th time the Tuna Commission's wi,h curren' reporu on colUervafion and
em~ . ' . environmenllJlpublic po/icy issues. Barbara wtU
annual meetIng 15 ~cbeduled for June. 3-5 m ACSNalionm's representaliw in Wmhington D.C.
San Jose, CostaRica The outcome 15 totally for U yean before moving 10 the Davis. CA area.
Wtpredietable, especially, as now seems She war appointed in
likely, there will have been no final vote in 1994 by Pre:Jiden'
the Congress before that date. Many Clinton ar the sole
. han this . Am errvironmmtalist onquestIons . g over ~ee~~. ~ng thefour-member
~em: I). will other.cotmtnes Jom MeXICO panel of
messentially seceding from the IATIC, Commiuionen who
2) will Mexico instead, continue to be head the u.s.
willing to wait for final Congressional delegation ofthe
action, 3) what effect on aU this will Inter-American
President Clinton's upcoming state visit to Tropi~ Tuna
. C~w~Mexico have. We all need etYsta1 balls. [lATl'C).)
Senator Bour's Town Hall Meeting:
May 1997
Volunteer in New
Zealand/
fill) e are presently organising our
"7f' third winter scientific expedition
to the Auckland Islands ofNew
Zealand to continue our research on
southern right whales. We are looking
for volunteers to assist on the 16 to 21
days long field trip and contribute to the
costs ofthe charter. The trip departs
from Invercargill, New Zealand, in late
July aboard a charter vessel licensed for
the subantarctic seas. It is a 2 to 3 day
transit time to the subantarctic islands
then we remain aboard the boat in a quiet
harbour for the duration offield work.
Volunteers should have some
experience working with cetaceans.
This project involves:
photo-identification, collection ofskin
samples and behavioural monitoring.
The estimated cost for each berth
depends on the total number of
participants (maximum of6 volunteers
with a team of3 researchers) and is
estimated at US 53,800.
People interested in volunteering on
this project are invited to contact us as
soon as possible for further details.
Nathalie Patenaude
Ecology and Evolution Group
School ofBiologicaJ Sciences
University ofAuckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. New Zealand
ph:64-9-373.7599 ext 4588
email: n.patenaude@auckJand.ac.nz
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Working Vacation: Studying Humpback Whales in Hawaii
Circle shows
approximate area of
study.l>'
l
!
side ofthe island ofMaui. The activity with many slides she was able to
study group (aside from the regular take when her hands weren't full doing a
staffofresearchers) consisted of multitude ofother things aboard the
people from different countries. Boston Whaler. She also mentioned that
During the study period the entire one method ofindividual identification was
group stayed in a small town on to determine the amount ofwhite found on
MaW and every morning they the dorsal side ofthe flukes. An animal
would pack up the day's supplies that was a "100010It anima) was one with all
and equipment in a van and drive to white on its flukes. A 50% animal had
the launch site ofthe J7 foot approximately halfand halfwhite and
Boston Whaler (for those who black, and so on. Carol did mention she
spent the day on the water) and to had a wee bit ofdifficulty in agreeing with
the on-land observation site. other researchers just how much
The research group was focused pigmentation a particular animal had. One
on several objectives. One of ofthe other researchers was her husband,
which was to study the density and Ken. Ken was more positive ofan animal's
distribution patterns ofthe whales pigmentation percentage.
.c and to monitor and record bow Observations were also conducted from
these density and distribution a land site where spotting equipment was
patterns changed from a day to day set up at the exact spot each day to cover
basis. Another objective was to the study area. Observers/spotters would
( ,; uest speaker, Carol Maehr gave a examine the underwater behavior ofthe canvas tbe study area and call out the
~ presentation on what it was like to whales, especially the mother/calf observed results to team members, who
take a working vacation in Hawaii. relationship. Members ofthe regular staff recorded all data. These data were entered
as she and her husband, Ken. participated ofNOAA researchers were the only ones into a computer at the site as the
in a study ofhumpback whales. allowed to enter the water in the vicinity of observations were made. Interestingly
"Earthwatch." an organization dedicated to the whales for this part ofthe study. A enough, this observation site was next to a
the study ofthe earth's natural wonders, third objective was to analyze the "songs" large land fill dump and occasionally the
was the vehicle that allowed Carol and of the whales. observation team was treated to a
Ken to help in the research on the Density and distnoution patterns were concentrated whiffor two ofthe natural
humpbacks in Hawaiian waters. Carol recorded in meticulously kept daily logs. gaseous results ofa well used land fill
began her presentation by giving a brief At the end ofeach day in the field, these dump site. So much for lunch.
summary ofwhat Earthwatch is and the data were imputed into the computer for Carol concluded her presentation by
group ofpeople who conceived the idea. future analysis. Carol read to the meeting telling the group ofa wonderful experience
Not all vacations or outings are setup to one day's log ofat-sea observations. All she had. During break times. she would
get interested people to just go out in the aspects ofthe whale's activity were get in the water (remember. there were no
field and work. This is just one way to recorded. including the number ofanimals whales around at the time - volunteer
allow people to get some hands-on observed. identification ofeach animal (if researchers were not allowed in the water
experience ifthey so choose. She next possible), the type ofactivity ofthe pods, ifthere were whales in the vicinity) and
covered some basic biological aspects of etc. One interesting point Carol made was float quietly with her ears in the water. In
the humpback whale. including mentioning that a pod can consist ofjust one animal. this position she could hear the songs of
the use ofpigmentation for identifying Carol covered the diving and surface the humpbacks from far offas they would
individual whales. activity patterns ofthe humpbacks. communicate to each other.
Aprotected animal since 1966. the illustrating quite well the various types of
humpback whale is found in most ofthe
oceans ofthe earth. As is the case for all
cetaceans. continued observation and
research of the great animal are important
keys to its existence.
Carol's group was indeed interested in
the research aspect ofthe study of
humpback. and in this case it also meant
long hours ofhard work.. The study area
was conducted in the waters otrthe west
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Marine Mammal Sightings March 29 ,..., April 25
compiledby Richard Ternullo
-.4 S oflhis writing humpback whales have arrived to supplant
~ gray whales as the dominant baleen whale. Numbers ofup
to 25-30 have been seen as recently as May 2. Gray whale
mothers and calves are at a peak and can be seen along as weD as
in kelp beds along the coast.
The real great observations are ofkiller whales consuming gray wbale calves
as tbey are transiting Momerey Bay. Most encounters take pJace in the high
risk area bounded by the Soquel Canyon-Moss Landing-Monterey area.
DATE NUMBER OF
~
LOCATION ODS.
085.
LO
LOCATION
2.5 mi. W Seal Rock
NUMBER OF
ANIMALS
No~.i!J}1!~~·~·::::
1 2.5 mi. SW Cypress Pt. MBW
1 8 mi. S Santa Cruz RT
25
4/12
4/19
TZ
LO
BW
7 mi. S Santa Cruz
3 mi. N Pt. Piiios
10
10
4/24
4125
r;'.~:.m;!.([;L.t:!!til·l!@~'.i.·::!~~i~~~,:'.il:,::i':lmmi::.;::::H·~::i]!:. DATE
4/l 3 2 Soquel Canyon CD
4/17 2 3.5 mi. W Marina State Beach DL
3/294/19 20 1.5 mi. N Aquarium MBW
el.'... "·'"., , .•,.J ...JID.i~:,t.~j~;,:":·
4/11 30 S mi. S Santa CIU2.
Killed and ate one gray whale calf.
4/13 6-10 Bixby Creek to Rocky Point K&PH
4/J9 20 10 mi. WSW Sama Cruz KS
Seen to be attacking a gray whale that was still alive. Killer
whales were seen periodica1Jy during the week from Davenport
to Soquel Canyon to total possibly as many as 40-60
individualsl These were probably the transient type.
4121 14 2.5 mi. W Soldier's Club DL
Killed and ate one gray whale calf? A dead gray whale c:alfwas
seen in the area.
AD
BAsIaNG~SIWttc··
., , . '_ ... "C';:';; .;'.:.,
Near Pt. Lopez34/12
4/6
"'_".....,...,., .I,~~t'!.t.~~~=~~:~~:<: ........
1 3.5 mi. W Cypress Pt. MBWLO
MBW
MBW
3/29 150":··:';~W~p!·~NJ?H ~~~:'~':i::'~)~/:::li:i.·::.~;:·;:i~Q._~~~~:~~;;'::;~::;:h:: ':'-:'" :.:. ,::.
acifi 'ded . and SO 4/21 3.5 mi. NW Pt. Piiios MBWAssociated with SO P c white-51 dolphins
Northern right whale dolphins.
3/30 3-500 1 mi. N Pt. PiiIos Light
412 40 5 mi. NNW Pt. Pmos
4n 70 2.5 mi. W Pt. Joe
With newborns still with fetal folds.
4/12 30 1.5 mi. NW Pt. Piftos MBW
With 250 Pacific white-sided dolphins and 30 Northern right
whale dolphins.
h ", •• !~~:.,:,.:::..".: : : "::::". ':;' u ..
.' COMMOl~]>,9J;J'BIN:Sp~::<i:.::';::::.·;·:
3127 4-500 4 mi. SW Pt. Pmos LO
4/11 100 2.5 mi. W Marina State Beach HN
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Marine Mammal Sightings Map/or March/April
o OJVII!R'S BPAK1!D
* BAIRD'S BPAKED
C9 RISSO'S OOL
• P. WH-sJDED DOL
• No RH-WH. DOL
o OOMMON DOLSP.
114 VBOOMMON DOL.
+ SlBOOMMONDOL
o BOT. N. DOL
o KW.ER WHALE
C HUMPBACK WH.
• BWE WHALE
• FIN WHALE
• MINKE WHALE
ODAU."SPORP
• HARBOR PORP
- L SEA 11JR1t.E
* MI!SOPLODON
L:!. N. ELE. SEAL
..
.. ,-, ,.... . ... ,
mTOOBSERVERS ..
Al)=::A Davi, CD=C. Davis, DL=D. Lemon, K&PH=K.&P. Hill, LO=L. Oliver, MBW=Monterey Bay Whalewatch. HN=H. Neece.
KS=K. Stagnaro,RT=R Ternullo, BW=B. White, TZ=T. Zoliniack
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Stellar Sea Lions (NMFS story)
~.~»
...r.p~
EllUL e~ says:
"I <vote friends, vabooS"
EUROPEAN
CETACEANSOCIETY
COMPUTER
SUPPORT GROUP
fjllJ bile strolling through my MARMAM
'7y mail I found tms I thought might be
of intrcst 10 members. It is a servia:
similar to MARMAM, ex.c.ept it is for the
European Cetacean Society.
1. THE STRUCTURE OF MAILBASE
How do I reach Mailbase and what does it
do? Mailbasc is a mailbox like any other. All
EC5-members are on a list, which bas its
own mail address.
Ifyou send amessage to this address, the
message will be n:layed to all members with
a mailbox. You do Dot need to know the
address ofeach member; you dOD't even have
to know which members an: on the list!
Send your message to:
ECS-aD@Mailbase.Ac.UK
ECS-ALL An open list, which means that
anybody can join this list Any lype of
discussion, remark, n:quest can be sent and
discussed through ECS-ALL. Please keep
any discussion within our interest, so
cetaceans and electronic mail are fine. but
n:£rain from politics, the weaIher and other
matters.
Since this is an open list quite a few people
havejoined in who are NOT official
members of the ECS. We, the ECS. do
welcome you but we retain the righ1 to
exclude you from this list and its associated
lists. We would advise you to n:quest
information about the ECS. Just send a
(conttnued on Poge 7)
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"Based OD the best available scientific
and commercial infonnation available from
independent groups and witlUn the agency,
reclassifYing the western SteUer sea lion as
endangered is the right move," said RoWe
Scbmitten, director ofthe National Marine
Fisheries Service. "Not only does the
reclassification more accurately reflect the
status ofthe western SteUer population,
but we wiD be able to protect and conserve
the species more effectively by managing
the two populations through individual
population trends without losing sight of
the overall trend for the species."
"Given our current knowledge ofprey
availability, competition for food, and the
effects ofhuman disturbance. it would be
difficult to identify whether any further
management actions are needed beyond
those already in place," added Schmitten.
Commercial fishing operations in the
western population area that are likely to
affect SteUer sea lions may have to
reconsult with the fisheries service under
section 7 ofthe Endangered Species Act.
However, the fisheries service believes it is
premature to propose additions or changes
to the SteUer sea lion protective measures.
"Fishing in the western population area
will continue under the current
management measures as we develop and
conduct experiments to reexamine how
SteUers may interact with these fishing
operations. Once we better detennine the
entire scope ofthe interaction, we will
bener know ifany additional management
actions are required to reduce impacts to
Stellers," said Schmitten.
To improve scientific and management
data, the agency is
organizing a
workshop of
outside experts in
the coming year to
design an
experiment for
assessing how well
fishing area closure
zones will benefit
SteUer sea lions
without
unnecessarily
restricting the
(conlinuedjrom page J)
commercial fishing fleet. The agency will
also prepare updated stock assessments
that reexamine tbe estimated monality
rates incidental to commercial fisheries,
and consider the next steps, ifnecessary,
toward take reduction. In addition, the
fisheries service wiD review the ongoing
Steller sea lion program and look at
developing an action plan for future
research and management directions.
At the time ofthe original listing, the
fisheries service had insufficient
information available to consider animals in
different geographic regions as separate
populations. However, subsequent data
analyses using Steller sea lion population
dynamics, data from tagging, branding, and
radio-telemetry studies, phenotypic data,
and genetics have enabled the agency to
delineate two discrete population segments
ofSteUer sea lions within their geographic
range.
Since 1990, the National Marine
Fisheries Service, the Alaska Department
ofFish and Game, the Oregon Department
ofFish and Wl1dJife, and the Canadian and
Russian governments have continued to
assess the SteUer sea lion populations and
to study the causes ofthe decline. Results
of 1990-1994 surveys to monitor
abundance trends indicate that the number
ofadults and juveniles continues to decline
in Alaska. The Alaska SteUer sea lion
population feU by 60 percent from 157,000
juveniles and adults in the 19705 to less
than 69,100 in 1989. The entire SteUer sea
lion population in the United States has
declined 24 percent to 52,200 animals
since 1989.
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e-mail account) PLEASE do not forget you are
message with your address to all e-mail sent to ECS-all as well. a member of this list! Send a 'Icave' command
ECS-BOARD@Mailbase.ac.uk. The ECS ECS-BOARD (Closed list) For all messages to from your OLD account and send a ~oin'
board will then send you all information you the ECS-board members. You may send, but c:ommand from the new address.
IUlCd. cannot receive messages unless you are a The system will recognize your e-mail address
2. SUBLISTS board-member.· and not )"OW' name. The Computer Support
Besides ECS-ALL &hen: are some other sublists ECS Computer Support GrouplHelpdesk The ~up loses quite a lot of time to correct this
c:spccially for the ECS. Some ofthese lists mav ECS Computer Suppon Group can be reached kind ofproblem: wrong addresses more than
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sublist will only be distributed to the mc:mbers 11 is very simple to bec:omc a member of a list. 4. OTHER SOURCES ON THE WEB
within that list. You only have to send tbe following message The~S Website can be rcacbed at the
With a short description those are: (depending on your computer and mail foUowmg address:
ECS-PATIIOLOGY A list for members with a system!): hUp:J/web.inter.NL.netIuserslJ.W.Broekema
special interest in the pathology and anatomy of To: Mailbasc@Mailbase.Ac.UK /ecs.btm
cetaceans. Subj: The ECS mailing lists can also be reached
ECS-BRAER (Closed list) Named after the Text: join ccs-all firstnamc (firstnamc ...) through World Wide Web:
Bracr disaster of 1993, this list will be used by lastnamc http://www.mailbase.ac.ukJlists.a-elecs-aU
members to discuss matters as the ECS sees fiL stop (or any other list)
At present it is closed for use for thc 1998 You will be sent more detailed information This is very bandy ifyou want to retrievc old
ConfereIu:e. when you join. Ifyou would like to join one of mail (which is stored for one year) and for
ECS-SPERM-WHALE (Closed list) Closed the sublists, please cbange 'ees-alI' to the name looking up e-mail addresses.
temporBrely for the 1998 WMMSC Scientific of the sublist And mncmber: \\1: arc bae for you!
Committee. The 'leavc' command works when you want to The ECS Computer Support Group,
ECS-NEWS This list is open to students leave ECS-all. Jan Willem Broekcma, Joke Bakker
attalding the 1998 Conference. We encourage To: Mailbase@Mailbase.Ac.UK
studeots attending the Monaco conference to Subj:
enlist here instead of in ECS-all. Remember that Text: leave ees-all
you will 1'CCICi\1: stop
ECS Mail Service Online
.~~.~~~£~IID~::"< .. ,;:,>:,.,, . ',' .
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A new CITES Information Service isnow available on the World Wide
Web. This isjust the beginningl What
you will see at
bttp:/Iwww.wcmc.o....uklCITES is a
prototype designed to show what can be
achieved.
For instance, ifyou are interested in the
species themselves, go directly to the
interactive CITES-listed species database at
bttp:/Iwww.wcmc.org.uklCITES/edglilbl
fauna.htm (or step through the site
instead). Where else on the Internet can
you discover what CITES-listed species
(COI1linued on Page 8)
EllUL etter Savs ~
JI\I.~ -' I
~""""".~
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ACS Monterey Bay Chapter Web Page:
H1TP:/IWWW.REDSBIFI..COMI
-ESTARRIACS
Soundings Editor's email:.
leoS@mbay.net
Male Northern Elephant Seals:
mating success andpaternity
A cs Monterey Bay Chapter welcomes Pebble Beach. Please join us for aspeaker Michelle Denise Wainstein of fascinating presentation.
the University ofCalifornia at Santa
Cruz. She will present a briefdissertation
on the above topic Thunday June 26,
, -"" _~. r;' -~ - • 'tlN.- .-
1997 at 7:30p.m. at the Hopkins ~.,:r.,~:""'%?~:'~.~7":""- . Ir..
Marine Station, Monte!"" Bootworks ,~~;,C"I~ .... ~.
-" "'''S~c:' '.':'.,; ...... ' '. ~ ....
LectureHaU, The purpose of this -:-' ""!:"~'" '. , ,. ,': .. , . '. ,~'~.Iol , '~. • ." '.' • ...
study is to estimate actual reproductive ~:' ; •.,~, .:..-:. " ~ .,~:,.;
success in male elephant seals and the" ',' ", ", ..::;- ..........~'.:".:;,:~
relationship between matins success ..•.?-~:::: .... :.: ." ~: ~i.'(·{·:-:;. . ..
(behaviorally determined) and actual ...., '~~'., .~.!t~
paternity (genetically determined). In '.'! ~"':' ,. ~ <:::~'. '. :~'~i~,:.7,~
.,. ='- •.;:-.' ••.• ..;t:.<t.....
other words do the observed matings. 4~ . ~~~>J:;;"';:" --f.;i~i
ofknown males parti'cularly the /:""''?,; ~ ......~,.. ~.;~*:t •.~. ~" ·~-1 L .~
so.caIIed alpha males actually produce it,..··:·,A.:~ , .
, ~ ,~, 'S~~
succ:essful insemination and later :.<I.~ .' ( ..~. '. '-il' ~ ...~
births? Modern micro-satellite DNA ~::b" f' ~~.,
analysis permits such determinationsl ~. '. _.' , ,
An ataJrate estimate ofmale ~ '~.'i4;
reproducti~e success isn~~r r:t' .~¥~L:", r,
understandIng the evoluuon ofmatmg 't't!.. J ". <t~J: "
systems, sexual selection and the
population parameters that shape
organisms, This combination ofbehavioral
and laboratory studies may also allow
investigation ofthe role ofsocial structure,
alternative mating strategies and spenn
competition in the reproduction ofthese
highly polygymous mammals,
These are some ofthe ultimate questions
concerning the breeding behavior of these
amazing animals. On your next winter visit
to Ano Nuevo State Reserve nonh ofSanta
Cruz, you will have a new respect for and
fresh insights regarding the world's largest
pinnipeds.
Michelle Wainstein is in the third year of
her field studies under faculty advisor
Professor BJ. LeBoeuf. Her research has
been supported in part by the Earl and
Ethel Myers Trust for Marine Biology,
HOPKiNS MARINE STATION UB~ ... t I,.· •
Environmental News
...by Barbara Britten
TunalDolphln
By a 262 to 166 vote, the House recently
passed H.R. 408, the administration-backed
bill in suppon ofthe Panama Declaration,
with its contentious section revising the
basis for labeling canned tuna imponed into
the U.S. as "dolphin safe."
The fate ofthe bill's Senate counterpart,
S 39, is much more uncertain. There has
been one hearing during May. but no
markup has been scheduled nor does there
appear to be a chance offloor action~ the
near future. Sources have told the wnter
that there are some "holds" on it by
Senators opposed to it. "Holds" are a
device to slow down or prevent floor
action and theoretically, they are supposed
to be anonymous.
(BarlJara Britten u},{arlM Envirrmmenl COMIIIJan,
for the ACSMonte,.", Bay Clulpter andproviJe$ II.J
with Cflrrml rtpotU on COIUervation and
mvIronmmlalpublic policy l»tIe$. 1JID'hara_
ACS National'" rtprt$n1latlve in fJ'a.rhlngloll D.C.
for 14 )ll!1lT" befon movlllg 10 the ~QVI$. C1 oreQ.
She wa.r appointed'" 199411y !7r"tde1l1 ClmlOn a.r
the "ole envlnmmen/QII$I on the four-membtr panel
ofCommlulOlle13 who head the U.s. delegatton of
the fllter-Amerlt:all Tropical Tuna Commlui01l
(IA77C].)
ESA Survives Challenge In the
House
E arty in May, two CaliforniaRepublican Endangered Species Act
(ESA) foes introduced a bill as an
amendment to the House Supplemental
Appropriations bill for wbic~ more t~
halfofthe funding was for disaster rellef to
the many states, including California. that
bad suffered from the spate ofmajor that. despite the IWC ban. there seems to
disasters that had hit them - floods, Commercial Whaling Vote In be a fair amount ofillegal trade in and
tornadoes, rec:ord-breaJcing snows. etc. CITES consumption ofthis meat by the Japanese
These two Congressmen, Wally Herger and and others. It appears to be improbable
Richard Pombo tried to weaken the ESA The biennial meeting ofthis important that Japan and Norway will win this one.
by pennanently waiving many ofth~ Act's international treaty organization will be in Environmental organizations have been
environmental protections and r~~~ents Zimbabwe fOr two weeks beginning in early rallying their troops for months and will be
pertaining to all flood control actMtle5 June. It is noteworthy for those ofus in Zimbabwe in record numbers.
anywhere in the U.S. "Flood control" involved with cetaceans because Japan and
coven a huse range ofefrons includ~g Norway have garnered some suppon to
levee building, maint~~ and repu, downlist five species or stocks of"!p'e&t"
construction and modification ofdams of whales from Appendix I to Appendix Uof
any kind, diversion canals, and much else. the CITES categories ofprotection. These
The four-hour debate may have presaged categories are roughly equivalent to the
the shape ofthings to come. It was focused "endangered" and "threatened" listings in
more on the ESA itself than .o~ "h~ actual the ESA However, Appendix n does
terms oftbe HergerlPombo Imuatlve. The allow trade in products from these listed
content ransed from the deliberate species. The proposed downlisting for
misrepresentation ofthe ESA to trenchant Japan includes gray whales, West Pacific
assessments of its failures and successes. A and Sea ofOkhotsk stock ofMinke whales,
bi-partisan amendment introduced by and some stocks ofsouthern hemisphere
Representatives Boehlen (R, ~. and stocks ofMinke whale. In Norway it
Fazio (D, CA) sunsets the ~alVer tn afte~ includes Northeast Atlantic and central
December 31, 1998. More Imponantly, It North Atlantic stocks ofMinke whales.
restricts the coverage to areas decl~ . The Protocol of this Convention was
"disaster areas" in 1996 or ~997 and lmu~ amended in the late 1970s so that Appendix
its coverage to where there IS a :SUb~hal I listing corresponds to the listing in the
threat to human life or property. This Whaling Commission Schedule. AU the
amendment passed by a vote of227 to 196, above-mentioned species and stocks are on
with S4 Republicans joinin~ the 177 the list prohibiting commercial hunting and
Democrats in suppon ofthis measure. The trading. There is considerable evidence
HergerlPomb
o bill was
immediately
withdrawn
from
consideration
after this
vote.
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1997Annual Harbor Seal Count
at Cypress Point and Fanshell Bay
...by Bob HuetlmQlIII
In 1993, when my pup count was extremely low compared to the previous year, I
took a second count six days later and still found the count low. 1also realized the
value it would have been had I counted adults in previous years. Starting with the
second count of 1993, adults and juveniles were also counted. It will read
pupsladultsljuveniles. The following are the data from 1989 through 1997.
Oate Taken Cypres PoInt Cypress Point Coif South FansheD South FansheR Seal Rock Totals
Lookout Course Outer & Comer IMer Cove
4130187 20 40 3 10 No Count 73
4/25188 19 51 19 8 3 100
4128189 29 33 31 8 14 11.
4/27190 31 37 32 10 14 1U
4/29191 33 34 49 22 4 1~
4t30192 37 48 47 18 3 113
4130193 31 15 40 12 2 100
516193 3Sl43J6 1113013 4619819 15/41/5 0l2IO 1081214123
4/24194 33136f1 2514418 47n9/14 2012112 312315 1281203lM
5/1/95 40167n 4416318 72/113/18 11121/5 0/13/4 1871%77142
4129196 25/43/6 28/42/8 54187/11 19/4212 3111/0 12t1221127
4130197 49/54n 25/35/2 34/47n 19/25/1 01510 128/188117
Percent change of pups from 1996 98.0 .10.7 -54.3 0 ~.7
The 1997 count was made late in the day at high tide. Two hours after high tide is the ideal time, but on this date that would have
been too dark. High winds and large wind waves and surfwere present. These conditions were the reason we had record numbers of
pups at Cypress Point Lookout. Numbers ofmother/pup pairs were higher in sheltered areas and reduced in the exposed locations.
Counts ofpups at Cypress Point Lookout over the previous days were in the mid thirties. On this day mothers took their pups off the
exposed golfcourse to the sheltered Lookout. Also, adults without pups and juveniles did not have to find shelter for pups and
probably were off foraging. Thus, the adult and juvenile count was well down this year.
Of the adult count, at least four females were stiD pregnant and the five adults on Seal Rock were probably males.
"Tunas are Cetaceans with Gills"
Tuna withfin tag.
Photo courtesy ofDr. Barbara Block and the Tuna
Research center
Barbara Block, Ph.D., was the guest
speaker for the May meeting of the
American Cetacean Society's Monterey
Chapter. Her topic dealt with tunas, or, as
she referred to them, "Tunas are cetaceans
with gills." Dr. Block's presentation
covered various projects that she and other
researchers are currently engaged in, at the
Tuna Research and Conservation Center.
Dr. Block initially pointed out that tunas
are one group ofmarine fish that are warm·
blooded. Also. they are the most lucrative
fish in today's world market. AJ an
example, a large bluefin tuna is worth
$90,000.00. Aside from the dollar value of
this group offish. she emphasized that
tunas are important because ofconcerns of
over.exploitation and consequently their
June 1997
populations.
She first covered
some aspects of
what it means to be
a wann·blooded
fish in a cold water
environment.
Problems that
warm-blooded fish
have to deal with
include: breathing
with Sills, low
oxygen content of
the water, and high _ ':"'"-..........
conductivity of
water. All three conditions result in a
substantial heat loss. She then answered
the question. "How do animals stay warm?"
, 231;.
.'.."-==-
Methods used include, high
heat generation, high metabolism, heat
retention structures (blubber. fur. feathers).
(continued on Page 4
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World Whale Day
Pacific Grove's Jewell Park.
Forest and Central, Pacific Grove
Asilomar State Beach. Pacific
Grove
Whale/Cetacean sand sculptures,
Sand sculpture awards
Opening remarks, Clint Evans,
co-founder World Whale Day.
"In the Path ofGiants",
slide/video presentation, sea
kayak adventure and science
with the California Gray Whale,
Steph Dutton and Heidi Tiura.
"Watershed Issues in our Marine
Sanctuary," slide presentation.
Maris Sidenstecker, Water Quality
Educator, Marine Sanctuary.
"Coastal Bottlenose Dolphins in
California", Daniela Feinholz, MS,
Marine Mammal Researcher,
co-founder Pacific Cetacean
Group.
"WOW: Whales on Wheels,"
hands-on education program,
Maris Sidenstecker, co-founder
Save the Whales.
Closing remarks, Clint Evans
Whale ofa Party, Potluck,
storytellers, musicians, artists,
booths.
5:30-7:30: Potluck
6:00: "Whale and Sea Stories, II
Lisa Maddalena, Children's
Librarian. Pacific Grove Library,
member Monterey Bay Tale
SpiMers, in the Gazebo.
6:30: Acoustic music by local
musicians, in the Gazebo.
(continued on page 8)
Sunset at Asilomar Beach. Pacific
T he Pacific Cetacean Group will behosting an annual World Whale Day
. on June 21 and 22, 1997.
Local events include:
10:10:
10:00:
11:30:
11:00:
Saturday, June 21, 10 a.m - 1 p.m..
Pacific Grove Museum ofNatural
History
Forest and Central. Pacific Grove,
CA
12:00:
1:00:
5:30:
2:00:
4:00:
8:15:
Courtesy of the Tuna ReseatclJ Cenler
This diet, discovered through trial and error
(lots of fat tunas dying ofheart attacks and
strokes because ofa too fatty diet), was
determined to be the most healthy for the
captive fish. Research conducted at the
research has directed scientists to the most
successful methods oftagging tunas for
open ocean monitoring. This led to the
final phase ofDr. Block's presentation
where she covered several methods of
tagging and the pros and cons ofthese
methods, along with some movement
studies based on tagged tracking data, both
in the water column and across the Atlantic
Ocean. She concluded her presentation by
showing a short video taken offCape
Hatteras, Nonh Carolina. This tagging
sequence showed the entire tagging
operation ofa bluefin tuna, from the time it
was caught, how it was placed in the boat,
how it was kept calm (covering the eyes),
the actual surgical insenion ofthe tag, and
final release - all within about 3 minutes
total elapsed time. As a side note, the
conditions these researchers were working
in, would in all likelihood have made a
good many of us hang over the rails and
chum for tunas and think about how nice
and flat and calm the cornfields ofKansas
were.
"Tunas are Cetaceans
with Gills"
(conti'tuedjrom Page 3)
and the unique method that tunas employ -
that which is referred to as 'counter current
heat exchange.' This is a condition
whereby the heat generating red muscles
are buried deep in surrounding white
muscle tissue. Tunas do have a high
metabolic rate, and some adaptations tunas
have evolved to accomplish this include:
large gill surface area, high blood volume,
high oxygen canying capacity ofthe blood
due to an abundance ofoxygen canying
blood pigments, and the presence oflarge
amount ofred muscles.
Dr. Block next answered, "Why be
warm?" using bluefin tunas as examples.
Bluefin tunas, in essence, have warmer
muscles than cold blooded fish. As a result
ofthis they can produce more power.
Researchers discovered that muscle tissue
at elevated temperatures can produce
greater amounts ofenergy and power. In
other words, warmer muscles are faster. In
the world ofsurvival, this gives that animal
an advantage. Secondly, tunas are capable
ofliving in more diverse areas. They are
capable ofmoving into higher, colder
latitudes and into deeper, colder water.
This ability to live in more diverse areas is
referred to as "niche expansion."
Next, Dr. Block briefly covered what life
is \ike at the Tuna Research and
Conservation Center, explaining that the
tunas come from southern California. They
are caught by hook-and-line, kept on a boat
that has its holds flooded with water. They
then are trucked to the center on highway
1-5. Once at the center they are monitored
extensively and maintained on a diet
consisting of90% squid and 10% fish.
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Pacific Cetacean Group California Coastal Dolphin Project
repril1ted by courtesyfrom the Pacific Cetacea" Group
photo by Daniela M. Feinholz
T he California Coastal Dolphin Projectbas been active since 1989. Its main
purpose is to monitor a population of
bottlenose dolphins along the California
coast stretching from San Francisco to San
Diego. Based on the first 5 years of
research, we have found that this coastal
population may number as few as 300
individuals. These dolphins seem to spend
most oftheir time traveling along the
California coast just outside the surf-line.
No other species ofdolphin in California
lives this close to shore, coming into
contact with humans as frequently. Living
so close to land, Pacific coastal bottlenose
dolphins are often exposed to several
sources ofpoUution. Upon examination of
stranded animals very high PCB and PBC
levels have been found in the blubber. Such
poUutants are suspected to affect the
animals' immune system, making them less
able to cope with diseases. Because ofthe
apparently low number ofbottlenose
dolphins along the California coast, it is
important to understand as much as
possible regarding the habits and the social
organization ofthese dolphins.
The California Coastal Dolphin Project
has the following goals:
• Photograph as many bottlenose
dolphins as possible along the California
coast. Clear photos ofthe dorsal fin profile
are necessary to identify individual animals.
Individual dolphins can be distinsuished by
June 1997
their distinct patterns, consisting of nicks
and notches, along the back (or trailing)
edge of their dorsaJ fin.
• Document locations and dates
ofbottlenose dolphin sightings along the
California coast to determine which areas
are critical feeding or birthing grounds.
• Provide long·term monitoring
ofthe population. Only long-tenn data will
determine ifthe population is increasing,
decreasing, or remaining stationary.
To accomplish these goats it is necessary
to conduct extensive biannual photographic
surveys along the California coast.
Through local support, we just obtained
and equipped our first dolphin monitoring
...'. . : .. ,~ "::" .
photo by Danila M. Feinholz
boat, the RN Kilauea, a 15 ft. Boston
Whaler, perfect to move around in the
shallow waters close to shore.
At last we are ready to organize and
complete our first California Coastal
Dolphin Survey. for 15 days. our scientists
and trained volunteers will travel by boat
between Santa Barbara and San Diego.
Our job will be to count, photograph, and
monitor as many schools ofbottlenose .
dolphins as possible.
footage and slides from this trip will be
used during our educational outreach
program (ROMP-Reach Out Monterey
Program), which brings knowledge oflife
at sea to all age groups. We will also
produce publications for teachers, and add
to our existing catalog ofbottlenose
dolphins. Data collected during this and
future planned California Coastal Dolphin
Surveys will be instrumental to promote
awareness and knowledge of these
wonderful animals. The results ofthis
research will help strengthen our efforts to
lobby for the protection of the environment
in which marine mammals live.
for funher information on this program
contact the Pacific Cetacean Group.
California Coastal Dolphin Project,
UCMBEST Center, 3239 Imjin Road #122,
Marina, CA 93933, or caU Daniela M.
Feinholz at (408) 582-)030.
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Marine Mammal Sightings ~April 23 through May 25
...compiled by Richard Temullo
The selection ofmarine mammals seen during the past reporting
period is more representative of fall rather than spring.
Humpback whales are the dominant baleen whale and are seen
daily. Blue whales should become more frequent duing June.
There is a decline in common dolphin sighings and a rise in Pacific
white-sided observations. This trend could signal a general
change in oceanic conditions. There is talk ofan EI Nino forming
this year, and maybe the marine mammals in the bay are reflecting
this possibility.
HUMPBACK jrliALE
There were 39 sightings oflhis whale from Carmel Bay to Pigeon Point
in pairs that (ormed aggregations ofup to 30-40 individuals. There were
shore sightings from the Pt. Pmos IIrelI. They seemed to be feeding on
schools ofnorthern anchovy and krill , but were switching from one to
the other even during a single day. They were sometimes closely
associated with Pacific white-sided dolphin.
KILLER WHALE
513 3 5.5 mi. WSW Santa Cruz RT
5117 3 2.S mi. W Pt. Piiios RA
Also on this day an wtknown Dumber ofkiller whales were seen
1mi. WofAilo Nuevo described as being very aeti,·c. (via S. Van
Sommeran)
Sill 2;-30 2 mi. N Pt. Pmos NL
MINKEWBALE
Near Cypess Pt.
1.5 mi. WSpanish Bay
BAIRD'S BEAKED WHALE
10-15 1.5 mi. EMBARJbuoy
PYGMY SPERM WHALE
Salinas River St. Beach
088.
MBW
LO
RT
MBW
MBW
MBW
MBW
MBW
RT
MBW
MBW
MBW
RT
MBW
LOCATION
HARBOR PORPOISE
5 mi. SE Santa Cruz
3 mi. W Marina State Beach
NORTHERN ELEPHANT SEAL
4 mi. NW Pt. Piftos
1mi. W MBARJ buoy
I
8+5+5+4
DATE NUMBER OF
ANIMALS
PACIFIC WBlTE-SIDm DOLPIIIN
There were 10 sightings ofup to 600 individuals from Pt. Pmos to the
MBARI buoy lItea to Ailo Nuevo.
4/30
5110
COMMON DOLPBlN SP.
4/26 700 2 mi. W Moss Landing
DALL'S PORPOISE
4/29 5-8 6.5 mi.S Scaroni Rd. (Santa
Cruz Co.)
4/30 4-5 8 mi. SSW Santa Cruz
511 8-10 4 mi. NW Pt. Pmos
S/3 4-S 4.5 mi NW Pt. Piiios
5/3 3-4 6mi. SSanta CIUZ
S/9 10-12 4. mi. NW Pt. Pmos
5/14 12 4.S mi. SW Moss Landing
SI23 2-3 2.5 mi. N PL Pmos Lighl
5123 2 I mi. NW PL Lobos
5/9
5/17
ww
WW
LO
OIlS.
ww
SB
SN
LOCATION
BLUEWBALE
Near Monterey Beach Hotel
·.FlNWBALE
About 5 mi. WSW Pt. PUlos
NUMBER OF
ANIMALS
?
DATE
?
513
5114
512S
4123
SIlS
RISSO'S DOLPHIN
4/29 10-15 5 mi. W Pt. Pmos RT
4130 100 Near MBAR! buoY MkBW
Associated with 400 Pacific white-sided dolphins and SO northern
right whale dolphins.
513 20-40 3.5 mi. WSoldier's Club BL
Associated with 2 humpback whales and 20 Pacific white-sided
dolphins.
5/9 15-20 Near MBARI Buoy CD
June 1997
4130
5/3
SI9
5/9
S/16
5/16
I
1+2+1
1+1
I
1+1
NORTHERN FUR SEAL
5.S mi. SW Moss Landing
9 mi. SSW Santa Cruz
8.5 mi. S Santa Cruz
2 mi. W Pl Pmos
10 mi. ssw Santa Cruz
BASKING SHARK
2.5 mi. S Santa Cruz
MBW
MBW
MBW
MBW
SHJ
SHJ
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KEY TO OBSE~VERS
RA:;:::R. A1iotti, SB=S. Benson, CD=C. Dennie, SHJ=Shearwater Journeys, NL=N. Lemon, BL==B. Lucas, LO=L. Oliver,
MVW=Monterey Bay Wbalewatch. SN=Suanding Network, RT==R. Temullo, WW==W. Wtlliamson
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FORT MYERS, Fla. (AP) - Manatees
that cannot live in the wild are filling up
facilities set aside for their care, forcing
wildlife officials to seek places outside
Florida that are suitable to the endangered
animals.
"The rehabilitation facilities are crowded
beyond their capacity to care for the
animals, so we're looking at alternatives,"
said Robert Turner, manatee rehabilitation
coordinator at the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. Other offers have been rejected.
The wildlife service has never moved "I've been approached in the past by
manatees out ofFlorida, where five facilities that wanted to display manatees,
facilities care for SO or so animals that have and I told them that's not going to happen,"
been injured or orphaned. Turner said. "But now we're in a position
While many will eventUally be returned to where we need help."
their natural habitats, about a dozen cannot Earlier this year, scientists counted 2,229
be released to the wild because they've been of the endangered sea cows in Florida
in captivity too long, were too badly injured waters. A record 415 manatees died in
or were orphaned too young. Florida last year; 151 ofthose perished in
"Ifsomebody can build a good facility Southwest Florida between March 5 and
that meets the standards we have in Florida, April 27 due to red tide toxin.
we're not opposed to them receiving Manatees are now at five facilities in
permanent captives," said Kipp Frohlich of Florida: Florida Lowry Park Zoo in Tampa,
the Florida OfficcofEndangered Species. Sea World in Orlando, Epcot in Lake
So far the Columbus Zoo in Ohio is the Buena VISta. the Miami Seaquarium, and
only facility that has talked seriously about the Homosassa Springs State Wildlife Park.
the idea. Its board ofdirectors has
approved a $25,000 feasibility study.
9:00 - 3:00: Monterey Bay
Whale Watch Trip with
naturaJists, blue whales, and
humpback whales.
Contact Sam's Fishing
Fleet, Wharf #I, Monterey, CA
408-375-4658, Nancy Black.
Space limited to 49 people.
World Whale Day is a global celebration
yearly on June 21. Local events
coordinator for the Monterey Bay area is
Clint Evans, 408-655-1127. Call for
additional infonnation.
Grove.
Sunday, June 22
EMUL Otter~ CITES
Web Page info ACS Monterey Bay Chapter Names
(continuedjrom Page I) Annual Research Awards
occur in a country or find out when
particular species were listed?
Alternatively you can access the
Resolutions and Decisions from past
Conferences of the Parties and many other
documents. Where possible, we provide
this information in each ofthe three official
languages used by CITES (English, French,
and Spanish). The trilingual facility will be
expanded as the site is developed further.
We are very grateful to the CITES
Secretariat for their advice in developing
this prototype, and to the Joint Nature
Conservation Committee (UK), and the
European Commission (DGX!) for their
additional support.
T he $600 Robert Bethel award goes to
Teri Nicholson ofMoss Landing
Marine Laboratories for her proposed
research project to study social structUre
and underwater behavior of the harbor seal
(Phoca vilu!illa richardst) near Hopkins
Marine Station, Pacific Grove, CA.
During the last eighteen months, she has
identified more than 300 resident seals near
Hopkins Marine Station in Pacific Grove.
This community will be observed
throughout the year to determine
distribution, haul-out frequency, site
fidelity, underwater behavior, and
persistence of social groups. Specifically,
surveys ofhaul-out areas from Otter Point
to Heritage Harbor will be conducted
semiweekly during low tides to identify
distribution ofthe community, haul-out
frequency, and site fidelity of individuals.
Teri will free dive semiweekly (conditions
permitting) at Hopkins Marine Station to
videotape and record sequences of
underwater behaviors and interactions
among identified harbor seals. Underwater
behavior and social interactions. therefore,
will be studied in the context ofa
community ofknown individuals. Results
may indicate persistence ofsocial
(continued on page 9)
relationships within the community, the role
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social behaviors play in structuring the
community, and how these behaviors relate
to social and mating strategy.
The $500 award in memory ofMary
Katherine Palmer wiD go to Brandon
Southall ofLong Marine Laboratory for his
project titled "Auditory masking and
temporary threshold shift in the northern
elephant seal (Mirounga angustiroslris),
California sea lion (ZoJophus
ca/ijomianus), and Pacific harbor seal
(Phoca \lim/ina)."
Rising concern over the potentially
ruundUleffectsofe~atingo~c
ambient noise, given the sparse data for
important species, has resulted in increased
research in these areas. Brandon, Dr.
Ronald J. Scbusterman, and Dr. David
Kastak are addressing this issue on two
fronts. Auditory masking experiments are
determining the effects ofsimultaneous
noise exposure on hearing, while temporary
threshold shift tests are measuring the
effects ofnoise exposure that may persist
for some time following noise cessation.
For both experiments, low and moderate
levels of noise exposure will be used to
induce small changes in hearing thresholds
in order to predict how hearing ability may
be affected when animals encounter loud
noise sources in the ocean. Together these
experiments will provide some of the initial
data on the effects ofnoise on hearing in
these pinnipeds and will address important
practical issues regarding their
suscepb'bility to decreased fitness due to
increasing noise levels and relevant
biological questions about adaptations of
their auditory sensory system.
The $500 ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
award will go to the project ofDorian S.
Houser, a student at the University of
California at Santa Cruz which is titled
"Functional comparison ofthe multi-
reniculate kidney ofthe northern elephant
seal (Mirounga allgustiroslris) and the
bottlenosed dolphin (Tursiops truIlCQIUS)."
Dorian will study how marine mammals
utilize a multi-renicuJate kidney structurally
different from any known terrestrial
mammal. The perseverance ofthis unique
structure across divergent groups. the
cetaceans and pinnipeds. suggests the
multi-renieulate kidney has a specific
function adapted to the marine
environment. Unlike terrestrial mammals,
marine mammals must cope with high
concentrations ofelectrolytes consumed
during oceanic feeding. It has been
assumed that the multi-reniculate kidney
functions to ameliorate the problems
associated with high electrolyte loads.
(continued on page 10)
Conditions relative to cetaceans spending
their entire lives in the marine environment,
Membenhip Information
The objectives ofthe American Cetacean Society include engaging in educational, conservational, and scientific pursuits for the
purpose ofexpanding scientific knowledge ofwhales, dolphins, porpoises, and related creatures. The Monterey Bay Chapter meets at
7:30 p.m. on the last Thunday ofeach month at Hopkins Marine Station. Meetings and activities feature cetacea and various aspects
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while pinnipeds often spend extended time
on land. place very different demands upon
the filtration dynamics ofthese structurally
similar kidneys. The purpose ofthis study
is to assess how themulti-reniculate kidney
functions within marine mammal species
employing divergent life history strategies.
The nutritional impact ofthese strategies
will be related to the measured filtration
rates.
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter takes great
pride in its ability to help with the
continuing studies ofmarine mammals
through these gifts. We wish we could
have granted gifts to all those who
submitted proposals (they were aU quite
good), and we wish everyone luck in their
research.
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
Boardmembers
President
SPECIAL Richard Temullo372-4281
ANNOUNCEMENT
JIlee-Pres/dent
My two-year period of Dan Presser
voluntary service as newsletter
editor will end at the end of Secretary
1997. As such, it is imperitive TenyDarcey
someone come forward to take
up the reins by November 1997 Treasurer
(this is the last newsletter Scot MacDonald
published each year).
November's newsletter will Membership
be. my last newsletter. Jon & Judy Hubbard
Maura 726-1737
Newsletter Editor
MauraLeos
375-0475
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The ACS Monterey Bay Chapter Newsletter
Animal Social Cognition and
Communication, With an Emphasis on
Marine Mammals.
mIn This Issue
Animal Social Cognition
More Emul Otter Stuff
O ur speaker, Dr. Ron Schuster-man ofthe Long Marine Labo-
ratory, University of California
at Santa Cruz, is a pioneer in experi-
mental studies ofpinniped behavior
and sensory capabilities. During a
long and distinguished career he has
studied hearing and vocal communi-
cation, vision, learning and problem
solving as well as diving abilities.
This work has involved both captive
and wild animals. He and his stu-
dents have worked with California
sea lions, harbor seals and northern elephant
seals. Some of his students have been recip-
ients ofACS Monterey Bay and Myers Trost
research grants. In recent years they have
been studying sound detection and the im-
pact on pinnipeds of man-made sounds in
the ocean. These are part ofongoing
studies relating to the ATOC
(Acoustic Thermometry ofOcean Cli-
mate) experiments offour coast.
For his presentation on Thursday,
July 31 at 7:30 p.m. at the Lecture-
halL Monterey Boatworks, Hopkins
Marine Station in Pacific Grove, he
will review our understanding ofani-
mal social cognition and communica-
tion, drawing upon examples from ma-
rine mammals, especially pinnipeds
and, where appropriate, making com-
parisons with terrestrial species. While
he is based at Long Marine Laboratory
he also has an appointment at
Columbia University. Please join us
for astimulating evening.
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From Spirit ofthe Sound, Quarterly Newsletter of the Whale Museum. Spring 1997
(Friday Harbor, WA)
Visit our new Whale Museum Web site at www.whale-museum.org. We have
redesigned our page with a new look and new information. Our Web site now has
general information about the Museum's pro~~,. orca adopti~n inform~tion, other
whale links, and an online Museum store (which IS In construdlon and will be ready by
early summer) Watch our Web site grow as
we continue to construct and develop our virtual
museum and become your gateway to information
about whales.
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter:
http://www.redshift.c:oml-estarr/acs
ACS National: bttp:llwww.acsonline.org!
Newsletter Editor: leos@mbay.net
.-
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Three Conservation Issues
...by Barbara Brit/en
CITES Spares Whales-The whale stocks
mentioned in last month's column managed
to survive the threat of being commercially
exploited by opening up international trade
at the recent meeting ofthe Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species.
The stock that came closest to being
downlisted from Appendix I to II was the
Nonh Atlantic minke, much promoted and
pushed by Norway. Japan withdrew its
promotion to downlist the Bryde's whale.
The other two minke stocks and the west
coast's gray whale remain under the
protection ofAppendix I. CITES'
deference to the International Whaling
Commission (fWe) on whaling issues
remains intact. Because ofthe timing
conflict with CITES, the annual meeting of
the IWC will be held in Monaco in October.
No Fireworks at IATIC Meeting-In the
opening session. Mexico announced that it
would resume its participation in the La
Jolla Agreement, which it had dramatically
abandoned at last year's annual meeting.
Such action had been foreshadowed at the
meeting of the International Review Panel
when it met for two days before the fATTC
started. Mexico's most senior negotiator
and delegate to the fATIC attended this
meeting.
Very little attention was given to the
tuna/dolphin issue and there were no
confrontations over it between the Non-
governmental Organizations (NOO's)
among themselves or with the IATIC
delegations. The status of the bigeye tuna is
ofgreat concern to Japan, which has raised
the issue at all the recent meetings. It is a
highly-prized food in Japan and the fishing
efforts by the long-line boats have increased
dramatically in the last few years, leading
Page 2
the Japanese
scientists to worry
about the
sustainability of such
high catches. The
lATIC voted to
create a formal
Worlcing Group to
be convened by the
U.S. Commissioner,
Dr. Michael Tillman.
TunaIDolphin Legislation Moves
Slowly-The Senate Subcommittee on
Oceans and Fisheries, now chaired by
Senator Olympia Snowe (R, ME), in the
last few days before Congress left for the
Founh ofJuly recess, held its once-
postponed markup on S 39. It was mostly
a pro-forma session except that some good,
but not world-shaking new language was
added.
Besides accounting for dolphins that have
been killed in connection with tuna fishing,
those that have suffered "serious injury"
must also be recorded and counted. Other
new language gives power to the Secretary
ofCommerce to declare an "emergency" if
he receives finding that warrant the special
attention of the fATIC. A special meeting
must be convened within 120 days,
followed by a repon to the Secretary by the
U.S. Commissioners.
Other language was added urging that
more funds be appropriated for research on
the nature and extent ofthe by..catch
problem. Also recommended was an
additional $1 million to the National Marine
Fisheries Service for a five-year study on
the effect ofchase and encirclement on
dolphins.
Congress wi11 reconvene the second week
in July. It will then be in session for less
than a month when it will recess again for
the month-long August break. reconvening
again after Labor Day. The tuna/dolphin
bill's proponents are hoping to convince the
Senate leadership to schedule a vote before
the August break.
(Barbara Britten is Marine Environmelll
Consultant for the ACSMOlllerey Bay
Chapter andprovides us with CII"ent
reports on conservation and el1vironmental
public policy issues. Barbara was ACS
National's representative in Washington
D. C. for 14 years before moVing to Ihe
Davis, CA mea. She was appointed in
199-1 by President Clinton as the sole
environmentalist on the four-member panel
ofCommi.uioners who head the U.S.
delegation ofthe Inler-American Tropi,'al
Tuna Commission (IA 7TCJ).
.
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Northern and Southern Elephant Seals -
Paternity and Mating Success
repeat sequences ofDNA are used to de-
termine paternity. This provided a fascinat-
ing glimpse into the methodology ofDNA
detective work that can by conducted.
The conclusion ofher presentation cov-
ered the results ofthe study and her conclu-
sions. In general terms, Michelle found
that there are statistically significant differ-
ences in the behavioral patterns ofthe NE
and SES populations.
Q. Re the Starbuck's invasion: where dacs the
chain get its name? I seem to remember 8 char-
acter on the short-lived television show
"Battlestar Oalactica"...
A. Not the Oalactica, but another doomed boat.
Starbuck's was founded in 1971 by three gradu-
ate students in Englisb literature, and takes its
omnipresent title from "Moby Dick." Herman
Melville's very famous, very long book about
whales. Starbuck.. you may remember, was the
Pequod's chiefmate, a "'ong, earnest man"
whose premonitions about Captain Ahab prove
tragically apt.
Cheri Libby, a spokeswoman for the com-
pany, said that Starbuck's wasn't actually the
rust choice for the shop's name. It was to be
Pequod's Coffee until a friend pointed out that
"Have a cup ofPequod" wasn't the world's most
inviting tag line. Another friend suggested Star-
hos, adefunct mining camp near Seattle, which
led those bright, probably heavily cafl'einated
conegians to the name Starbuck. They even
found a passage (chapter 81 of 135) where the
sailor misidentifies (egad!) a coffeepot being
waved by a passing German ship:
"What bas he in his hand there?" med Star-
buck, pointing to something wavingly held by
the Oennan. "Impossible! A lamp feeder!"
"Not that," said Stubb, "no, no, it's 8 cof-
feepot, Mr. Starbuck. He's coming to make us
our coffee."
The chain, started in the seafaring town of
Seattle, has a running nautical motif, complete
with a siren as mascot. Company memos say
her presence symbolizes "the seductive nature
ofcoffee."
Spooky.
Guest speaker, Michelle Wainstein gavea presentation on her studies of mat-
ing success and paternity ofelephant
seals at the June meeting ofthe Monterey
Bay Chapter ofthe American Cetacean
Society. Her talk gave an overview ofher
studies, which, along with the study of
mating success and paternity, covered the-
ory and background, objectives, elephant
seal life history, methods used in both field
and lab, results, and conclusions.
A major llrea ofstudy ofMichelle's work
centers on reproductive success (RS). She
pointed out that studies ofRS prior to the
1980s were based on behavior data. As-
pects ofthis work examined cross sectional
(seasonal RS) and longitudinal (lifetime
RS) characteristics of elephant seal behav-
ioral patterns. Another aspect studied is
what she termed "parentage analysis," a
method ofestablishing a link between
. males and their offspring. Parentage analy-
sis is accomplished by using molecular
techniques. The importance ofassessing
parentage analysis by this technique is that
it is a much more accurate measure ofmale
RS.
Michelle next provided information deal-
ing with comparison type studies using
other animals, including passerine birds,
red deer, and grey seals, to illustrate that
discrepancies are inherent. She specifically
pointed out that paternity studies ofpasser-
ine birds reveal that there is less variance in
RS; red deer show more variance in RS
(data from studies in the early 1990s); grey
seals show less variance in RS (data from
studies in England in during the last couple
July 1997
ofyears). One ofher main points in briefly
discussing studies ofother types ofanimals
was to emphasis that for many systems the
mating behavior does not accurately reflect
RS. In other words, more paternity studies
are needed to more accurately measure
what is taking place in animal populations.
Data were collected from two breeding
populations ofelephant seals, the northern
elephant seal (NES), and the southern ele-
phant sea (SES). Data were collected by
direct observation ofthe great seals, taking
oftissue samples, and marking and tagging
ofthe animals. It was during this part of --------------
Michelle's presentation that she displayed Big Whale, Strong Java
one slide ofa researcher along the side of ...submittedby utQ Lee Albright
one elephant seal as it lay on the beach. It
was staggering to see how large this animal
was compared to the human. The seal lit-
erally dwarfed the researcher. She pointed
out that it is possible to carefully sneak up
behind the prone animals and have them
not be able to see the skulking human sim-
ply because oftheir massive bulk. They
can't look around their own bodies to see
their own toes (flippers), as it were. This
activity to be conducted only by experi-
enced researchers only!
Some ofher objectives, using both popu-
lations included: describing male success
(MS), comparing male MS in the NES and
SES populations, determining male RS,
and to compare male MS with paternity.
Before going into the more specific de-
tails/results ofher study, Michelle gave a
briefsummation oflife history notes on
elephant seals, including a description of
the 2.5 month breeding seasons and the
behavior ofmales (a lot of
pushing and shoving takes
place before the arrival of
the females).
Michelle next covered
the field activities she and
her fellow researchers
carried out, which in-
cluded the above tissue
sampling, etc. One rea-
son for taking tissue sam-
ples was to do a paternity
analysis using
"microsatelite" DNA
analysis, where tandem
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Marine Mammal Sightings ~May26 through June25
...compiled by Richard Temullo
PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN
200 1.5 mi. N Hopkins Marine Station
2.5 mi. W Pt. Piftos
NUMBER OF
ANIMALS
RT
ODS.
MBW
LOCATION
DALL'S PORPOISE
4-5
DATE
6/3
5/30
DATE NUMBER OF LOCATION Oss.
ANIMALS
BLUE WHALE
5126 1 3 mi. W Pt. Joe HN
613 1 Near Monterey HaJbor RT
HUMPBACK WHALES
There has been a group ofabout 15-25 humpback whales along
with about 200 Pacific white-sided dolphins moving unpredictably
around the Bay. The anticipated EI Nii'io still seems to not have
affected us. but unusually warm water just a few miles offshore
has been recorded. The chanerboats, which are a steady source
ofsightings. have been kept extremely busy with an exceptional
run ofsalmon, and so sightings this month are minmal.
NORTHERN ELEPHANT SEAL
5/28 I 3.5 mi. NW Pt. Pii'los RT
Seen 26 times this reporting period in association with Pacific
white-sided dolphins feeding on northern anchovy. They have
been very mobile and are moving as a group ofaround 20
individuals with about 200 dolphins.
6/10 6-8 5 mi. W Pt. Pii'los MBW
BOTTLENOSE DOLPHIN
20 E side Wharf#1
NORTHERN FUR SEAL
4 mi. W Pt. Pii'los
LEATHERBACK SEA TURTLE
1 3 mi. W Marine State Beach JW
July 1997
4/23
5130
RT
TJ
RT
~~':,.~~~I~. '
": "
KILLER WHALE
7.5 mi. S Santa Cruz
3 mi. S Cypress Pt.
10
10
Page 4
5/26
5131
6/1
KEY TO OBSERVERS
tj=T. Jones, MBW=Monterey Bay Whalewatch, HN=H. Neece, RT=R. Temullo, JW=J. Williamson
Marine Mammal Sightings Map
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Moss Landing Marine Laboratory Celebrates 30 Years ~
Annual MLML Open House
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
Poster
Joe Guerrero (past ACS Mollterey Bay Chapter President) and Chuck
Haugan (past Soundillgs Editor) enjoy the jestivities.
Each year, Moss Landing Marine Laboratories, an excellent institution devoted to the marine sciences, holds an open house.
Because ofdamage sustained (the buildings were completely destroyed) in the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake. the Open Houses have
been held in temporary quarters. Soon. however, it is hoped permanent facilities will be built.
This annual event is a wonderful opportunity for anyone interested to come see
what Moss Landing Marine Laboratories offers. Accoustical equipment used ill research.
Different marine mammal skulls Oil display.
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Global Warming Threatens Whale's Favorite FoodACS Monterey Bay
Cllapter Boardmembers
President
Richard Ternullo
372-4281
Vice-President
Dan Presser
Secretary
Terry Darcey
Treasurer
Scott MacDonald
Membership
Jon & Judy Hubbard
Newsletter Editor
MauraLeos
375-0475
leo5@Jnbay.net
LONDON (Reuter) - Global warming
could be contributing to killing offkrill, the
favorite food ofwhales, penguins and other
sea animals, scientists said Wednesday.
The tiny, shrimp-like creatures are being
undermined by salps, according to Valerie
Loeb and colleagues ofMoss Landing
~ Marine Laboratories in Moss Landing.
Calif.
Salps are tunicates -- simple. pouch-like
sea creatures that are not eaten by many
, animals but which create dense blooms that
interfere with krill reproduction and kill off
their larvae.
"Our data suggest that decreased krill
availability may affect the levels oftheir
vertebrate predators. Regional warming
and reduced krill abundance, therefore,
affect the marine food web," they wrote in
a report in the science journal Nature.
They noticed the salps flourished in
years when there was less sea ice. while the
krill, the primary food ofmany sea-going
animals, did better in colder years. The
salps also seemed to eat up the krill's food
in warmer years, they said.
"A warming trend has been documented
for the Antarctic Peninsula region since the
19405, and a decreased frequency of
extensive winter sea-ice conditions has
been associated with this trend, h they
wrote.
The krill population had already become
noticeably smaller and predators could
already be suffering, they said. Adelie
penguins on King George Island had
already suffered a 30 percent population
decline.
Membenhip Information
The objectives ofthe American Cetacean Society include engaging in educational, conservational, and scientific pursuits for the
purpose ofexpanding scientific knowledge ofwhales, dolphins, porpoises, and related creatures. The Monterey Bay Chapter meets at
7:30 p.m. on the last Thursday ofeach month at Hopkins Marine Station. Meetings and activities feature cetacea and various aspects
ofthe marine environment. For additional information concerning ACS membership, contact Jon or Judy Hubbard at 726--1737.
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Personal Water Craft Wildlife Impacts to be Studied
...submitled by &to Lee Albright
SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT
My two-year period of
voluntary service as newsletter
editor will end at the end of
1997. As such. it is imperative
someone come forward to take
up the reins by November 1997
(this is the last newsletter each
year).
November's newletter will be
my last newsletter.
Maura
A s part of San Juan County's attemptto regulate the use ofpersonal watercraft (pWCs or "Jet Skis") in local
waters, much attention has been placed
upon assessing the sorts of impacts vessels
actually have on marine birds and
mammals. A major concern regarding
PWCs is their speed and erratic turning,
combined with their surprising silence
underwater.
All marine birds and mammals must
regularly come to the surface for their
life-sustaining breath ofair. In areas such
as the Salish Sea (San Juan Islands) where
boat traffic is heavy, wildlife quickly learn
to listen to underwater sounds ofboats in
order to know when it is safe to surface.
The high speeds and underwater silence of
PWCs make it impossible for air-breathing
aquatic wildlife to avoid collisions, thus
increasing the potential ofcollisions
dramatically. In waters surrounding the
San Juan Islands there are 37 species of
marine birds, and 12 species of marine
mammals that would be wlnerable to this
threat. Scientists affiliated with The Whale
Museum, the San Juan County Planning
Department, and the San Juan County
Marine Resources Committee will begin
studies this year to address this issue.
Soundings
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Marine Mammals offCentral California: an ATOC Perspective
SPECIAL
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My two-year period ofvoluntary
service as newsletter editor will end
at the end of 1997. As suc~ it is
imperative someone come forward to
take up the reins by November 1997
(this is the last newsletter each year).
November's newletter will be my
last newsletter.
Maura
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mammals ofthe area. This program has California coast for several years
involved an extensive series ofoverflights doaamenting the increase in blue and
using a specially adapted aircraft, as well as humpback whale populations. He spoke
some shipboard studies. The program was to our chapter on that topic two years ago.
designed to document, for the first time in He and Gretchen Steiger have recently
detail. the mammal populations around these authored a book -Blue Whales- which
far offshore seamounts. The surveys record is part ofthe WorldLife Series Library
seasonal occurance, distn'butioD and published by Voyager Press. He will have
-------------1 abundance and any observed behavioral copies for sale at the meeting.
effects noted when the low frequency sound Please join us for another special
source is tum on/off presentation.
These seamounts are far beyond the reach
ofdaylong research cruises offcentral
California. For the first time sustained
observation ofsperm whales and Baird's
beaked whales, for example. are possible.
While some subtle, short-term effects on
sperm whales and humpbacks were detected,
these studies are preliminary and the field
work and final anlysis await completion.
Additional experimental studies involving
instrumented northern elephant seals passing
through the study area have
been undertaken by Professor Dan Costa's
lab. at UCSC.
Our speaker heads the aerial survey and
photo-ID component ofthe California
research program and he will focus on this
aspect. Dr. Dan Costa ofUCSC is the
-----------... Principal Investigator ofthe whole program.
Mr. Calambokidis has worked off the central
O n Thursday, August 28th at 7:30p.m., ACS Monterey BayChapter will host its monthly
meeting at the Monterey Boatworks
Lecture Hall at Hopkins Marine Station
in Pacific Grove. The speaker is John
Calambolcids ofthe Cascadia Research
Collective ofOlympia Washington.
The controversial decision in 1995 to
install the ATOC (Acoustic
Thermometry ofOc:ean Climate) sound
source in 3000 feet ofwater on the
Pioneer Seamount, SO miles west of
HalfMoon Bay, has been followed by a
research program on the marine
HOPKINS MARINE S
Amended TunaIDolphin Bill Passes in Both Houses
A ~ ~ackground to all that follows, itIS Important to remember what themajor sticking point and principal
cause ofthe bitter internecine
confrontation among environmental groups
and within Congress has been over the issue
ofthe criteria for "dolphin safe" labeling.
There has always been wide support for the
international provision for multi-lateral
agreements a s embodied in the Panama
Declaration, support for which is the main
thrust ofthe administration-backed bill, S
39 and HR 408.
During July there was a marked increase
in behind·the-scenes negotiations and
drafting ofamendments in the Senate. The
major bi-partisan players were Republicans
Snowe (ME), McCain (Al), and Stevens
(AK) and Democrats Kerry (MA) and
Breaux (LA). During the last days before
Congress left for its August recess., first the
Senate and then the House passed a new
version ofS 39 that was considerably
altered compared with the House version
that had originally been passed in late June
by a vote of262 to 166. When that version
came to1he Senate, however, the strong
opposition ofSen. Boxer, joined by a
considerable number ofher colleagues 00
both sides ofthe aisle, precipitated the
intense activity during the last week in July.
This complex compromise bill, called the
International Dolphin Conservation
Program Act passed the Senate by a vote of
99 to O. It was passed in the House by
unanimous consent, superseding their
passage ofH.R. 408. The provisions ofthis
legislation will be incorporated into the
Marine Mammal Protection Act or the
Dolphin Protection and Consumer
Information Act (OPCI) as appropriate.
This significant compromise legislation
Page 2
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contains several interconnected, time-
dependent elements spread over the oext
five years. One fundamental element
depends on the immediate access to 1
million dollars - out ofa S-year total of 12
million dollars over 5 years - to be used by
the National Marine Fisheries Service to
conduct research, the findings ofwhich will
determine the fate ofsome ofthe other
elements. This research involves studies on
the effect ofintentional encirclement on
dolphins and dolphin stocks in the eastern
Tropical Pacific. Specific projects include
1) abundance surveys ofdepleted stocks to
be conducted in 1998, 1999, and 2000,2)
stress studies, includiJ)g literature reviews
and a 3-year series ofdolphin necropsies
sampled from commercial vessels., and 3)
experimental results from repeatedly
chasing and capturing dolphins by means of
intentional encirclement.
The Secretary ofCommerce must release
preliminary findings from these research
efforts by the end ofMarch 1999. Ifhelshe
finds that there has been "a significant
adverse impact on depleted dolphin
stocks," the criteria for "dolphin safe"
labeling will remain as they are now, i.e.
bound by the labeling provisions ofthe
DPeI. Ifhelshe finds no significant impact,
the wording from S. 39 (allowing
encirclement but with no dolphins "kiUed or
seriously injured" in any given set) will
prevail. These same criteria apply to the
Secretary's final finding, due between July
200I and December 2002, which has an
added aspect that there must also be a
detennination ofwhether or not
encirclement is preventing the recoveo' of
the dePleted stocks.
Simultaneously with the early stages of
the research efforts, under this legislation,
steps must expeditiously be taken to draft a
binding international agreement to be
known as the International Dolphin
Conservation Program (lDCP). It will
incorporate and codify many ofth!'
provisions ofthe La JoUa Agreement of
1992 and the PlU1lUD8 Declaration of 1995.
The stated goal is to reduce mortality
progressively by setting annual total and
vessel quotas and ultimately eliminating
dolphin mortality. When this binding
."by Barbara Britten
agreement is in place and the newly-
proposed stricter U.S. regulations
governing the tracking oftuna through
every step ofthe process from being
caught by the purse seiner to the canned
product have been promulgated, the
current embargo program will be lifted,
provided these nations have officially
signed on the IDCP
Space limitations prevent further details,
but there are other important parts to
mention. Further research on gear
improvement, impacts ofby-c::atch on non-
target species, and alternatives to purse
seining are just a few. There are
provisions to tighten the oversight on
member nations' infractions, as well as the
role ofthe public in policy issues. This is
by no means an ideal instrument, and
already doubts have been expressed as to
whether the all-important research
program can be definitive. Tune will teU.
As Barbara Boxer noted, the consumers
have won for now, and now there is also
time.
(Barbara Britten is Marine Environment
Consultantfor the ACSMonterey Bay
Chapter andprovides us with current
reports on conservation and
environmental public policy issues.
Barbara was ACSNational's
representative in Washing/an D.C. for 14
years before moving to the Davis, CA
area. She was appointed in 1994 by
President Clinton as the sole
environmentalist on thefour-member
panelofCommissioners who headthe
U.S. delegation ofthe Inter-American
1ropical Tuna Commission pA ITC)).
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Introducing OIildren to Marine Mammals
0008.19 Education [1])
Adults and children leam together in this
wccIcend ofchild-e:entercd experiences. Time is
spent studying marine mammal behavior and
sketching and recording their daily activities.
Participants should bring one child, aged seven
to II.
Wear sneakers and layered, warm beach
clothes. Bring binoculars, a sketch pad, and
snacksJbcvcragcs for break.
Fee: 589, includes Monterey Bay Aquarium
tour and course materials. Enrollmentlimitcd.
Pacific Grove: 1weekend: Saturday 8 am-I
pm, Sunday 9 am-2 pm. Details to be seaL
EDP972P05
The Sea Otter (X471 Biology [1.5])
A study of the California sea otter, including
Iifc histoty, food habits and place in the marine
life systems ofCaIif'omia's coastal waters.
Includes discussions and field observation
along the coast ofMonten:y Peninsula.
Please bring a sack lunch and beverages to
class. On Sunday, please wear appropriately
soled shoes for the boat trip portion of the field
study.
Fee: 599, includes Aquarium tour, course
materials and boat trip on Sunday. Details to
be sent. Enrollment limited
Pacific Grove - I wccIccnd: Saturday 9 am-5
pm, Sunday 8 am-4 pm, October 18-19.
EDP972P04
led by our f ••-. ,;-~.>~. ~,' '.' '.' """~~~~."
naturalist, . -;~, .... - . '. ,:{t~....
areparta::e:ch r7~",-'~'~'t,
;'l~
day... ,
Day 5- r:- ',.. i'['
Whale ~<o:~~ ... ,...... ,. ,"
Watching r ~ .",-.~=,,,,:-~,~~ilc,~c.~,~~
and camp
lunch. we travcl back to San Ignacio. our Two More Classes ofInterest
comfortable hotel, and a gala fiesta dinner at a
local restaurant
Day '-San Ignacio to Mulege: We head south
to the Sea ofCortez with a stop at the old
French copper mining town ofSanta Rosalia to
see the church dcsigned by EifTel and walk the
colorful streets. Then on to Mulese. another
channing oasis village, and our hotel.
Serinidad. We will see the beautifuIl}. restored
mission and enjoy. &om its grounds,
spectacular views of the town. There will be
time for a swim in the pool or a walk along the
mangrove lined and bird ricb river Mulege to
the sea.
Day 7-Mulegc to Loreto: An hour south of
Mulege lies Bahia Ccncepcion, one of Baja's
loveliest sites. We'll spend the day there
exploring the bay by kayak, walking the shores,
swimming, or just relaxing. By evening we will
be in our seaside resort in Loreto.
Day 8-Loreto to Los Angeles: This day is
yours to swim, shop, and explon: the town.
Perhaps a visit to the first mission of the
Califomias with its fine Muscwn is in stoM.
Baja DiscovCJY will provide transfer to the
Loreto Airport for your 2:25 p.m. flight to Los
Angeles miving at3:15 p.m.
For further information, or to sign up, call
UCSC Extension at 1(800) 660-8639 and ask
for R'Lceu Loving. Or, you can enroll online
by connecting to the liCSC Extension Web site
using the following URL: www.ucsc-
extension.edu.
J oin noted naturalist. biologist, and ACSMonterey Bay Chapter Board MemberJudson Vandevere on an 8 day gray
whale discovery program. You can
even get coUege cnmts for this wonderfu1
opportunity. The gray whale discovery is an 8
day program offered through the VCSC
Extension Man:h 19-26, 1998, and otTers
activities and explorations on two coasts. Meet
the friendly whales ofSan Ignacio Lagoon and
kayak beautiful Conception Bay on the Sea of
Cortez. Explore missions and mines, colorful
towns, and leam about the ricb natural and
cultural histoJY of this land ''where the desert
meets the sea."
Features include:
-Ooc way charter air between San Diego and
San Ignacio.
-Ooc way commercial air on Aero California
between Los Angeles and Loreto
-All Baja ground tnmsportation &: transfers
-All boating excursions
-Three nights accommodation at our tented
WbaJe Watching camp
-Three nights hotel accommodation
-All meals at Whale Camp
-l..unchcs &: Fiesta Dinner (12)
-Kayak lesson &: guided tour
-Bahia Concepcion
-Experienced Baja hosts and guides
-Small groups to assure personalized experieucc
Features not inclwkd:
-8 meals at hoteJslrcstaurants
-Tips to guides lIDd waiters
-Personal items
-Trip insurance
ITINERARY
Day I-San Diego: Overnight at the Vacation Inn
in San Diego's Old Town. Evening Orientation.
Day 2-San Diego to San Ignacio: We will meet
you at the Vacation Inn for the 6:45 a.m.
departure by bus to the airport. Your private
charter night will depart at about 8:30 a.m. for
the quiet oasis village ofSan Ignacio in Baja
California, Mexico. After lunch at a colorful
local restaurant, we continue our journey by van
through fascinating desert countly, past scattered
ranches to the lagoon shore. Then, by boat, we
travcl to our island base camp and our first camp
dinner with, hopefully, one of those perfect
lagoon sunsets.
Days J & 4-Whalc Watching: You will now join
the gray whales at their winter calving and
mating grounds. Our boats will await each day,
just steps from our camp, to take you out among
the whales which are often just otrshore. Whilc
in camp, explore the various and unique lagoon
ecosystems, enjoy good food., camp comforts,
August 1997
Marine Mammal Sightings ,..., June 26th through July 25th
...compiled by Richard Temullo
DATE NUMBER OF
ANIMALS
LOCATION OBS.
H umbpback whales remain the most numerous largecetacean reported this period. Blue whales should make a
showing by this time next month. As a possible result ofa
developing El N"lfio. the whales are extremely mobile and are
moving rapidly from one place in the bay to another on an almost
daily basis. They also seem to be switching prey from northern
anchovy to krill on a day to day basis. Among the small toothed
whales, dolphin sightings are also variable with periods of no
sightings and then periods ofrelatively large numbers
ww
LO
BL
MBW
MaW
LONG-BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN
7/15 3-4 Between the Monterey breakwater and MBW
Hopkins Marine Station, seen several times
over a two week period
DALL'SPORPOISE
Fifteen sightin~ on canyon edges througbt the bay.
HARBOR PORPOISE
719 2 1.5 mi. W Salinas River MBW
7/9 I 1.5 mi. W Marina State Beach MBW
NORTHERN ELEPBANTSEAL·
7/19 7mi. WNW Pt. Piftos MBW
7121 8.S mi. SW Santa Cnaz MBW
NORTHERN FUR SEAL
7/19 6 mi. SW Pt. Piiios MBW
Sl'ELLD..,SEA LION.
7/11 1 1.5 mi. NW Moss Landing RT
7120 I Lighthouse Pt., Santa Cruz KS
7121 I 6.6 mi. S Santa Cruz RT
GREAT WBITESBARK
Scc:n 7117 while bying to eat asalmon 6mn lID angler's hook 6.6 mi.
south ofSanta Cruz on the CPFV Stagnaro II] (KS).
LEATHERBACK SEA. TURTLE.
7/4 1 6 mi. S Santa Cnaz KS
7/5 I Ofl'Soldicr's Club TK
7/13 I 1.5 mi. S Soquel Pt. RT
7120 1 NE ofthc Soquel Canyon KS
7/24 2 I mi. S Soquel Pt. RT
.,...- ...
OBS.
ww
LOCATIONDATE NUMBER OF
ANIMALS
COMMON DOLPHIN SP.
20-30 1.5 mi NW Pt. Piiios7/14
711 20 4 mi. SW Moss Landing
7/11 20 7.5 mi. NW Pt Piiios
7/19 15-20 7 mi. WNW Pt. Piiios
7/23 60 7 mi. S Santa Cnaz
Associated with 10 pacific white-sided dolphins.
7125 25 .25 mi. N Hopkins Marine Station
"'PACIFIC wmTE-SIDED OOLPHIN· I
Eighteen sightings throughout the bay, usually in association with
humpback whales.
NORTHERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPHIN
7/6 100 1.5 mi. W 10 NW Cv1mss Point MBW
Along with 200 Pacific wbite-sidcd dolphins and 15-20 hwnpback
BUMPBACK·WBALES
Thirty-one sightings ofup to 40 individuals througout the bay and outer
waters have been reported.
GRAYWBALE
7/6 An individual seen near Lighthouse curve CA
IIIld then at the foot ofPrescott Sl an hour
later
MINKE wilALE·
7/25 4 mi. W Moss Landing AO
SPERMWBALE
7120 27 mi SW Santa Cruz DU
KILLER WHALE
7n 3 35 mi. NW Pt. PUlos MaW
BOTfLENOSEDOLPBIN
7/13 2 Cannery Row RT
RISSO'S DOLPHIN
6/28 200 3 mi. NW Pt. piftos BL
Associated with 200 Pacific white-sided dolphins and 17 humpback
whales.
7/15 300+ 17 mi. WNW Monterey Harbor MBW
Associated with 200 Pacific wbite-sided dolphins, 20-30 humpback
whales, California sea lions.
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KEY TO OBSERVERS
CA=C. AhIswede, TK=T. King, BL=B. Lucas. MBW=Monterey Bay Whalewltch, AO=A. Orsini. LO=L. Oliver. KS=K. Stagnaro,
RT:;:R. Temullo. DU=D. Uyeda, WW=W. Wdliamson
Marine Mammal Sightings Map
.
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The Search for Balance: Sea Lions, Salmon, and People
...by Vicki Nichols
(reprintedwilh permissionjrom the Save Our Shores Sanctuary Walch Newsleller)
Cognitive Thinking in
Sea Lions
to participate - as wen as the regional
fishing community and conservation and
government representatives. The
symposium will convene at the Monterey
Conference Center in Monterey on August
28 from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. Admission is
free. For more info, call SOS at (408) 462-
5660.
SOS Supporters: We Need Your
Input!
Executive Director Vicki Nichols has been
invited to speak on behalfof SOS
supporters and the environmental
community at the August 28 symposium:
The Search for Balance: Sea Lions,
Salmon, and People. We'd like to hear
your perspective on "the problem" this
topic concerns, and we're interested in any
recommendation that you may have toward
its resolution. Your briefcomments will be
greatly appreciated. Please FAX (408-462-
6070) or e-mail (soS@cruzio.com)
comments by August IS. Thank you, and
we look forward to hearing your thoughts.
On July 31, a record number ofattendees at the monthly meetingofACS Monterey Bay Chapter(almost 9011) were treated to an
interesting dissertation by Dr. Ron
Schusterman about cognition in sea lions.
Dr. Schusterman is a researcher at Long
,..... --. Marine Lab in Santa Cruz, and has been
working with California sea lions.
He prefaced his discussion with a
background in behavior citing the famous
Pavlov's Dog experiment. He then went
on to discuss socia1 behaviors in monkeys,
and finally talked about the research
happening at Long Marine Lab in the
training ofthe sea lions to retrieve articles
and to make associations with pictures.
Dr. Schusterman's theory is that sea
lions (and a good many other animals) are
indeed capable ofreasoning and thinking.
And ifanyone has watched our local sea
lions nabbing fish. and picking the best
boats to live on, they will agree.
All in all, it was an enjoyable evening.
T he debate over rising populationsofCalifornia sea lions, endangeredsalmon species, and fiustrated
fishermen is heating up. In
response to many complaints and concerns
about this touchy topic, the National
Marine Fisheries Service has recently issued
a Draft Environmental Impact Statement
declaring that fishers and wardens may
shoot these active and protected marine
mammals. Needless to say, this solution
has caused a tremendous uproar and strong
debate.
The FISheries Service stated that there
has been a precarious decline in salmon
populations along the West Coast. As of
February 1997, six populations ofPacific
salmonids have been listed under the
Endangered Species Act. and another
twelve populations are proposed for
additional listing. Depressed salmonid
populations such as coho and steelhead
have been steadily dwindling as a result of
various environmental factors. Studies
have also shown an increase in pinniped
populations (i.e., in California sea lions and
Pacific harbor seals) ofabout 5 percent
annually since the mid-1970s, soon after
enactment ofthe Marine MammaJ
Protection Act.
Evidence also shows that the depressed
salmonid populations are being further
affected by the pinnipeds, especiaUy near
the mouths ofrivers where they spawn.
The mammals are also having an impact on
the salt-water salmon industry, as catch and
gear are damaged by pinnipeds in search of
a meal. So far, nonlethal deterrents have
yet to produce adequate remedies.
In an effort to promote communication
and foster agreement on statements ofa
few major problems, and possibly on some
solutions, Save our Shores (SOS) is
cosponsoring a symposium, along with the
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary,
and Fisherman's Alliance ofMonterey Bay.
The symposium, entitled The Search for
Balance: Sea Lions, Salmon, and People,
will be held the same week the American
Fisheries Society holds its annual meeting.
This will allow many national and
international scientists and policy analysts
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Instructor for both these classes is Judson
Vandevcrc, B.A., former California Stale Park
natW'alist and staffrcscan:her for Friends of
the Sea Otter; retiRcI elementary and
community college instructor. Mr. Vandevcrc
eurrcotly serves on the advisory committee of
Friends ofthc Sea 0Ucr, lectures, leads nature
tours, and acts as a biological consultant on
plant and animal surveys.
To enroll online: connect to the vese
Extension Web site using the URL:
www.uClc.enension.ed.
Summering Gray Whales
J uly 1st -a juvenile gray was observedswimming back and forth offGibsonBeach, south shore ofPoint Lobos.On the foUowing day a dead gray
whale was reported afloat and lodged in the
kelp just south ofthis area (Jerry Loomis.
Marine Ranger, Point Lobos Reserve).
July 6th - Another juvenile was closely
observed by many people first offDel Monte
Beach in the shallows about 1:00 p.m. (Mike
McNuJty, Monterey Bay Kayaks) and a short
time later was seen from Rappa's
Restaunnt at the end ofFisherman's Wharf. At
2:30 p.m. this individual was seen by many off
Cannery Row in the vicinity ofMcAbee Beach
towards the Monterey Bay Aquarium (Karen
Morgan). All observers commented on the
notably smaI1 size - about 20 feet - indicating a
newly weaned calfrather than a yearling.
Gray whales in summer are rare in
Monterey Bay.
Membenbip InformatioD
The objectives ofthe American Cetacean Society include engaging in educational, conservational, and scientific pursuits for the
purpose ofexpanding scientific knowledge ofwhales, dolphins, porpoises, and related creatures. The Monterey Bay Chapter meets at
7:30 p.m. on the last Thursday ofeach month at Hopkins Marine Station. Meetings and activities feature cetacea and various aspects
ofthe marine environment. For additional infonnation concerning ACS membership, contact Jon or Judy Hubbard at 726-1737.
-------------------------------------------------------.
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Types of Memberships, Annual Dues
_Patron _Contributing _Supporting _Active Famil _Foreign _Student _Subscription
- y
(5500) ($250) (575) ($35) (54S) ($45) ($25) $15/12 issues
-
Gift
-
Renewal _ New Subscription Note:
Subscription docs
Name not cotitlcsubscriber to
Address
membership
benefits
City State Zip
_Check _MasterCard _Visa Credit Card No. Exp. Date
Signature
Retum to: Membership Secretary, ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
For Subscriptions Make Checks Payable to ACSlMonterey Bay Chapter Chapter: #24 Monterey
Send to PO Box HE, Pacific Grove, CA 93950
I
I
I I
._-----------------------------------------------------_.
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D Coming September 6, 1997
The Annual Fall ACS Monterey Bay Chapter Whale Watching
Trip
When: Saturday, September 6
Where: Fisherman's Wharf(FN The Magnum Force)
Time: 8:00 am to 3:00 p.m.
(be ready to board by 7:30 am.)
Cost: $50.00 non·members/S40.00 members
This is a fundraiser for ACS Monterey Bay Chapter as well as a great
opportunity to 80 watch whales with naturalists on board.
So make sure all your friends, and your friends offriends know
about it.
For more info - call Debbie Ternullo
. 373-4281
- o
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The ACS Monterey Bay Chapter Newsletter
Foraging Ecology ofSea Otters in Elkhorn Slough
Endangered Species Act
•••In This Issue
ATOC-What Exactly ARE its
Effects?
discussion ofthis study will be the topic
presented at the monthly meeting ofthe ACS
Monterey Bay Chapter on Tbunday,
September 25, .997 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Monterey Boatworks Lecture Forum at
Hopkins Marine Station in Pacific Grove.
She found that two species ofclam fonned
their main prey choice, preferred over :2 or 3
other clam species. Several species of
crab and the fat innkeeper worm also
became important food items. She studied
the behavioral aspects ofhow prey were
selected and its relationship to "optinial
foraging theory," a term she will explain in
her talk. She compared different diets,
slough foraging and kelp bed foraging,
finding that the invertebrates found in the
slough provided a more "profitable" source
ofenergy than did those in the kelp beds.
Jennifer worked on this "keystone" species
under the guidance ofProfessor Dan Costa
and has recently received her Master's
degree.
She was the recipient ofgrant support
from ACS Monterey Bay and from the
Earl and Ethel Myers Trust (pebble Beach).
Please join us for an interesting evening
with fresh insights into the lives ofthese
popular and visible local animals
\~ I bile most observers oflocal sea ottersY'I typically see them diving for food
over rocky bottom substrates, they
also forage in areas ofsoft sediment
which involves a very different behavior as
-----------... they must excavate their prey which is buried
Foraging Ecology of Sea Otters in within this sediment. This behavior and its
Elkhorn Slough effects on prey numbers has been relatively
poorly studied. In the winter of 1995 a
Special Announcement 1 group ofotters colonized Elkhorn Slough.
Jennifer Jolly, University ofCalifornia at
2 Santa Cruz studied the impact oflhis
population. which reached 50 individuals, on
3 the benthic invertebrates ofthe slough. The
Marine Mammal Sightings 4
Sightings Map s SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
Pinniped Symposium - The Search 6
for Balance
Volunteers Neededl 8
My two-year period ofvoluntary service as newsletter editor will end-at
the end of 1997. As such, it is imperative someone come forward to take
up the reins by November 1997 (this is the last newsletter each year).
November's newletter will be my last newsletter.
Mama
HOPKiNS MARiNE STATION LIBRARY
SEP 1 6 1991
The Endangered Species Act (ESA) Emerges Again
...by Barbara Britten
If
-I "'
--
The long gap in thisspace since the ESAwas featured is only
partially because ofthe
priority accorded the
tuna/dolphin legislation.
It was mostly because of
the absence of any re-
portable activity in either
house ofCongress. behind-the-scenes tinkering. So far, at-
That inactivity was stayed when, at the tempts to gain a democratic senator to be a
end ofJuly, H.R. 2351, the Endangered named co-sponsor have been unsuccessful.
Species Recovery Act (ESRA), was intro- Much pressure is being exerted on Sen.
duced. The introduction was made by Rep. Max Baucus (D. Mf) and Sen. Harry Reid
George Miller (D, CA), a staunch fighter (D. NV) who are the first and fourth rank-
for environmental causes and the ranking ing democrats on the Environment and
member ofthe House Resources Commit- Public Works Committee. The appearance
tee. It had 54 original co-sponsors when it ofbi-partisanship is considered an assent in
was introduced just as Congress was about smoothing a bill's passage in the Senate.
to recess until after Labor Day. This round of reauthorization ofthe ESA
The Miller bill is an adaptation of, and an reflects the recognition by ESA-
improvement to, an earlier draft called the strengthening advocates ofthe need for
Endangered Natural Heritage Act. It had major structural and philosophical reorien-
wide circulation in the environmental com- tation ofthis 1973 Act. Part of the impetus
munity during 1996, and gained strong sup- for this has come from a detailed analysis
port from a nationwide coalition oflocal by a panel ofscientists convened by the Na-
and national organizations. These are now tional Academy ofSciences. There now
embodied in a group 250 strong called the seems to be broad consensus among ex-
Endangered Species Coalition, headquar- perts that the Act's focus should be on the
tered in Washington, DC. Many local preservation ofsufficient habitat and an
groups from allover the country, operating ecosystem-wide approach rather than on a
at the grassroots level with single-species recovery effort. Relevant
widely divergent interests federal agencies in tum would also be re-
and concerns, makes this quired to spearhead the development ofre-
coalition strong. covery plans in a fixed time of30 months.
Several versions ofan In the past some recovery plans have taken
ESA reauthorization over years to produce. Also important is the at-
the last few years have been tention paid to the fact that the majority of
raised in the Senate, but listed, candidate, threatened, or endangered
never reached the floor. As species are found on privately held land.
time has passed and the Because ofthis, ESRA provides for tax in-
mood and makeup ofthe centives and other benefits to landowners
Senate has changed, each or larger conglomerations ofpublic entities
succeeding version has who agree to implement measures that pro-
been more unacceptable to teet habitat and an area's biodiversity as
the environmental commu- well as specific species.
nity. The current incama- The next few months might be the last
tion is the Kempthorne- chance to get a good ESA reauthorization
Chafee Discussion Draft bill through the 105th Congress and possi-
and may be intr?duced after bly even beyond. There have been some
Labor Day. This Draft sur- serious threats to parts ofthe ESA in the
faced last January and has last few years with riders added to non-
been subjected to much germane but popular and/or cruciallegisla-
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tion. The sponsors ofmost ofthese
amendments or riders were some ofthe
most conservative and avid anti-ESA
members ofCongress. Probably the most
prominent and egregious attempt was
sponsored by California Republicans
Pombo and Herger. They proposed sus-
pending almost aU ESA protection in-
volved with any tlood protection or pre-
vention measure anywhere in the U.S. far
into the future. As a rider to the emer-
gency appropriation supplemental biU,
which had almost unanimous support, the
rider was hotly debated and roundly de-
feated. The foes ofa strong bill are legion
and have lots ofmoney and support from
special interest groups, industry lobbyists,
conservative grassroots organizations, and
others loosely affiliated with the "wise use"
movement. Let us hope that there will be
equal zeal and effort on behalfofthis, the
most important environmental protection
act in the U.S. Code.
(Barbara Britten is Marine Environment
Consultant for the ACSMonterey Bay
Chapter andprovides us with ament
reports on conservation and
environmentalpublic policy issues.
Barbara was ACS National's
representative in Washington D.Cfor 14
years before moving to the Davis, CA
area. She was appointed in 1994 by
President Clinton as the sole
environmentalist on thefour-member
panel ofCommissioners who head the
U.S. delegation ofthe Inter-AmeriCOll
Tropical Tuna Commission (IA 1TC}).
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TOKYO. Aug 14 (Reuter) - Although
there might not be much ofa family resem-
blance. the whale. hippopotamus and com-
mon cow share a common ancestor from
about 60 million years ago, Japanese re-
searchers said on Thursday.
In an anicle in the August 14 issue of
the British publication Nature, a team of
scientists led by Tokyo Institute ofTech-
nology faculty members say genetic evi-
dence indicates the three animals belong to
the same common ancestoral form. known
as a monophyletic group.
"Our data provide evidence that whales,
ruminants (grass chewers) and hippopota-
muses form a monophyletic group," it said.
According to research team member
Norihiro Okada. the common ancestor
was probably a terrestrial herbivore.
Okada told Reuters the team looked at
retroposons, a genetic element that d~
not change as evolution progresses. to link
the three to the common ancestor.
"The team used a novel and original ap-
proach toproduce these highly significant
(continued onpage 7)
Whales, Hippos, Cows
Share Ancestor
Sperm and humpback whales did have a
slight change in their movement patterns
with the sound source on and off. Sperm
whales adjusted their movements by 0.5
kilometer (which in itselfis a statistically
significant ditrerence) while humpback
whales also adjusted by about as much as
one Ian. Dr. Costa gave an excenent re-
view ofthe spatial distnOution ofvarious
marine mammals through a series ofslides
illustrating tracked movements ofanimals
in the east Pacific basin in relation to thewaters. th. S
The survey work began in December ATOC sound source at e PIoneer ea
1995 and continued to February 1997. Mount. .
Unfortunately the main power cable to His final portion ofthe presentation dealt
AlOC broke in March 1997, resulting in a with movement patt~ of~SSed eleJ?ham
system shut down. The system has been seals with some very mteresttng graphical
inoperable since then. Despite this, re- presentations ofthe horizontal mo~eme~ts
searchers were able to gather valuable in- and dive patterns ofthese great~s.m
formation using a variety ofsurvey tech- relation to the ATOC. The concluSIon IS
niques. including aerial surv~, photo ID that th~e were ~o.obvious changes in the
techniques. and tagging. Aenal surveys swimnung and diving pattern~ the
tracked Pacific white sided dolphins. the sound source was on and during full
most frequently sighted animal. Sperm power.
whales were also frequently sighted. moni- ...- _
tored and tracked. Many other species
were also monitored as wen. Researchers
analyzed the movement pattern..n~ber
densities. and seasonal pattern Slghungs of
these animals in relation to the possible re-
action to AlOC. Their conclusions were
that there was no statistical significant dif-
ferences in the above parameters in rela-
tion to ATOC when it was producing
sounds at fuji power and during the non-
AlOC periods (when no sounds were be-
ing produced - referred to as the off-
period, or control period). Dr. Costa.
however, pointed out that while there
were no significant differences (from a
mathematical standpoint), there is yet the
possibility that significant biological differ-
ence in the animals may have occurred due
to the AlOC sounds. More study needs
to be conducted to determine ifthis is in-
deed the case.
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ATOC--What Exactly ARE its Effects?
')
'\. as 1.500 meters).
, In the baleen
') ') ') ) whale group there
isn't as much con-
cern because
members of this
group generally
live in aha1IowerA. t the September 28th meeting ofthe
~Monterey Bay Chapter ofthe Ameri-
can Cetacean Society's monthly meet-
ing Professor Dan Costa, Principal Investi-
gator (UCSC). gave a presentabon on a
year's research ofthe Acoustic Then.n0me-
try ofOcean Climate (ATOC) expenment
and its possible effects on ~taceans an~
pinnipeds in the eastern Pacific. AlOC IS lo-
cated on the Pioneer Sea Mount at a depth
of9oo meters. Professor Costa actually
was a last minute substitute for the sched-
uled speaker, 10hn Calambokids ofthe Cas-
cadia Research CoUective ofOlympia
Washington. who was recovering from a
sudden illness.
One ofthe more important major ques-
tions that Dr. Costa and other researchers
are attempting to answer is: does the op~ra­
non oftbe ATOC sound source have an Im-
pact on marine mammals? Before provi~ing
a possible answer to this important question
Dr. Costa covered some information regard-
ing how marine mammals may use low fi'e-
quency sounds. These include: ":produc- .
tion. migration. feeding, and survaval. Addi-
tionally he pointed out that human produced
low frequency sounds could cause. in ~­
rine mammals, auditory system dysfunctiOn,
behavior disturbances, displacements from
important habitats. and the masking ofcriti-
cal sounds. It is these concerns that have
prompted researches to investigate the need
to detennine the possible impact ofthese
low frequency sounds on marine mammals.
Dr. Costa next reviewed some general and
specific grouping ofmarine mammals
and the thoughts about how they may
react to the AlOC sounds. He said
that ofthe toothed whales. sperm
whales are the ones ofmost concern
due to their deep diving ability and the
possibility ofthese animals coming too
close to the sound source with harmful
results. Also, in the true seal category,
elephant seals are also ofconcern for
that same reason (they can dive as deep
Marine Mammal Sightings - July 26th through August 25th
...compiled by Richard Temu//o
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MaW
OSE
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MaW
SHJ
MaW
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..
HARBOR PORPOISE
5-6+7-8 1mi. W Salinas River
COMMON DOLPDIN SP.
8/22 250 2.S mi. WGranite Creek WW
LONG-BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN
8/5 300 3.5 mi. WSalinas River JW
8/7 200 3.5 mi. NW Plo Pmos OSE
8/16 200 2 mi. SW Pi. Piiios SHJ
DALL'S PORPOISE
There were 33 sightings from canyon edges arolDld the bay.
NORTHERN nJRSEAL
There were 33 sightings from outer bay waters.
BASKlNG.SIIA.1tK
8/8 5 2.5 mi. N Hopkins Marine SL SM
LEATHERBACK SEATtJIlTLE
7130 Shore sighting from La Selva Bcb. KS
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DATE NUMBER OF
ANIMALS
RISSO'S DOLPHIN
817 30 8.5 mi. S Santa Cruz
8112 100 5 mi. wPt. Piilos
8/13 I-IS 5 mi. W Pt Pmos
8/14 300 7.5 mi. NW Pt PUlos
8/16 250 12 mi. W Pt. Piiios
8/17 200 5 mi. W Pt. Piilos
Associated with SO Pacific wbitc-sided dolphins.
8/21 ISO 4 mi. SW Cypress Pt
NORTHERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPHIN
8/10 50 8 mi. W Plo Piiios SHJ
An unusual association of7-8 short-beaked common dolphin. 15·20
Risso's dolphin, and several hwnpback whales.
NORTHERN ELEPHANT SEAL
There were 10 sigbtings from outer bay waters.
8n
Oss.
RT
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MaW
MBW
SHJ
ww
MBW
JH
TJ
AO
DR
RT
1W
MBW
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LO
LOCATION
a. aleen whales are still highly mobile being found close to shore one
V day and many miles to sea the next. Humpback whales continue to
be the most frequently sighted baleen whale, however there are in-
creasing sightings ofblue and fin whales.
Dolphins are also scattered and mobile with a trend towards increased
numbers ofboth species ofcommon dolphin. with short-beaked common
dolphin in the forefront. This could be a result ofskyrocketing sea sur-
face temperatures to the 16°· 18°C (60.8° - 64.4"F) range.
3
10
5-6
DATE NUMBER OF
ANIMALS
7/31
8/12
8/14
8/16
8122
8/25
7131
8/17
:KILLER WHALE
2.1 mi. SW Moss Landing
BLUEWBALE
There were 11 sightings nearshore and multiple sightings offshore from
albacore boats as far as 55 miles.
BAIRD'S BEAKED WHALE
35 mi. WPt. Pmos
7 mi. NW Pi. Pmos
B01TLENOSE DOLPHIN
10-12 Monterey Beach Hotel
PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN
20-30 5 mi. WPt. Pmos
100 7 mi. W Pt. Pmos
so 6 mi. NW Pi. Pmos
50-60 17 mi. W Plo Pmos
7/28
7/29
7130
819
8/12
8/12
8/14
8/24
HUMPBACK WHALES
111= were 56 sigbtings ofup to 30 individuals scattered from dose
inshore to 50-60 miles otTshore.
GRAYWBALE
4 mi. NW Moss Landing
MINKEWBALE
1mi. W Seal Rock
1mi. W Pt. Joe
.5 mi. NOtter Pt
Ncar Pt. Lobos
1mi. SW Pt. Lobos
1mi. NW Plo Pmos
.5 mi. NW Hopkins Marine Slo
FINWIIALE
7127 2 42 mi. W Pt. Pinos RT
8/13 1 39 mi. W Plo Piftos RT
8/13 I 34 mi. W Pt Pmos RT
There were also numerous other offshore sightings with no
specific location, many ofwhich were from albacore boats.
KEYTO.-OBSERVEBS··,
JO=J. Gree, Hi=J. Harvey, TJ=T. Jones, MBW=Monterey Bay WhaJewatch. SM=S. Munro, OSE~ceanic Society Expeditions,
AO=A. Orsini, DR=D. Riens, SH1=Shearwater Journeys, RT=R. Temullo, JW=J. Williamson, WW=W. Williamson
.
Marine Mammal Sightings Map
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Pinniped Symposium -., The Search for Balance
...by Sheila Baldridge
T his forum. which was held at the Mon-terey Conference Center on August
28th came at the culmination ofa week-
long American Fisheries Society Confer-
ence. It was fanned to encourage a dia-
logue between the various groups ofpeople
concerned over the conflict which has de-
veloped as pinnipeds increasingly interact
,-..
.0
with those involved in water-related activi-
ties, especially sport and commercial fisher-
men. This is exacerbated by rapidly declin-
ing stocks, particularly those ofsalmon.
Over 200 people attended. The forum was
moderated by Dr. Steven Webster, Mon-
terey Bay Aquarium with a panel ofexperts
including representatives from various or-
ganizations - Pacific Coast Federation of
Fishennen, National Marine Fisheries Ser·
vice, California Department ofFish and
Game, Marine Mammal Center. Save Our
Shores. Moss Landing Marine Laborato-
ries, Santa Cruz Commercial Fishermen's
Marketing Assocation.
Brent Stewart, Hubbs Sea World, gave
California pinniped population figures.
Apart from the recent drastic decline ofthe
Steller sea lion and the historic decline of
the Guadalupe fur seal, other species are
increasing. Northern fur seaI- 10,000, Cal·
ifornia sea lion ·150,000. harbor seal
41,000, northern elephant seaI- 83,000.
After a briefoverview by each panel mem-
ber giving their particular concerns, the dilr
cussion was opened up for input from the
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audience. dressed. Fishennen's organizations were
encouraged to get together and show a
The Nature of tbe Problem and some united front giving them stronger political
possible Solutions power. There was also a plea for quick ac-
tion to save the endangered stocks. The sit-
1. Growth in the populations ofpin- uation is desperate and cannot wait for
nipeds. Many more fish now caught show more years ofresearch, political wrangling
bite marks than in earlier years. Steelhead is etc.
not even an ocean fishery 3. There is a need to focus on deeper un-
but is still declining rapidly. derlyinredator (pinnipeds) were removed?
A factor ofpinnipeds, habi- It is not known, but an example was given
tat destruction or both? ofa problem in Alaska at the Copper River
Among suggestions were Delta. Harbor seals were culled to protect
that optimum populations of the salmon. As a result ofthis, the salmon
pinnipeds be determined and did not increase but razor clam numbers
that they be managed to dropped dramatically because seals ate the
maintain this; it was not fish predators ofthe clams. Here, in Cali-
unanimous but the majority fornia, the seals eat hake, which prey on
felt that more research was salmon smolts.
needed to develop non- 10. There is a need for funds for educa-
lethal control methods; tion to help young people understand the
sterilization ofall animals problems and to develop long term solu-
released by humane organi- tions, such as habitat restoration.
zations; the upcoming El The general impression given was that
Nino Southern Oscillation there was a great need for fishermen,
(ENSO) could take care of scientists, conservationists, and humane se-
some ofthe problem as dur- ciety people to communicate and develop
ing previous events many have died. espe- mutual ttust and that the forum was a
cialIy the young animals, because of lack of good beginning. All have the same con-
food availability; there have also been peri- cerns and objectives and need the support
odic disease epidemics such as leptospirosis of the others to achieve them. A summary
caused by overcrowding on the breeding ofthe evening will be published by the
areas. The view was expressed that the Monterey Bay Aquarium and the New Eng-
growing numbers ofpinnipeds would not land Aquarium, with funding provided by
cause a problem IF we had healthy popula- the Packard Foundation.
tions ofsalmon stocks.
2. Habitat destruction
in the spawning streams
is caused by timber bar·
vesting. dumping of
waste, removal ofwater
for human use, building
ofdams/reservoirs. ripar-
ian degradation. There
was strong support for
legislation and enforce-
ment ofpresent laws to
protect the streams.
Hand canying fish
around barriers in the
streams is a "band aid"
approach if the above
problems are not ad-
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Common Ancestors
(conlinuedjrom page 3)
results," Okada said ofthe research
that has given a number ofspecies
new ancestoral mothers and fathers.
The team said that about ]00 mil-
lion years ago, the three were in a
grouping that included pigs and
camels, but whales, cows and hippos
derived fh~m a separate ancestor
some 60 million years ago.
"Whales are clearly related to cows
and hippopotamuses, but pigs and
camels have different genetic ele-
ments," Okada said.
The researchers said their findings
contradict current paleontological
and morphological studies that indi-
cate whales first appeared as primi-
tive aquatic creatures.
The team also argues their findings
should lead scientists to reexamine
fossil records because the discovery
pushes back the era when mammals
diversified.
While most research holds that
mammals and birds diversified after
the extinction ofdinosaurs about 65
million years ago, the research by the
Japanese team indicates the change
may have started as early as 100 mil-
Newsletter Editor
MQllraUos
375-0475
leos@m6ay.net
Membenhip Information
The objectives ofthe American Cetacean Society include engaging in educational, conservational, and scientific pursuits for the
purpose ofexpanding scientific knowledge ofwhales, dolphins, porpoises, 8J\d related creatures. The Monterey Bay Chapter meets at
7:30 p.m. on the last Thursday ofeach month at Hopkins Marine Station. Meetings and activities feature cetacea and various aspects
ofthe marine environment. For additional information concerning ACS membership, contact Jon or Judy Hubbard at 726-1737.
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Types of Memberships, Annual Dues
_Patron _Contributing _Supporting _Active _Family _Foreign _Student _Subscription
($500) ($250) ($75) ($35) ($45) ($45) ($25) $15/12 issues
-
Gift
-
Renewal _ New Subscription Note:
Subscription docs
Name notentitJcsubscribcrto
Address
membership
benefits
City State Zip
_Check _MasterCard _Visa Credit Card No. Exp. Date
.
Signature
Return to: Membership Secretary, ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
For Subscriptions Make Checks Payable to ACSlMonterey Bay Chapter Chapter: #24 Monterey
Send to PO Box HE, Pacific Grove, CA 93950
.-------------------------------------------------------.I
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I
I
------------------------------------------------------_.
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!
4:. hare nature with others as a Docent Naturalist for Ano Muevo State Reserve, one of the
c) most scenic State Parks along the San Mateo Coast.
The California Department ofParks and Recreation is looking for volunteers to lead
guided walks through the mainland rookery of the northern elephant seal.
lPLearn abouth this pristine reserve through an exploration of
the natural and cultural history offered in a 10-week training
program presented by guest speakers and State Park instructors.
lPJoin other enthusiastic volunteers leading walks and assisting
with interpretive activities.
lPClasses and field trips begin in September
~Cost: $15.00 plus required textbooks.
~Ask now for an application or call 415-879-2025 for more
information.
Soundings
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
~ Monterey Bay Chapter
......... PO Box HE
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Hopkins Marine Station Library
Ocean VIew Blvd.
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Nonprofit
Organization
U.S. Postage
PAID
Monterey. CA
Permit No. 338
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The ACS Monterey Bay Chapter Newsletter
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
In The Path ofGiants: Tracking the Gray
Whale Migration by Sea Kayak
It appears we may have a new newsletter editor. His name is Charles
Winegarden. I would also like to take this opportunity to welcome some
new members. Welcome to Alicia Aleman from Pacific Grove, Dorinda
Parara from Pacific Grove, Cassandra Padios from Salinas. and Kris and
Dick Pitschka from San Juan Bautista.
•••In This Issue
In the Path ofGiants: Tracking the
Gray Whale Migration by Sea
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Special Announcement
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Two Important Meetings in Oct. 2
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Sightings Map 5
New Info Found on Belugas 6
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world class ocean kayakers using a ten
minute video and slides. For more, access
their Website at www.graywbale.Dtt.
their northward return.
This will provide the
first continuous data
sets on respiration
rates and depth of
dives ofnon-feeding
individual grays as they
cross deep submarine
canyons and other
features ofthis area. Moss Landing
Marine Laboratories (MLML) graduate
student Susan Renselar has joined the
program, making it her thesis project. They
operate under the permit ofProfessor Jim
Harvey. MLML.
In the spring they hope to join the efforts
ofSea W~rld in San Diego, as they release
"JJ" a
rehabilitated
gray whale.
beach-castin
southern California.
The plan is to release him
in the northbound stream of
gnJYS off San Diego with the
hope that he will then resume his
life in the wild.
You will recall that Sea World did the
same thing in 1970nl with "Gigi" the only
other captive-raised baleen whale.
This will be an exciting presentation by
T WO years ago Steph Dutton and HeidiTiura began to develop the idea of
studying the migration ofthe gray whale
utilizing their great expertise with sea kayaks
and the support vessel "Blue Dog." On
Thursday. October 30th at 7:30 p.m. in the
Lecture HaD. Boatworks Building at Hopkins
Marine Station, they will disc:uss their work
on the basis that the quiet approach of
skillfully operated kayaks would allow access
to the whales which would permit the
attachment ofinstrumentation to the surfacing
animals without causing undue alarm. This
was successfully field-tested last winter when
suction cups were attached by means ofa
crossbow delivery. (Editor's DOte. watch for
an article by Robin Baird on this technique in
an upcoming issue ofThe Whalewalcher.)
During the upcoming migration season they
will work to attach time/depth recorders
(TDRs) on whales transitting Monterey Bay.
first on the southbound passage. followed by
;"\ro\.
'JU'
Dolphin Feeding in Florida
...by &ubara Britten
Barbara Britten Is MtlrirIe Em!iommenl Comultant
/or the ACSMo"ruey Bay C/ulpUr andproviJes II.!
with cumnt reports on etm.tefVQIlon tIIJlI
mvil"OlllMJlltJlpublic policy lmIes. /JDI'barQ ,,-as
ACS National'.! representative In Wcuhlngw" D.C.
lor 14yeon be/ore mDVing If) the DavIs. CA area.
She wcu appointed In /994 by Pre.!ident Clinton cu
the Jok errvtronmmtallJt on tJte /ovr-membtr paMl of
Commlulonen who heod the u.s. delegation 0/the
Inter-American Tropical T_Comm#nion /IA7TC)).
1980s over the Inuit bowhead hunt, of
isolation from most of its other usual allies
on whaling issues. A major legal matter,
applicable to the Makahs but not to the
Inuits, is a 19th century treaty entered into
between the tribe and the U.S. government
granting the tribe whaling rights.
The special 59th Inter-American Tropical
Tuna Commission (IATIC) meeting win
convene in La Jolla October 28-31. The
usual reports on the status oftuna and
dolphin populations and other studies will
be presented. However, the main focus of
this meeting win be the consideration ofa
legally-binding international instrument as
mandated in the recently enacted
International Dolphin Protection Act
(IDPA). Because of the complexity
inherent in even the drafting ofsuch a
document, the meeting will last one day
longer than usual. Informal, closed
consultative discussions among bi-national
and multi-national grouping have already
occurred over the last several weeks. It is
expected there will be a large turnout from
both the member countries and the non-
governmental organization (NGO)
observers. Some ofthe latter will barely
have returned from Monaco. This official
gathering bids fair to be both challenging
and very interesting. -
feeding, but do allow passengers to get into
the water with wild dolphins that gather
nearby, a practice particularly common near
Key West.
Two Important
Meetings in October
The International Whaling Commission
(1We) will hold its annual meeting in
Monaco October 20-24 and will once more
face the Japanese and Norwegians over the
issue of commercial whaling in the guise of
the IWC-pennitted "scientific research"
catches ofminke whales. Over the last few
years both countries have steadily increased
their quotas on these catches. The IWC's
roles allow member countries to issue its
own catch limit. As long as the
moratorium, which was approved in 1982
and went into effect in 1986, remains in
force, this controversy will arise at every
IWC meeting.
Just as controversial is the consideration
ofan application by the Makah tribe in
northwest Washington to be alJowed
to take five gray whales annually.
aB~ The lWe's operating rules, the
"Schedule," sets out the criteria
under which an "aboriginal
subsistence" hunt may be allowed.
These include restrictions on the
kinds ofweapons used, prohibition
ofany commercial sale ofmeat,
consumption and use ofentire
animal, and proofof"aboriginal"
status. This permit issue has split
the anti-whaling bloc. with the U.S.
in the position, as it was in the early
T he National Marine Fisheries Service(NMFS) is waging a campaign alongboth Florida coasts to educate the
public on the harmful effect ofthe growing
practice of illegally feeding dolphins from
boats. With few exceptions, almost all
these activities are conducted from
privately owned or chartered boats with a
few from legal dolphin-watching vessels. A
team from NMFS spent a week traveling
from Panama City (apparently the most
active area), to Sarasota., south to Key
West and up the east coast to Melbourne.
Anned with colorful brochures and posters,
the team held press conferences and met
with tourism boosters and government
representatives. The team members
pointed out that this feeding activity is
illegal, to say nothing ofthe potential for
long-term harm to dolphin population and
injury to the eager feeders.
Despite this flagrant lawbreaking. there
has been little enforcement because ofthe
severe restriction on funding. However,
beginning in fiscal year 1998, funds have
been allocated to pay for six more
enforcement officers, in cooperation with
the Florida Marine Patrol. Violations could
bring up to 520,000 in fines and a year in
jail.
The efforts of the federal team were not
universally welcomed. Several columnists
for local newspapers expressed outrage at
this "government interference," and others
lyrically described the experience ofbeing
near these compelling animals. So far,
NMFS has no official position on the
operators ofboats that do not allow
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Sanctuary Enforcement Capabilities Improve
...reprintedjrom the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary monthly newslettel
Ifyou have questions or need more
information about Sanctuary enforcement,
please call Scott Kathey at (408) 647-
4251.
·To repon a dead marine mammal or sea
turtle, contact one ofthe following: San
Francisco-(415) 750-7 I76-Califomia
Academy ofSciences, Santa Cruz-(408)
459-2883-UCSC's Long Marine Lab,
Monterey-(408) 7S5-866o-Moss Landing
Marine Laboratories.
In order for law enforcement authorities
to respond quickly to a reported violation,
certain information is critical. This
infonnation should be accurately
documented and reported immediately.
The following are guidelines for
documenting important infonnation
(although not evel}' element below will
apply, and other element not listed may be
appropriate).
·Type and description ofviolation .
·Date and Time
·Precise location
·Equipment involved: color(s), length,
nameJhome port, identification
numbers, last direction headed.
speed
·People involved: gender, ethnicity, age,
height, weight, hair, clothing, etc.
·Weather: visibility, sea conditions
·Behavior ofanimals prior to, during. and
after incident
·Photograpbs or video taken.
Guidelines For Documenting Violations:
"The cooperative agreement and the new
funding will enable us to increase boat and
aerial patrols throughout the Sanctulll}'.
and improve our ability to respond to
violations and emergencies,It says Scott
Kathey. Sanctuary Enforcement
Coordinator. "We're very fortunate to
have a vigilant and concerned citizenry
along the Central Coast, and we look
forward to working with the public more
and more to identitY and correct threats to
the marine environment."
How You Can Help With Sanctuary
Enforcement
Monterey Bay
A n anonymous donation to theCalifornia Marine SanctuaryFoundation, and a new cooperative
agreement with several state and federal
agencies will improve the Monterey Bay
National Marine Sanctuary's abilities to
monitor its waters and protect its
resources.
The California Marine Sanctuary
Foundation is in final negotiation to receive
a gift donation which win be used to fund
Sanctuary enforcement efforts by the
California Department ofFish and Game
and the California Department ofParks and
Recreation.
The donation wiU be used to purchase
patrol boats and fund State peace officers
who will serve as Sanctuary enforcement
officers. State peace officers will be
deputized to enforce Federal laws and work
in tandem with Federal enforcement agents
within the Sanctuary. Additionally, a
ranger at Limekiln State Park will conduct
Sanctuary enforcement and interpretive
programs along the Big Sur coast. The
U.S. Coast Guard and the Coast Guard
Auxiliary will also contribute to
enforcement efforts by providing
cooperative aerial surveillance and
monitoring.
Public participation is essential in
protecting the Sanctuary from threats such
as oil spill, toxic discharges, wildlife
harassment, habitat destruction, or
1.. ... ... unauthorized resource extraction and
damage. Many concerned citizens contact
the Sanctuary office regularly to report
violations or potentially harmful activities.
These "eyes on the coast" are a valuable
asset to guard and protect our fragile
ocean resources.
If you would like to report a harmful
activity occurring within the Sanetulll}',
use the fonowing list to help you contact
the appropriate agency:
·For emergencies that threaten life,
property or the environment, call 9-1-1 and
provide as many details as possible about
the activity.
·For non-emergencies during weekday
hours, call the Sanctuary office at (408)
647-4201.
·For non-emergencies during the evening,
holidays and weekends, call the U.S. Coast
Guard: in Santa Cruz, Monterey, and San
Luis Qbispo counties at (408) 647-7303;
or in Marin. San Francisco, and San Mateo
counties at (415) 399-3447.
·To report any kind ofincident, you can
also call the Save Our Shores hotline at 1-
800-9-SHORES and your report will be
forwarded to the appropriate agency.
·To report a sick or injured marine
mammal, sea turtle or seabird, contact
your local animal control (SPCA) office or
the Marine Mammal Center at (415) 289-
7350.
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LOCATiON
STELLAR SEA LION
13 mi. SW Santa Cruz
COMMON DOLPHIN SP.
3.5 mi. W Pt. Piiios
5 mi. W Pt. Pmos
3+5-Hi
2-4
2
2
4
2
3
10-12
7-8
LONG BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN
17 sightings scattered throughout the bay in herds ofup to 1500.
DALL'S PORPOISE
5mi W Pt Lobos
2.5 mi. SW Moss Landing
12 mi. W Pt. Pmos
7 mi. NW Pt. Pmos
10 mi W Pt. Pmos
3 mi. NW Pt. Pmos
SHORT-BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN
22 sightings throughout the bay ofup to 2500 individuals
9/13
DATE NUMBER OF
ANIMALS
RISSO'S DOLPHIN
8130 25 8 mi. WSW Pt. Pinos SHJ
8131 10 7 mi. W Pt. Pmos SHJ
9/6 5-6 14 mi. W Pt Piilos OSE
9/6 100 12 mi. WNWPt. Pii'ios OSE
Associated with 20 common dolphin sp.
9/12? 7 mi. SW Cypress Pt. OSE
9/12 15-20 35 mi. SW Pt. Piilos RT
9/20 100 8 mi. W Plo Piilos SHJ
Associated with 120 Pacific white-sided dolphins and 40 northem right
whale dolphin.
NORTHERN ELEPHANT SEAL
There were nine sightings distributed mostly in outer bay waters.
NORTHERN FUR SEAL
8/28
918
8/26
8/28
9/6
9n
9/9
9113
ODS.
CAlAA 21 sightings, mostly in outer bay waters.
LOCATION
3
DATE NUMBER OF
ANIMALS
9/20
MlNKE·WBALE
8/12 I Near Pt. Pinos RT
8/14 1 NearSeal~k CD
9/24 I 8mi. NW Pt. Pin RT
GRAYWIIALE
8/30 Monterey Harbor sm
KILLER WHALE
8/25 3 2.1 mi. SW Moss Landing TJ
8130 7 25 mi. WSanta Cruz S8
9/6 5 Ncar Pt. Sur NL
9/9? Pfeiffer Point. p.
9/17 I 3.5 mi. W Pt. Pmos NL
This whale, CA49, was seen 24 hrs. earlier at the Cordell Bank.
J20 mi. away.
BAIRD'S BEAKED WHALE
8/3\ 2 19mi. SSW Pt. Pmos NL
9/9 5 2S mi. SW Pl Pinos WW
8/14 2 8 mi. W Pt. Lobos sm
9/24 10 29 mi. SW Pt. Piilos WW
SBORT-FINNEJ) PILOT WHALE
9/14 50-70 35mi. WPt. Pmos DL
CURVIER'S BEAKED WHALE
8130 24 mi. SW Pt. Piftos SHJ
FALSE KILLER WHALE
Cannery Row
BLUEWBALE
There were 21 sightings, mostly in outer Monterey Bay waters.
FIN WHALE
8/29 2 27 mi. WSW Pt. Pinos RT
8130 7-8 6 mi. SW Cypress Pt. CET
8130 5 17 mi. SSW Cypress Pt. sm
HUMPBACK WHALE
There were 38 sightings ofup to four individuals scattered throughout
the bay.
Marine Mammal Sightings -- August 26th through Sept. 25th
...compiled by Richard Ternllllo
A n unusual collection ofsightings that are probably a direct effector
the EI Nino southern oscilation event have been reported this last
month. Pacific white sided dolphin, formerly the most frequently sighted
small cetacean, are scarce while the short-beaked common dolphin,
fonnerly the least commonly recorded small cetacean, have been
numerous.
Baleen whales ofany species are still very mobile and hard to localize
for more than a day or two.
This recording period has also seemed to set a record for the greatest
diversity of species.
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KEY TO OBSERVERS
SB=S. Benson, CET=Sheeseman Ecology Tours, CD=C. Davis, TJ=T. Jones, DL=D. Lemon, NL=N. Lemon, MBW=Monterey
Bay Whalewatch, OSE=Oceanic Society Expeditions, RT=R. Temullo. SHJ=Shearwater Journeys. WW=W. Williamson.
Marine Mammal Sightings Map
* o KIu.ER WHALE
o HUMPBACK WHo
• BWE WHAUi
• FIN WHALE
II MINKE WHALE
<> OALL'S PORP
• HAJUIOR PORP
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New Info Found on Belugas
...reprintedfrom MARMAM
L eeds, England, Sept 8 Reuter - Belugawhales, long thought to be huge stay-at-
homes who hardly left the Arctic coast. are
secret travellers with astonishing powers of
navigation and dive to great depths,
scientists said on Monday.
The discovery follows the development
ofnew tracking techniques using the latest
in radio technology.
Scientists from the Sea Mammal
Research Unit ofthe University of St
Andrews in Scotland tracked North
American populations ofthe beluga, or
white whale.
The unit's Tony Martin told Britain's main
annual science festival that the research had
overturned accepted wisdom about the
mammals, which can grow up to five
metres long and weigh up to two tonnes.
"The Eskimos who hunt belugas saw our
findings and said they were rubbish... at
first," Martin said.
Instead ofhussing the shoreline ofthe
High Arctic, male belugas raced thousands
ofkilometres to a deep marine trench to
gorge themselves on polar cod. he said.
To do so, they swim under apparently
unbroken ice, using previously
unsuspected skills to navigate their way
over thousands of kilometres and to find
isolated breathing holes in the ice cover.
The secrets ofhow the whales navigate
have yet to be deciphered, but the
scientists believe they might find air holes
by listening for faint sounds ofwater
swirling around them.
Once at the marine trench. the whales
then dived up to 550 metres to catch fish.
said Martin. who said the new discovery
showed the belugas were in fact "able to
exploit the entire Arctic."
Female belugas do not accompany the
males but travel with their young - both
male and female - to a shallower trench
closer to home.
Martin told The British Association
festival that the new findings could help in
devising conservation strategies -- and
could also force scientists to revise their
estimates of the beluga whale population.
Official estimates ofthe numbers of the
18 kinds ofbelug8 whale around the Arctic
range from 40,000 to 80,000. Martin said
this might now have to be revised to
200,000.
How Marine Mammals Use Senses
...by Lidia Wasowic:, UPI Writer
(reprintedfrom MARMAM)
SAN FRANCISCO. Aug. 5 (UPI) -
Vears ofstudying marine mammals have
yielded unprecedented understanding of
how they see, hear and think about the
world around them.
The unique research by University of
California. Santa Cruz, scientists also
points to how humans might hinder their
abilities to identify family or foe,
communicate, navigate and generally go on
with their daily business.
The stars orthis scientific show - which
is pushing the frontiers ofanimal
psychobiology - are four trained
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pinnipeds, the four-fJippered. amphibious
carnivores that include elephant seals, sea
lions and harbor seals.
Field pioneer Ronald Schusterman and
his team have gotten to know quite a bit
about Rocky (who has mastered sign
language) and Rio, two female California
sea lions, Sprouts, a male Pacific harbor
seal, and Bumyee. the world's only trained
northern elephant seal.
Says Schusterman. "Animals don't have
language, they don't code the world
around them in symbols, as humans do.
Vet they do so many intricate things. Our
animals aren't thinking verbally, but we
know they're thinking."
In one experiment. Rocky and Rio play
the game "Concentration," matching pairs
ofpictures.
Other studies show the animals' hearing
abilities reflect their evolutionlllY histories.
The California sea lions - which interact
mostly on land - hear well in air but not
in water. The harbor seaI- the most truly
amphibious ofthe three species - hears
equally well in air and water. Bumyce
hears far better in water. No big surprise:
(continued on page 7)
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Marine Mammal Senses
(contimledjrom poge 6)
elephant seals spend lots oftime in water up to a
mile deep.
Just like in humans, exposure to loud sounds can
induce temporary hearing losses in the animals.
As for vision, the researchers have found the
deeper diving animals have more sensitive eyesight
since they need to forage at lower levels of light.
Bumyce, whose species routinely plummets from the
bright ocean surface to the shadowy depths below,
proved the most dark-adaptable ofthe three.
A better grasp ofthe animals' visual abilities,
Schusterman notes, could lead to better
conservation management plans. Oil spills, pollution
and sedimentation that increase water opacity might
cut the animals' odds offinding a meal.
Membenhip Information
The objectives ofthe American Cetacean Society include engaging in educational. conservational, and scientific pursuits for the
purpose ofexpanding scientific knowledge ofwhales, dolphins, porpoises, and related creatures. The Monterey Bay Chapter meets at
7:30 p.m. on the last Thursday ofeach month at Hopkins Marine Station. Meetings and activities feature cetacea and various aspects
ofthe marine environment. For additional information concerning ACS membership, contact Jon or Judy Hubbard at 726-1737.
----------------------------~------------------------- -.
I AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
,
Types of Memberships. Annual Dues
_Patron _Contributing _Supporting _Active _Family _Foreign _Student _Subscription
($500) ($250) ($75) ($35) ($45) ($45) ($25) $15112 issues
-
Gift
-
Renewal _ New Subscription Note:
Subscription does
Name nolentitlcsubscriber to
I~dress membershipbenefits
- -
I. City State Zip
,
-
Check _MasterCard _Visa Credit Card No. Exp. Date
Signature
Return to: Membership Secretary, ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
For Subscriptions Make Checks Payable to ACS/Monterey Bay Chapter Chapter: #24 Monterey
Send to PO Box HE, Pacific Grove. CA 93950
.--------------------------------_.--------------------_.
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Dolphins Use Tools to Find Food
...by John von Radowitz ofThe Press Association
(reprintedjrom MARMAM)
London, July 17 PA - Dolphins havebeen seen for the first time using tools
to find food and defend themselves,
researchers believe.
US scientists studying bottle-nosed
dolphins in Shark Bay, Western Australia.
observed five females carrying sponges OD
the tips oftheir snouts as they searched for
food on the seabed.
They appeared to use them as protection
against the spines and stings ofanimals like
stonefish and stingrays - and also to rake
up prey.
The discovery was made by Dr Rachel
Smolker from Michigan University in Ann
Arbor, one ofthe world's leading dolphin
experts.
Her observations, published in the journal
Ethology and reponed in New Scientist
Magazine Today, are thought to be the first
evidence ofpraetical use oftools by
dolphins in the wild.
Mark Simmonds, marine scientist at the
Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society in
Bath, said: "Rachel Smolker is one ofthe
great dolphin researchers. I think her
discovery is extremely interesting.
"Dolphins are a very different kind of
animal to ourselves and the primates in that
they don't have hands, but that doesn't
mean they can't manipulate objects. II
He said young dolphins had frequently
been seen playing with bits offloating
seaweed, plastic or netting.
In captivity, dolphins could be taught to
balance objects on their noses, push
buttons and pull levers.
"We have been running a study around
Cornwall and Devon over the last four
years and have seen them pulling anchor
chains," said Simmonds. "Obviously they
can manipulate things. It's not
surprising at all to hear that
they use tools.
"The imponant point is that
a group ofdolphins were
seen, obviously it's not play
behaviour, and it seems to be
serving some useful purpose."
He said dolphins had been filmed
playfully manipulating air bubbles in the
same way as a smoker blows smoke rings.
They would lie on the seabed, blow a
ring-shaped bubble, and then blow a
second bubble through the middle ofthe
first.
The problem with studying dolphin
behaviour was that they were usually only
observed on or near the surface of the sea.
said Simmonds.
He added: "We can't see what they are
doing a lot ofthe time. For all we know
they might be down there stacking shelves
and playing chess."
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Baja California - More Than Just
Gray Whales
PLEASE NOTEl
~OPK1NSMAroNE STATf01\1 UB1u\RY
•••In This Issue
NOVEMBER'S MEETING
WILL BE HELD ON
DECEMBER 4TH
DUE TO
THANKSGIVING.
whale to the smallest harbor porpoise
(vaqu;ta), the diversity is astounding. It is
not uncommon to see as many as ten
species of cetaceans in as many days. While
the lagoons are known as breeding and
calving areas for the gray whales, breeding
and calving by several other species occurs
in waters along the Baja peninsula too. Off
Gorda Banks, near Cabo San Lucas,
humpbacks have been seen battling for
dominance while mothers and tiny calves
travel nearby. Majestic blue whale cow/calf
pairs are frequently seen in the Sea of
Cortez. With its deep canyons. the Sea of
Cortez attracts spenn whales and pilot
whales looking for squid. rm and Bryde's
whales, and common and bottlenose
dolphins round out the frequently seen
cetaceans on a Baja journey.
Cetacean, elegant seabirds, captivating
elephant seals, and desert plants will all be
part ofthis discussion. Attracted to Baja by
the whales, Linda is drawn back by its
magnificence. Explore the splendor of
Baja's wilderness and the stNggles ofits
human history in this "armchair" whale
adventure.
inter ofeach year heralds theW annual migration ofgray whales to
the lagoons ofBaja California and
the accompanying humans who yearn to
see the whales up close. and in their
wildest dreams, to touch one. Linda
Lewis, ACS National Trips Coordinator
will be speaking on Thursday, December
4, at 7:30 p.m. at the Monterey
Boatworks Lecture Forum at Hopkins
Marine Station in Pacific Grove about the
trips available. These close encounters,
such as watching a lithe calfride on its
mother's back, or peering over the side of
a panga into the water as a turquoise-
tinted 4O-foot long mother glides only
inches away, are
great thrills. Yet
this experience
unique to Baja
California is only a
taste ofall it has to
offer.
Baja California is
home to an
incredible number
ofspecies of
cetaceans. From
the largest blue
3
4
5
2
6
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Marine Mammal Sightings
Sightings Map
Rare Orca Attack on Spenn Whale
Researcher Records Unusual
Activities ofNew Zealand KiUer
Whales
Baja California-More Than Just
Gray Whales
Special Announcement
Commentary on the IATTC and
!WC Meetings
Tribute to John Denver
Commentary on the IATTC and IWC Meetings
...by Barbara Britton
Barbara Britten is MDTftli! Enviomment COllJUltantfor the ACSMonte1'f!y Bay Chopter andprovides us With current rrporu on COJIJervation and environmen,aI
public policy issues. Barbara was ACS NatiOJ/aI's representative in Washington D.C. for 14yearJ before moving to the DaviJ, CA areo. She was appointed in 1994
by President Climon oJ 'he Jole environmentaliJ' on the four-member panel o/CommiJsionerJ who headthe U.S. delegation o/the Inter-American Tropical TUM
Comm;uion [IA7TCJ).
Inter-American Tropical Tuna elements remained virtually untouched,
Commission (IA1TC) mostly because there is such widespread
M ore than 120 representatives of disagreement on these substantive issuesmember and observer governments, as expressed in the draft language." These
governmental delegates, and non- issues include, among several others, 1)
governmental organizations (NGO's) the allocation ofDolphin Mortality Limits
attended the 59th meeting ofthe IATTC in (OML's) within the 5,000 upper limit and
La Jolla, California. It was the largest ever among all the fleets' boats setting on
for one ofthese gatherings. dolphins, 2) by-catch, and 3) the actual
The main goal was to tackle the very geographical borders ofthe EPa. These
difficult task ofcreating the language ofthe differences exist bi-Iaterally between the
Binding International Agreement on the U.S. and Mexico, U.S. and Latin
International Dolphin Conservation American countries, and among the Latin
Program mandated under the law passed by American countries themselves. Mexico
Congress last summer. More explicit terms also insisted up to the very end that it
are incorporated in the La Jolla Agreement would be possible to reach a final text,
of 1992 and the Panama Declaration of complete with sign-ons before the meeting
1995. adjourned. It was obvious to almost
Two different versions ofdraft language everyone else that this was absolutely
had been circulated just before the meeting impossible even ifthe sessions were to be
convened. Each used typographic means to extended.
differentiate the texts' origins into the three There will be further negotiations before
categories of 1) already jointly agreed to by the next IAnc special meeting which is
the U.S. and Latin Americans, 2) Latin tentatively scheduled to meet in February
proposals, and 3) U.S. proposals. There 1998.
were daunting amounts often designated International Whalilf' Commission
2) or 3). Among them were several ofthe (lWC)
most critically important elements essential The most controversial item on ~e
to the success ofthe entire venture. IWe's agenda was the request by the
Four days and iong hours spent by the Makah tribe ofIndians from northwest
drafting group, working groups, and small Washington State for a quota from the
closed official delegation meetings Eastern North Pacific stock ofgray
produced a third working draft. whales. Under the "aboriginal" provision
Considerable progress in working out ofthe IWC Schedule, such a take must fall
language was reflected in the fact that more under the rubric of a "traditional,
sections fell into category I. However, and aboriginal, and subsistence need." A take
very unfortunately, the core critical (colllinued on Page 7)
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You Say That the Battle is Over
And you say that the battle is O\'er
And you say that the war is all done
Go tell it to those
With the wind in their nose
Who run from the sound of the gun
And write it on the sides
Ofthc great whaling ships
Or on ice floes where conscience is tossed
With the wild in their eyes
It is they who must die
And it's we who must measure the loss
And you say that the battle is over
And finally the world is at peace
You mean no one is dying
And mothers don't weep
Or it's not in the papers at least
There an: those who would deal
In the darkness of life
There are those who would tear down the sun
And most men arc ruthless
But some will still weep
When the gifts we were given are gone
Now the blame cannot fall
On the heads ofa few
It's becane such a part of the race
Ti's ctemally tragic
That that which is magic
Be killed at the end of the glorious chase
From young seals to great whales
from waters to wood
They will fall just like weeds in the wind
With fur coats and perfumes
And trophies on walls
What ahell ofa rate to c:a11 men
And you say that the baUle is over
and you say that the war is all done
Go tell it to those
With the wind in their nose
Who run from the sound of the gun
And write in on the sides
Ofthc great whaling ships
Or on ice floes where conscience is tossed
With the wild in their eyes
It is they who must die
And it's we who must measure the loss
(continlled on Page 3)
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J ohn Denver wanted to fly. More than anything. But hecouldn't join the airforce because ofhis eyesight. So he
went on the next thing he loved. Sharing his and others
words in music. In this he was eminently successful with many
gold and platinum records. But a lot of his songs are onl~ .
listened to by his most ardent fans. Those songs that are In his
albums, but not played on the radio. Ofthose songs many are
hauntingly beautiful not only for their music, but for the words
that speak of the environment he cared so deeply for.
The world has lost more than it realizes with his death. John
Denver embodied to many, a care for the environment and
hundreds were moved by his words and music to join with groups
like ACS. He not only strived for harmony in music, he strove
for harmony with mankind. He was a true steward ofthe world.
John Denver 1944-1997
With the wild in their eyes
It is they who must die
And it's we who mus measure the cost.
01978 Chef7)' 1ArIeMusic Co.
Sometimes I feel that this song may be a little too strong for my personal
comfort, but it sure bas'an important point to make. It was wriuen while
wbaling seemed to be a more prevalcm tbn:at to most of the wor.Jd. .
Maybe now is a good time for people to look at these words agam WIth
the decisions the IWC is being forced to make with nations tJying to
im:rcase whaling.
Paradise
When I was a child, my family would travel
Down to westem Kentucky where my parcrtts were born
And~'s abackwards old town that's often remc:mbc:nxl
So many times that my mem'ries arc worn .
And daddy, woo't you take me back to Muhlenberg County
Down by the Grceu River where Paradise lay
Well, I'm sony, my son, but you're too late in asking
Mister Peabody's coallrain has hauled it away
WeD sometimes we'd travcl right down the Green River
To the abandoned old prison down by Adrie Hill
Where the air smelled like snakes and we'd shoot with our pistols
But empty pop bottles was all we wouId kill
And daddy, woo't you take me back to Muhlenberg County
Down by the Gr=n River where Paradise lay
Well, I'm sorry, my son but you're too late in asking
Mister Peabody's coal train has hauled it away
And the coal company came with the world's Iargcst shovel
And they tortured the timber and stripped aU the land
Well, they dug for their coal till the land was forsaken
Then they wrote it all down as the progress ofman
And daddy, won', you lake me beck to Muhlenberg COlD1ty
Down by the Gr=n River where Paradise lay
Well, I'm sony my SOD, but you're too late in asking
Mister Peabody's coal train has hauled it away
CCopyrlght J97J by CotiUlon Mlule, Inc. & Soli' G,apeJ MUJic.
I first beard this song in 1972 when I bought, end conscqucndy played
to death, the album "Rocky Mountain High." I was in junior high and I
still remember the chill of llWlIICl1CSS I fell. My heart cried for the lost
paradise.
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Calypso
To sail on a dream on a c:rysta1 clear OCCAD
To ride on the crest of the wild ragiDg storm
To work in the service oflife and the living
In search of the answers to questions unknown
To be part of the movemcm aDd part ofthe growing
Part ofbegianing to understand
Aye Calypso
The places you'vc beeu to
The things that you'vc shown us
The stories you tell
A)'C Calypso
I sing to your spirit
The men who have served you
So JoDg aDd so well
Like the dolphin who guides you
You bring us beside you
To light up the darkDcss and show us the way
For though we are strangers in your silent world
To live on the land we must Jearn from the sea
To be true as the tide
And free as the wind-sweIJ
Joyful and loving in letting it be
Aye Calypso
The plllClCS you've been to
The things thai you've shown us
The stories you tell
Aye Calypso
I sing 10your spirit
The men who have served you
So long aDd so \\"CII
Copyright OJ97J Cheny LoneMusic Co.
I still remember wben I fll'Sl heard this SODg. I had graduated from
high school and moved to the mountains. I came home for a visit and a
mend took me over 10 the ocean. We sal there reveling in the sea with
this album on the car stereo. I remember rca1Jy liking the song, and my
frcind. who wanted in the werst way to join Jacques Costeau's team
told me the stoTy ofbow John Denver sailed on Calypso. It wasn't
unti1 after John's death that I really Iislened to it The feeling of riding
in the bow of the ship with the wind spray on your face is inccn:diblc.
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DATE NUMBER OF
ANIMALS
BOTrLENOSE DOLPHIN
Nearshore off IODg Marine Lab
PAcmC WJIIT&.SIDm DOLPJON' " '.
'.", .•.... .
12 21 mi. W Monterey SHJ
10-15 20 mi. W Pt. Pmos SHJ
NQRmERN)u<*-f;~D()I.Psnf':·': :; ,
10118 8-10 3.5 mi. NW Pt. Pifios JW
SRORT-BEAKED'COMMON DOLP~u,:.,:'.:,;
26 sightings throughout bay and outer waters,
:,iDNGBEAKEnitOMMONOOLPmN
IS sightings througoout the bay in herds ofup to 2500.
: COMl\.f~~!OLPRIN SP. ", ..
10125 50 2 mi W Pt. Lobos 1W
Associated with 5 humpback whales.
·D¥.'Y~.~~~~~" ',,~
11 sightings ofup to 10 individuals alODg canyon edges.
NORTHEIlN·ELEPBANT··SEAL
10 mi. S Santa Cruz
8 mi. S Davenport
14 mi. W Pt. Pmos
4.5 mi. NW Pt. Pmos
·~OR.~~ Fui:SEAL ,,",
13 sightings. mostly in outer bay waters.
9127
9129
1011
10/18
9127
9129
Oss.
SHJ
SHJ
OSE
SHJ
HN
ww
MBW
OSE
OSE
SHJ
, -
AO
SHJ
SHJ
LOCATION
6mi. NW Pt. Pmos
5 mi. SW Cypress Pt.
.5 mi. NW Pt. Lobos
12 mi. W Pt. Pmos
~~:,c;:~;.',!' ,;i;'
1.5 mi. SW Pt. Pmos
.5 mi. W Pt. Piftos
4 mi. W Pt. Lobos
SPERM w'BALE
. i"
28 mi. wsw Pt. Pmos
PR.OTWIIALE .....
S mi. W Pt. Pmos
FlNWHALE
15 mi. WSW Pi. Pmos SHJ
12 mi. W Pt. Pmos SHJ
21 mi. W Pt. Pinos OSE
14 mi. W Hwricane Pt. NL
9 mi. W Yankee Pt. OSE
HUMPBACK WHALE. . .. i
15-20
12
700
20-25
2
I
1
I
3
I
2
2
2
9/30
10/1
10/16
10/17
DATE NUMBER OF
ANIMALS
.. , ..
KILLER WHALE.
10116 10-12 28 mi. W Yankee Pt. NL
10118 1 9 mi. SW Santa Cruz SHJ
10/20 2 Near Lover's Pt. HN
10123 3 Cannery Row DL
This group was composed ofCA2, CAJ, and CA6. CA2 was
the whale documented killing and eating a white shark at the
Farallon Islands earlier this month.
RISSO'S DOLPHIN
4 mi. W Pt Pmos
S mi. SW Pt. Pmos
SW Cypress Pt.
3mi. S C)'Press Pt.
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10/23
9/26
9/25
9/30
10/17
10/13 3
10/3 2
10/8 7
10116 2
10116 6
"BLlJE WHALE.':
There were 16 sightings scattemI throughout the bay and outer waters,
9/25
9/25
lOllS
10/17
Marine Mammal Sightings -September 26th through OcL 25th
...compiledby Richard Ternullo
T here continues to be an unusual distn"bution ofbaleen whales in thebay. with blue whales the most frequently sighted and humpback
whales the scarcest. EI Nifto-Iike conditions may have forced
humpback whales north where they have been reponed in the Crescent
City to Fon Bragg area. Iftbey do appear in Monterey Bay in
November. they wiU probably be migrating south.
Shon beaked common dolphins remain the most frequently sighted
smaU cetacean. Diversity still remains high with fifteen species of
cetaceans recorded this period. I understand from several sources that
the full effects ot the El Nmo are still not apparent in this area as yet.
KEY TO'OBSERVERS
DL=D. Lemon, NL=N. Lemon, MBW=Monterey Bay Wbalewatch, HN=H. Neece, OSE=Oceanic Society Expeditions, AO=A.
Orsini, SHJ=Shearwater JOurneys. JW=J. Williamson, WW=W. Wtlliamson
Marine Mammal Sightings Map
(
I
I
- L SEA 'J1JRTLe
~ MI5OPlDOON
I::J. N. ELE. SEAL
•
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Two killer whales, left andforeground. Qttack a sperm whale, tail
visible in baclcground, in an incident scientists say is the first time
orcas have been seen attacking and killing adult sperm whales.
Rare Orca Attack on
Sperm Whale
Thu story WCD l'eprinltdfrom the SamrrJay,
November 8, 1997Monterey Herald newspaper
S an Diego (AP) - Scientists have Lopez spottedrecorded one ofthe few known the attack just
incidents ofa pod ofkiller whales before sunrise.
attacking and killing sperm whales, In a video
providing a rare glimpse into the ocean's recording, the
brutal side. smaller dorsal
The attack confinned why whalers long fins and flukes
ago gave killer whales their names, a group ofthe killer
of scientists from the National Oceanic and whales are
Atmospheric Administration said Friday. thrashing
They spoke at the Scripps Nimitz Marine around the
Facility. much larger
"You could actually smeU the odor in the flukes ofthe
air," said Lt. Anita Lopez, an operations sperm whales.
officer for the David Starr Jordan research As the sperm
ship. whales expel water from their spouts, the
Researchers saw a group ofnine adult water around them froths from white to
sperm whales rushed by the pod ofabout pink, then red.
25 killer whales last month 60 miles off the . The ship was on a research cruise Oct.
Centnl Coast according to the National 21, watching the feeding and diving
Marine FISheries Service. behavior and social groupings ofthe sperm
During the five-hour attack. one adult whale.
speno wbaJe was killed and eaten and "Although rarely witnessed, killer whales
several other bloodied, experts say. have been seen attacking small sperm whale
calves, but never attacking and killing
adults," said Susan Chivers, chiefscientist
ofthe research croise.
Scientists with the fisheries science center
said only six killer whale attacks on sperm
whales have ever been officially recorded.
Researcher Records Unusual Activities ofNew
Zealand Killer Whales
A uckland, Aug 15 - KiUer whales inNew Zealand waters often dig in the
seafloor for stingray before surfacing
and tossing their CAtch around "like a
frisbee," according to an Auckland
University researcher.
Page 6
Wbangarei-based Ingrid
Visser, some ofwhose
results have been
published in the latest
issue ofthe British
magazine New Scientist,
said New Zealand ORCA
whales appeared to be
unique on at least two
counts.
While there had been
reports ofthe whales elsewhere catching
stingray, the New Zealand population
specialised in preying on ray fish as part of
their diet, she said.
"And they are digging for the stingray,
which no other population ofORCA in the
...by Robert Lowe ojNZPA
prOVidedbyMARMAM
world has been reported to do," she told
NZPA today.
Miss Vasser has been doing research on
the species in New Zealand waters for the
past six years and is writing her doctorate
thesis. .
On the whales' feedins habits, she said
they at times had mud stuck on their faces
as far back as the blowhole, suggesting they
had dug more than a metre deep during
their "benthic (seafloor) foraging."
"They bring the stingray up to the surface
and they'D flick their heads and toss it in
the air - not always, but it's fairly
common,' she said.
'It's quite incredible to watch and
(continued on Page 8)
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IATTC and IWC
Meetings
(continuedfrom Page 2)
offour per year for five years
beginning in 1998 was agreed to.
This take of four was added to the
Russian quota of 120 per year for
the same period oftime. There
was strong opposition from
several anti-whaling nations.
They expressed their beliefthat
the Makah tribe did not meet the
IWe's criteria. They circulated a
statement pointing out that this
tribe had not eaten whale meat in
70 years, so it hardly could claim
a "subsistence need." The U.S.
has been the strong proponent of
granting this quota because ofthe
19th century treaty signed by the
U.S. and the Makahs. granting
them whaling rights. .
Once again. Japan failed to gain
suppon for an interim relief
allocation of 50 Minke whales
from its coastal waters to sustain
the activities ofits coastal
whaling communities. The
Commission passed a resolution
calling on Norway to halt all
whaling activities under its
jurisdiction. The Commissioner
from Ireland proposed to break
the deadlock between the pro-
and anti-whaJmg nations. This
proposal is complex and would
entail considerable restmeturing
ofmany provisions in the current
IWC Schedule. It will be studied
in detail. More details ofthe
IWC meeting will be reponed in
the next issue ofthe Spyhopper.
Membership Information
The objectives ofthe American Cetacean Society include engaging in educational, conservational, and scientific pursuits for the
purpose ofexpanding scientific knowledge ofwhales, dolphins, porpoises, and related creatures. The Monterey Bay Chapter meets at
7:30 p.m. on the last Thursday ofeach month at Hopkins Marine Station. Meetings and activities feature cetacea and various aspects
ofthe marine environment. For additional infonnation concerning ACS membership, contact Jon or Judy Hu~bard at 726-1737.
-------------------------------------------~---------- -.
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Types of Memberships, Annual Dues
_Patron _Contributing _Supporting _Active Famil _Foreign _Student _Subscription
- y
($500) ($250) ($75) . ($35) ($45) ($45) ($25) $15112 issues
-
Gift
-
Renewal _ New Subscription Note:
Subscription does
Name not entitle
subscriber to
Address
membership
benefits
City State Zip
_Check _MasterCard _Visa Credit Card No. Exp. Date
I
i Signature
Return to: Membership Secretary, ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
For Subscriptions Make Checks Payable to ACSlMonterey Bay Chapter Chapter. #24 Monterey
Send to PO Box HE, Pacific Grove, CA 93950
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the first catalogue oforeas in NewOdd Orcas Zealand waters, and has recorded t25 in
(conlinuedfrom Page 6) photographs.
sometimes they'J1 toss the stingray )Om There had been no previous population
from one animal to another." count and therefore no accurate indication
Miss Visser said the process could last ofhow many there were, where they went
from moments to half-an-hour but, while or what they fed on.
she had witnessed it, she was still trying Miss Visser said it was important to
to confirm the reasons behind it. know more about orcas because of their
"It may be a case ofrepositioning the position in the marine hierarchy.
stingray, because it does have a sting, and it "They are the top predator and are at the
may have something to do with teaching apex ofthe ecology ofthe ocean," she
their young," she said. said.
"It may just be for display, or maybe "So they're a key indicator species and
they're taking turns to carry the food we need to get basic information about
around. At this stage, I really don't know." them before we can monitor whether their
During her research, Miss Visser began numbers are increasing or declining."
Soundings
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
~ Monterey Bay Chapter
PO Box HE
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Hopkins Marine Station Library
Ocean View Blvd.
Pacific Grol·e. CA 9J950
Book Available
Dagmar Fertl writes to MARMAM:
I ran across the following in one of my
book catalogs:
Roger Payne's Among Whales
instead of$27.50, it is available for
$5.95 (plus $3.00 shipping>
The book is not used, but new.
To order (no billing or credit cards):
Edward R. Hamilton
Bookseller
Falls Village, CT 0603 r-SOOO
CT residents need to add sales tax
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